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At mg Exchange St., Portland.
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Faivnonth Hotel,

Under

PORTLAND
Congreaa

Cor. of

FREE

MUSEUM,
Exchange

ami

I. T. WVER & CO.,

Opposite

Brown

jrl6

Streets.

Proprietor!*.

titled

C.

&

BENEFIT OF IVM. CALDER.

1876

1776
CITY

PORTLAND. MK.

Jul

RAINEY, M. A. M. D
499 1-9 Congress Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
Hours—10 to 19 A. M., and 9 to 5 P. M.

Spirit

d&wtt

Street.

Uhas. J.

THE

—

PORTLAND

gX

J|j| Montgomery
—

AT

Guards,

E. C. JORDAN & CO.,
Civil .Engineers and
Louil Surveyors,
No. IS4 Middle St., Portland,Me.
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads. Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
of Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c. Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering. Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.f
&c
Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden
Bridges, or the combination. Plans and bills of Timber for Wharves, &c., &c.
apr7d3m

D. W. FESSENDEN,
Attorney
OFFICE

HALL,
THUKSDAY EVENING, April 27.
Floorttickets, admitting Gent and

Ladies 25 cents.

Grand

two
march at 8,30.

ap22d5t

29,

look at too List oi

WM.

II,

Company

NEIL BRYANT,
LEW BENEDICT,
T. M. HMGLER,
BILLY BRYANT,
GOM AND FOX,
A DAMN AND LEE,

EL

ST.,

Breech

Loading

RIPLEY,

Market Yal.

At retail

Family

a

choice

Cargo

SEALED
noon, for

furnishing
Four
PastfeBjcer
Company, viz:
One
One
One
One

purpose"

Wholesale
—

Material and Iluilding
Ntaliou KIoiim-m lor this

FLO 111

at Hallowell.
at Cumberland.
at North Jay.
at Livermore Falls.

$16,156

ST.

$253,18^05
FRED W. ARNOLD, President.
JAMES E. TILLINGHAST, Sec'y.

CENTENNIAL

MEMORIAL

John W.

MEDALS !

AGENTS,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.
W. MUNGER.

People

of Portland

Dissolution of

Hersey.

and

Vicinity.

of

was

April

of the Sebago Dye House inform
THEtheProprietors
public that they have been fitting out tbe
at
this
for

a great expense
last winter
tbe
premises
accommodation ot the public, with a good Boiler,
good Machinery and all appurtenances. Accordingly
every thing is in good order, ready to accommodate
the public, accompanied with one of the best Dyers
the country can afford,without any exception. As he
is not a self made Dyer for the last 40
years he
pledges himself to give ample satisfaction to tbe
It is of no avail to mention Gai ments of any
public.
kinds or colors, in fact, any thing that can be Djed
by the hands of man. Kid Gloves dyed or cleansed,
Table Cloths, Window Curtains, Table Covers, any
thing Dyed in any Colors required by the owners,
»mu

GEO. W. RICH & CO
copartnership
dissolved by mutual consent, Saturday.
THE15th.
The business of the firm will

uirjjaibu.

be

Lewis &

V

shail open next wee k an
Slock of

GENTS’ FURNISHING
—

LADIES

FOR

AND

GENTLEMEN

IN TEN MINUTES ONCE A DAY.

Exercise and Salesroom,

A.
E02d

Middle Street, Portland, Me
H. G ALBERT, Proprietor.
^
w

GOODS,

—

Corner Store, No. 175 Fore St.,
nil my former cuslomern
GEO. W.

&

mr

Dodge’s Carpet Beating Establishment,
13 UNION STREET.

process.
Renting
CAitarm^withpr*“li™
w,,h flexible
",
Whip. in the most

RICH.

WILSON

Formerly Uraig Ar Jackson.

AND

Plasterers,

MASTIC WORKERS,
in every Variety of Sly lea,

the best artists in the country, such as
Cornices, Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.

Designed by

Repairing, Flattering, Whitening and
Tinting done in the ueatest manner.
No. 4 Scutli Street, Portland, Me.
N. B.—The most delicate work jtackcd to go safely

any

their egg, are
process
cm,,Mein
moved from the carpet a feature wl.ich
every
good
3 ®uuu
housewife will appreciate.
TAPESTRY AND BRUSSELLS CARPETS we
beat upon the backs, never on the front. All
orders
answered promptly. Orders may be left at Mar ret t
& Co.’s, Middle St., Win. T. Kilborn’s, Free
Bailey
and
Cor.
Geo.
C.
St.,
Franklin Sts
Congress
Frye’s,
E. Dana, Jr.’s, 373 Congress St., W. H. Sargent’s!

re-

Opp., North School,Thos.
and

Sq

Federal

Sts.,

Loiiog’s,Cor*Exchange

G
Timmons

&

THE

tion.
C. A. WESTON continues the business at 21 and
23 Free Street, and E.
GOODHUE continues tbe
business at 75 Middle Street.
C. A. WESTON.
ma30dtfE. C. GOODHUE.

(wimraip

Torn

JHawe’s,

have this day received into our firm Richmond
P. Scales as partner, under tbe Arm name
of Blake, Jones & Co.

WE

BLAKE & JONES.

Boys’

Market

Wagon for Sale.
spring martin
Alight
mane wagon, nearly
mchl5-tt

&

pennell

new.

Enquire

at

this Office.

aplBdlw

Portland, April 15,187G.

Custom

Clothing !

MRS. F. C, CHASE
would inform ter old customers and friends that she
as reopened
the store Uorner Fortlnnd nutl
where she is prepared to
,..n
lnalte boys’ Clothing in the latest styles.
conRtanl '*v on hand, old Maxim—'-‘First
come lust served.”
mclildtf

'rlsnft!;

Raw Co
Good Rio.23
Best Rio.25
Best Java...32
Mocha.35

CONSUMERS!

rut.

2
3
3

Yellow Eyes... 8 cts quart [Best Medinm.. 6 cts quart
Best Pea Beans 7
California Lima Beans.
*•
6
Good

The itJoMt Complete
Syitrm
OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE

C. L. MARSTON.
PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE.

I

Marblized

SOAPS.
Queen Soap.9| Pearl Soap. 5
ErenchLaundry. -.9|
GOODS IN GENERAL.
Best Carolina Rice.9 10 lb. Bag Buckweat.. AOBest Rangoon “ .7 Green Peas....8 cts. quart
Best Turkish Prunes... .7 Split Peas
8
Choice French Pruues. .9 Valencia Raisins.12 ets. lb
Best
15
Horse
Radish..8
cts. bottle
Very
Eagle Brand Condensed
English Walnuts....14 cts
..

Milk.25 Citron.25 cts

Tapioca.10 Sliced
Sago.10

Apples_
12,14 and 15 cts

Dried

FLOUR. !

City Hotel,
AND

—

China Tea Store,
235 MIDDLE ST.,
PORTLAND. ME.

„„

The Medicine that Cures

VEGETINE.

PAID NEARLY

$400.00 ! !

octlldti

Slate Mantles.

>

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co..
their entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
We have on hand the largest aud best asof any house 5n the stale. BUILDUHS AND CONTRACTORS wil find it to
their advantage to call aud examine our
sortment

goods.

MUTTER BROS. & CO.
30
aul7

The best and cheapest Snow A Davis Patent
Slate Roofing Paint for Sbiugle, Tin aud Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or applied by

J.

UXDF.lt FALMOUTH HOTEL.

McCOY & co.,

38 8priug 81., Ponlana,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

jy2!_dtl
Cedar Kapids and
Minnesota Bondholders.

dtf

Bide Lace Boots!
A full assortment in French
Kid, neat and rettv.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boom.
Measures taken and nice lilting Boots made to
order tor
men or women.

.ia-8

N.

Store, Burlington,

mam_

M. C3-.

Marks! Square Portland Me.
eodtf

Fireproof Roofing Paint.

Address

Hall’s Rubber

PALMER.
dtf

nffnr

iimn

For plan of reorganization
Bonds held (whether Main

apply, stating class of
Line, Milwaukee, MusPacific Division), to PKKD. TAVI'OR, Chairman Bondholders* Committee, 470
Broome Street, New York, immediate action
is advisable.
ap8dlm
catine,

or

Pasture.
NEWLY fenced Pasture within one mile ol the
City to let for a term of years.
J. B. THORNTON,
feb21eodtf
Oak Hill.

A

entitled to send one dele-

of

gentlemen

and

Americans.

There is not a case of scrofula In existence that
Vegetine will not cure, provided, however, the
vital functions have not lost their power of action,
all that may be said to the contrary notwithstanding.
Vegetine is pleasant to the taste, mild in its influence, and absolute In its action on disease, as the
lollowing unquestionable evidence will show,

trim

anti town win uc

principled-unworthy

Taking into consideration the character ot its
vouchers, the history of its cares and the Immense
increasing demand, Vegetine may be fairly entitled the leading medicine of the age.
For Bcrotula in the blood, Vegetine is nn infallible remedy, and no person need suffer from
humors, ulcers, and all diseases arising from impure
blood, if Vegetine is used according to directions.

VoH/ilr

city

A Base Deception.
About the most indecent thiDg yet in Ibis
age of Journalistic indecencies was the outcry
in the Argus ot Saturday that President
Grant was implicated in an improper use of
the secret service fund for campaign purposes. It had distinctly appeared long before the issue of that journal that there was
no impropriety, that the
money had been
used properly and lawfully to enforce the law
of Congress for registration of voters and the
protection of the purity of the ballot, so that
the affront to truth and the decencies of life
was deliberate and wilful.
No excuse of
want of information, no claim of mistake will
avail; that journal stands convicted of an
attempt to mislead and cheat its readers, and
those who trust to it for information of public affairs, if any there be, are now laboring
under a wild delusion as to the action of the
President. The Argus sheds some crocodile
tears over the “nation’s dishonor.” That
journal may well reflect that the nation’s
dishonor just at present is the conduct of a
large number of newspapers who are unscrupulously slandering and vilifying the highest
and best men of the nation, are helping
rascals by indiscriminating attacks on the
bad and the good alike, are ’subordinating
truth and honor to partisan
gain and are
disgracing themselves and journalism by conduct at once unmanly, unpatriotic and un-

We wish to eall especial attention to our various brands of
flour, which you can purchase at
a great saving trom
the usual
retail price.

...

healing the sore without reducing the size. At this
point I commenced to use Vegetine, through the

earnest persuasion of a friend.
After 1 had taken
this medicine about one week I experienced wonderful sensations. My whole body seemed to be undergoing a radical change, until, finally, the tumor broke
and discharged frightful quantities. From this time
it decreased in size until the bunch disappeared, but
my neck still bears tbe ugly scars of the sore and
lance. I am now healthy and strong and able to
work every day.
I will also mention that I have been an acute sutfererlrom Inflammatory rheumatism ever since I can
remember, until commencing the use ot Vegetine,
when almost immediately all rheumatic
pains ceased.
Inis statement I volunteer for the
purpose of benefiting other sufteiing humanity, and you will confer
a favor by
giving it as much publicity as thought
proper.
Very gratefully,
O. M. SAVELS, Ashland, Mass,

TVhat is Vegetine?

Ever Devised
for
Home Practice.
PRICE LIST—No. 1. For
Children 4 to 6 years $1.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
No. 3. For Chil*1.10.
dren, 8 to 10,$1.20. No. 4
For Children, 10 to 14, $1.30. No. 5. For Ladies and
Children, 14 years and upwards, $1.40. No. 0. For
Gentlemen of moderate strength, $1 50. No. 7, $2 00.
Complete set of seven, $9 00. No. 7 is fitted with a
screw-eye anti hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Gymnasium. Sent post-paid upon receipt of price.

r-iicu

gate, and one additional for every sixty votes cast for
Nelson Dingley, Jr., at tbe Gubernatorial election of
1874; a majority traction of thirty-five votes will be
entitled to an additional delegate.
Delegates arc authorized to fill vacancies only with
actual residents of the city or town they claim to represent.
The District Committee will be in session in the
ante room of the Hall at 10 o’clock A. M. for the reception of credentials.
THOS. HANCOCK, Gray, Chairman.
J. W. BEATTY, Saco, Secretary.
J. M. MASON, Limerick.
E. N. PEBRY, Cape Elizabeth.
CHAS. E. GIBBS, Bridgton.
JOHN WENTWORTH, Kittery.
THOS. PENNELL, Portland.

Best CauadaOat Meal...4IRyeMeal
.3
Best Graham Meal.4|Com Meal.2|

Burner, Reg-

RETAIL

m*A8__d&wtimll
Goodyear’s Pocket Gymnasium.

The Republicans of the several cities and towns in
the First District of Maine are invited to send dele
gate3 to District Convention to be held in City Hall
Saco, on Thursday, May 25th, 1876, at 12 o’clock M.,
for the purpose of choosing two delegates to attend
the Republican National Convention to be held at
Cincinnati, on the 14th June next.
The basis of representation will be as follows;

lb. Cans Green Corn. .18 2 lb. Cans Lima Beans.. 15
Green Peas.. .15
best Peaches.20 2
Toma2
Blueberries...15
toes.14

.v.,y 11, is; I.

Gilt, $1, in faucy box.
A complete outfit

U.S. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,
P.O. Box 5270.
New York

REPUBLICAN DISTRICT CONTENTION.

CANNED GOODS.

dtf

138 Exchange Siree*.
Agent Wanted.

PRICES—For the Albata Silver, 50 cts,
Usual discount to the Trade.
ot magnificent samples for
agents, in satin or velvet-lined morocco case, containing Six Medals, different designs, one gilt, suitable for jewelrers’ show windows, etc., sent on
receipt of draft or Post-office Order for $4, or will
ship Express C. O, D.
Descriptive Circular Price List and one sample
sent upon receipt of 50 cts. Immense profits. Sells
at sight.
Correspondence solicited. Information
free. Extensive fields for enterprise.
Address all
communications

Secretary,

MUNGER.

—

Copartnership.

Arm of C. A. WEKTOJV & CO., was
dissolved Match 1st,bv mutual consent, Either
I'Arty is authorized to sign the Arm name in liouida-

mh3J FM & W lm

uare.

MOST VALUABLE

In every City and Town in the V. S. and Canada, to
whom exclusive territory will be given, if desired.

Joseph Cbaig.
Wilson.

Dissolution of

D.

constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always
regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumpt ion of gas over any other burner.

SOUVENIRS ANR MEMENTOS

maiid3m___James

..

thorough manner; lar superior to the old process of
heating with still, unyielding sticks. I ,'"
,™
all Moth, and

THE

distance.
___

Doubles the strength in three months. Does not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia aDd indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.

237

IN THE

Under the old firm name of GEO. H
RICH & Clt, and I -hall be happy to

Ornaments

—

—

Plain and Ornamental

THOROUHGH GYMNASTIC S1STEM

Relief.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

Mnprriulendcnt, formerly Proprietor.
d3w
apl 3

A

in

are

AND

—

CRAIG

HEALTH LIFT !

Medallions

of beautiful Designs

larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being Ig inch, in diameter, handsomely put
uj* and sell readily at sight.
These

settled

Entirely I’Ve\r

apl9d3w

MILLER,

80UD SILVER OK GOLD,

EVER ISSUED.

NO. 13 PLUM ST., PORTLAND.
S.

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appeiranco,
wear and color to

CLOTillNG

serve

Sebago Bye House,
J.

Co., at Store 173 Fore Street.

by

Roasted Coffees.
Best Rio.28
Good Java.35
Best Java.38
Mocha.45

Combined

presentinga variety

Copartnership.

WM. E. CHANDLER,
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE.

Washington, January 13,1876.

ulator aud Shade

RICKER.
EDWARD C. HERSEY.

ap20d3t*

C.

lias

15.

E. D. MORGAN, Chairman,

(LATELY REDUCED.)

January 2, 1875.
II. K. Stevens, Esq:
Dear Sir: When about six months old I was vacTHE ELLIS PATENT
cinated. The parties who where vaccinated from
the same virus died from the humor. The humor
spread over me to such an extent that I was rolled
in
bran to prevent me from scratching my person.
»•
|
The disease finally settled in my head. I remained
in this condition about twenty years, troubled all
t he time with sores breaking in
my head and discharging corruption from my ear. At this time a
small kernel appeared on my neck,
gradually increasing in size until a tumor formed of such immense size I could see it by turniug my
eyes downward. All this time I was taking various' remedies
for my blood without any substantial benefit.
sdec ed to be the best. Gas Light ver produced—
I then went to a prominent physician in
Boston,
quite as sternly as the Argand, which varies as the
who, during his treatment of six months, lanced the
and
need
to
tumor
pressures varies,
be constantly watched,
eight types, which cost me nearly $400. This
as all know, beside the great
left me with a rough, aggravated sore, without at all
annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and
chimney. diminishing the size of the tumor, and in a sickly
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so feeble condition. 1 consulted another physician in
Y

Have bought the Stock anil good will of the firm
of I>. B. llieker & Co., and will occupy their

“anMuFcement.
To llie

GAS

a

BUSINESS,

D.

Munger & Co.

mh!8_

OLD STAND, 185 FORE ST.

-60

“.70
.70

PRICES OF COFFEES

40

dt?

—

Ricker &

“.60 Extra
“.75 Best

Reinsurance reserve, New York
standard. 67,150 87— 83,313 27

under the firm name ef

Plans and Specifications may be seen at the
Chief Engineer’s Office, Portland.
This Company reserve the right to reject all bids
not deemed satisfactory.
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent.
dtd
apl8

“.50

Losses unpaid.$11,750 00
Dividends. 1,156 40
Commissions, taxes and office
expenses. 3,250 00

variety tor
give per-

Grocery

AND

00
120,000 00
15,000 00
25,000 00
3,611 00
22,871 48
16,469 81
800 00

$336,502 32

LIABILITIES.

uso, warranted to

COMMERCIAL

feb!3

transacting

of

City of Providence.
bond and mortgage.

!

COPARTNERSHIP.
nership, for the

on

Premiums iu course of collection.
Accrued rents.

ORATES.

J.

JL

8300,000

Rea! estate

the

Prime

Extra
Best

—

stocks.$132,750
in

Loans

by

TEAS.

1st. 1876,

City bonds.
Loaned with collateral security.
Cash in bank and office.

OPEN

10 1-2 cts. lb

Good Oolong Tea.40 Prime Japan Tea.50
«•

Under

ASSETS.

Bank

FOR

Prices with those
Compare
you have been paying.

STATEMENT OF THE

Cash Capital,

GO

COPARTNERSHIP.

Superintendent’s Office, )
Portland, April 17, 1876.
)
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until THURSDAY, April 27, 1876, at

CIST.

Sugars

enforcing

rights of every citizen, includthe full and free exercise ol the right ot suffrage
without intimidation and without frauu; who are in
favor of the continued prosecution and punishment
of all official dishonesty, and an economical administration of the Government by honest, faithful and capable officers; who are in favor of making snch reforms in government as experience may from time to
time suggest; who are
opposed to impairing the credit ot the nation by depreciating any of its obligations,
and in favor of sustaining in every way the national
fhith and financial honor; who hold that the common
school system is the nursery of American liberty, and
should be maintained absolutely free from sectarian
control; who believe that, for the promotion of these
ends, the direction of the Government shonld continue to be confided to those who adhere to the principles of 1776, and support them as incorporated in
the Constitution and tne laws; and who are in tavor
of recognizing and strengthening the fundamental
principle of National Unitv in this Centennial Anniversary of the birth of the Republic.

our

Granulated

and

ing

George C. Shaw,
EQUITABLE NewTea and Grocery Store,
F. & I. tame Co., 583 CONGRESS ST.,

Carries a }i
accuracy fifty ieet, without powder or
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger,
by dealers. By mail, free for 75 cents, with permanent ammunition for target practice indoors,
and for sporting out of doors.

Randall & McAllister,

respectfully
WOULD
land that he is prepared to

PROPOSALS.

Mill CENTRAL IWLItOtll.

d'bn&wtf

FIRE INSURANCE.

Targets.
inch ball with

fect satisfaction,

inform the citizens of Portfurnish Coffin*,
Casket* and Grave-Clothes, of *all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.
feblOdGm

apr22

Long Range

Coal

WELLING BROTHERS,
Aud J. W. PREETH.

W. H. STRICKLAND, Gen’l Agent.
U6tSMWThF&S

IIUMER, As?t.,

Ieb25

PERRY,

Undertaker.

one

Aclire Agents lVnnted.

OFFICE 166 FORE STREET.

A. HANSON.
d6m

composed of

S^*Britliant Orchestra and Brass Band.
Usual prices,
lie served seats at Box Oflics

more

January

Second Parish Church,

Sexton

Company,

PROVIDENCE, It. I..

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Jan21dlw«ttf

E.

England Mutual

PORTLAND, ME.,

SON,

1-2 EXCHANGE

The Celebrated California Quartette,

day in advance.

J. W.

ACENTS WANTED.

Attorney at Lav,
49

stars;

J.

JOHN

apply to

Utf

A. A. GRAHAM, G7 Liberty Street, New Yuri.
mbl5
d&wGml2

LAW,

Insurance

COR. SDMI ABO EXCHANGE STS.
IS1"*A few

201, Nearly Opp. the Falmoiilli.

jaut_

or

OFFICE

Swing Watclicw, Spec I a*
cle», Opera Rlaggeg. Silver Ware,
Clock**, &c,
Wateiie** and Jewelry left for Repair
InMiired again*! Fire.
A

OF

aprl7

24

JEWELER,
Q01 MIDDLE ST.,
Waltham, Elgin

Agent

New

Life Insurance

No. 907 Congress St., West End, fc’oi'llnnd,
Maine.
All orders promptly attended to.
HANSON.

PRICE

the

country by maintaining
all the constitutional

BEANS.

TARBOX,

MANUFACTOEY AT

HENRY

ARTISTS

SON,

and Granite Work.

BRYANT’S OPERA HOUSE, N. Y.

STAR

L A m

.

Monuments, Tablets, Grave Stones

—FROM—

24

II

.

Street,

MANUFACT D ItEltS

Neil Bryant.Director.
Gcs Moulton.Manager.

BLOCK,

DOW,

HANSON &

throughout

567,000 00

mean

lmormation, Documents

General

PORTLAND, I»IE.
ai>13dCmntf

IT.

Minstrels!

00

insured in 1875.50

V. C.

Practice Pistol &

Exchange Street.

172 Middle

WORLD.RENOWNED

The Oldest and Most Complete
in the World.

STANTON

ATTORNEY AT

MATINEE SATURDAY AT 2 O’CL’K,

Bryant’s

Law,

FRED. N.

MUSIC JEUAUU

THE

at

janlSdtf

Ladies, $1.00

FRIDAY and SATURDAY. April 28 and

IN

No. 31 1-2

MUSIC RY CHANDLER.

C

apr3d3tu

ttention.

—

CITY

9,387,000

why we undersell all others is
simply because we buy in such
large quantities lov cash that we
mifkc in the buying what other
dealers make in the selling.

MEAL.

I

Schumacher,

Office in Ca*co Bank Ruitdiug, over F«
II. FanetCs Office.
Orders left at Schumacher Bros, will meet prompt

BY

PLEA EH.

dtf

Beautiful Tableaux!
Terriflic Battles!
The Camp!
New Scenery!
Costumes
of the Period!
Music bf the
Portland Band 14 Pieces.

Grand Calico Ball

AIM:-TO
jau8

tor

FRESCO PAINTER.

reserved seats for the floor commences Monday Morning, April 17tb, at Stockbridge’s Music Store, Exchange St, for the gallery at Sturgis* Apothecary
Store, junction of Congress and Free Sts. Doors open
at 7 o’clock. Curtain at 8 o’clock.
apr!2dtd

1,393,000 00
1,385,000 00

for the Uloncy you have Paid.

Middle

The next Uniou Republican National Convention
for the nomination ot candidates for President and
Vice-President of the United States will be held in
the city of Cincinnati, on Wednesday, the fourteenth
day of June, 1876, at 12 o’clock noon, and will consist
of delegates from each .State equal to twice the number of its Senators and Representatives in Congress,
and of two delegates from each organized Territory
and the district of Columbia.
In calling the conventions for the election of delegates, the committees of the several States are recommended to tnvite all Republican electors, and all
other voters, without regard to
past political differences or previous party affilatlons, who are
opposed to reviving sectional issues, and desire to
promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony

THE REASON

300,000 OO
3,191,000 00

OVER I. 3?. FA-RRING-TCW’S,
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Owing to tlie great depression in
business in Boston and New York
me to buy
markets, it enable
select
many kinds of
lnmily
stores at greatly reduced rates.
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Guaiauteea you the Mont Life Insurance

April 20th, 21st, 22d, & 24th.

Sale nf

244 Middle Street,
The Best Work nt Moderate Prices.

MOTLEY^

jan5

General admission 25c, Reserved seats 50c.
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The dividends of this old Company arc not larger
Company in this country or the world, but
they are as large as any Company can pay whose
surplus is not swollen, by forfeitures.
The Life Insurance Laws of Massachusetts require
Massachusetts companies to give in Life Insurance
the value of every dollar paid into its treasury, without any action on the part of the policy holder.
If a party insured in this Company fails to pay the
premium on his policy when due, the net value or
legal reserve of such policy must be used as a single
premium to purchase a term insurance, the length of
which, to be determined by the age of the insured;
thus securing to every policy holder youDg or old
rich or poor, a fair equivalent for the money paid.
In addition to the above safeguard, this Company
will give, if desired, a paid up policy for said net value, or will pay it in cash if preferred.
In all other State companies (with the exception of
the paid up insurance feature) this net value, or legal
reserve which belong to the policy holder, is forfeited,
unless the premium is paid when due.
When you insure your lifo, insure iu the Company
that

OF

5<5 Market Street, Printers Exchange,

Bosworth Post No.2 G. A. R.
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amount
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SUIT THE TIMES !

than any

Watch and Chronometer Markers9 Tools,
Mathematical. Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, &«.,

Lndica’ matinee every Wednesday and Saturday at 2 p. m.
se2dtf
Box office open from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m.

OB

HARMON.

JOBBER,

MANUFACTURER

FRIDAY, April iiStli,

—

TIMES.

BABCOCK.

MAKER

Equitable.

Market value of which, more
than cost, Jan. 1, 1876.
Income for 1875...
Returned to policy holders in
1875.
Accumulation in 1875
Surplus over liabilities January
1. 1876.
Surplus to be returned to policy
holders in 1876 as their premiums fall due.
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Ceufury Experience
Underwriting.
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The ludicrous Farce of

Unit
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Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday Nights and Wednesday Matinee,

To

Nearly

MOULDINGS.

Sr.

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

to

regular attache of the Press is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Every

with

INCORPORATED IN 1835.

FRESCO BORDERS,

STREET
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BRONZE & GOLD LEAF PAPERS,

THE HIT OF THE SEASON !

April 44th, 45th,

PLAIN TINTS,

WAINSCOATINGS.

I),

Prices Reduced

BOSTON.
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G. A. CLARK, tQ.
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We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
til cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty cf good faith.
We cannot nndeitake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

CAN BE MADE !

VARIETY.

IN EVERY

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 24, 1870

A GREAT SAVING

ST.,

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 19 Fluent Block
nov8
dtf

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Life

Portland, Me.

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Washbowls, Biass
and Silver Plated Cocks; every description ot Water,
Steam and Gas Fixtures for dwelling Houses, Hotels
and Public Buildings, Ships’ Closets, etc., arranged
and set up in the best manner, and all orders in
town or country la ithfully executed.
All kinds of
jobbing promptly attended to.
on
hand
Constantly
Lead, Iron and
Brass Pipe, Sheet Lead and Plumbers’
Materials.
ap22dlra

Dr. R. T.

ENGLAND

Mutual

Pinups and Water Closets,

IO. 41 U\IOK

a

Kates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

NEW

Practical Plumber,
Force

vance.

PEAllCE,

A

TERMS $8.00 PER

It is a compound extracted from
barks, roots and
herbs. It is nature’s
remedy. It is perfectly harmless trom any bad effect
upon the system. It is nourishing and strengthening. It actR directly upon the
bhxKl. It quiets tbe nervous
system. It gives you a
good, sweet sleep at nigbt. It is a great panacea for
our aged fathers and mothers, for it
gives them
strength, quiets their nerves, and gives them nature’s
sweet 8leep-»as has been proved by many an aged
person. It is the great Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our children. It has relieved and
cured thousands. It is very pleasant to take; every
child likes it. It relieves and cures all diseases
origthe Vegetine.
inating from impure blood.
Give it a lair trial for your complaints; then
you will
say to your friend, neighbor and acquaintance, “Try
it; it has cured me.”

\

Democratic Slanders.
The majority of Democratic journals have
not been famous for a strict adherence to
facts in former political campaign?.
This
year they carry their disregard of the truth to
greater lengths than ever before, and print
no facts that conflict with the reckless statements they have made or the uufounded conclusions they have drawn. Nothing probably
could induce them to state the truth regarding the use of the secret service fund ia New
York in 1872, or even to print the testimony
as given before the committee.
They have
published the garbled report furnished to
Washington correspondents by some Democratic member of that committee, but they refuse to publish the true account made public
later.
The story they do print is an absurd one.
The statement is made that money from the
secret service fund was, by order of President

Grant, paid

over

to the

Republican campaign

fund in New York.
The testimony shows
that the amount paid over to Supervisor
Davenport was but 835,000, and that the payments covered a period of four years, 1871,
1872, 1873, and 1874. The administration is
charged with attempting to carry New York
by a corruption fund of 88,000 a year!
The
charge is preposterous. We are asked to believe that in 1872 enough New York voters
uuugut,

cents

apiece

up at, au average price oi mieen
to give the electoral vote of the

state to Grant.

Why the worst class of Democrats, the cheapest men that ever breathed,
can’t be bought for that price. Even in this
state the Democrats cannot easily bribe a
mau with anything less than a barrel of
flour,
and the smallest bribe they have ever been
known to succeed with was a pair of boots.
f Yet we are told and expected to believe that
in New York six voters can be
bought for a
dollar. The plan of carrying that state with
a corruption fund ot
§8,000 is too absurd to
have ever lodged itself in the miud of any
politician.
The facts in the case are just these: In
1872 the Election and Ku-Klux laws

passed.

Large appropriations

for the enforcement

were

were

made

of
these laws, and
the appropriation of the secret service in the
Department of justice was intended to be
Try
used in the detection of election frauds. It
was so used.
The correction and verification
of tho registration of voters in New York was
Report from a Practical Chemist and
entrusted to Davenport, and he did his
duty
Apothecary.
well, preventing the casting of thousands
Boston, Jan. 1. 1874,
of fraudulent votes and the
Sir: This is to certify that l have sold at rerepetition of the
f/ear
tail
154 1-3 dozen (1852 bottles) of your Vegetine
frauds by which the state was
given to Sey*
it
has
that
sav
allJ
can
givtruly
A?ril 12» 1870'
mour in 1808.
en the best satisfaction of
The work was done very
any remedy for the complaints for which it is recommended that I ever sold.
much cheaper in other cities, Philadelphia
Scarcely a (lay passes without some of my customers
for example, where it cost §00,000 for which
testifying to its merits on themselves or their friends.
Iam perfectly
cognizant of several cases of scrofulous
au extra appropriation was
lurnors being cured by Vegetine alone in this vicinurged by the
ity*
Very respectfully yours,
Philadelphia
in Congress, includdelegation
408
AI GILMAN,
Broadway.
j ing Mr. Randall and
To H. It. Stevens, Esq.
the Democrats. The
money was not used in any respect for elecVegetine is Sold by All Druggists. tioneering purposes, and every dollar of it
aprl3
dlwt
was expended in the detection and
prevention of frauds at elections. As soon as the
matter was explained to the Attorney-General lie concluded that the payment wa3
When yon cannot fliul what you want
auil arc in a hurry for Wiuilow Krumea,
proper.
call at
Knowing these facts, which came out in
the evidence before them, certain members
of the committee gave to correspondents a
Where yon can have them at abort notice.
garbled and exaggerated account which was
at once telegraphed over the country. The
Cor. Cross and Fore Street.
testimony of Mr. Williams, for example, as
PORTLAND, NIK,
ap!7
deodtf
published, is directly the opposite of what
0

Window Frames !

BUItROWES BROS’.,

appears in the written record. It is not the
first time that a Democratic committee, professing to be under injunctions of secrecy,
have given to correspondents false accounts
of the evidence before them. Having published the lie theDemocratic papers refuse to
The Argus Saturday
makes the absurd statement in its editorial
column that “the President is proved to have
been guilty of the illegal and corrupt use of
the people’s money,” and gives as substantiation in its telegraphic columns a Washington
special dated four days before. Perhaps its
readers are content to have stale and exploded falsehoods served up to them as news,
but the proceeding is neither honorable nor
honest.

publish the correction.

The wiser Democrats are beginning to regret that the matter of the use of the secret
service fund has been brought up. Explananatlon will lead to a complete exposure of the
enormous frauds by which the great Democratic majorities have been obtained in New
York city.
A Rockland gentleman who has no par
ticuiar cause to be friendly to County Attor-*
ney Staples of Knox County, intimates that
the charges made by Dr. Montgomery against
that official, doubtless have their origin in
personal feeling and have no real foundation.
We trust that such is the case.
Political News.
Ex-Gov. Talbot of Massachusetts refuses to
be candidate for Congress.
The Petersburg (Va.) Index alludes to Mr.
Tucker as “the representative of Gen. Lee’s
grave in Congress.”
Returns from thirty-one counties in Michigan show that the Republicans have made a
gain of forty-eight supervisors over last year,
counting all the Independents with the Democrats.

The New York Tribune sums up the IndiDemocratic platform thus: “ We are in
favor of putting the Democratic party in and
the Republican party out. Also of having
plenty of money and of printing it as we want

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

themselves aud the government to restore
the tests of honesty, capacity, and fidelity in
the selection of persona to fill all public positions.”
That means of course, “Put us
Democrats in and we will show you what a
reformed Civil Service is.” Well, they have
been showing us this winter at Washington,
and the result Is seven officers of the House
discharged for dishonesty or worse and many
more who ought to be.
It won’t do, gentlemen. This is a dreadful uuhealthv year for
clap-trap.—_y. y, Tribune.

Recent Publications.
HlSTOBYOF THE UlilTRD STATES OF AMERICA.
By George Bancroft. Centenary edition. Vol. III.
Boston: Little, Brown & Co. For sale by Lortng,
Short & Harmon.

The third volume of the centenary edition of
Bancroft opens with the history of the revolution, finishes up the first epoch, “the overthrow
of the European colonial system,” covering
the time from 1718 to 1763, and gets well along
in the second, ‘‘how Great Britain estranged

America,”

an epoch reaching from 1763 to
177L The first period is the time of the ministeries of Pelham aud Newcastle, the first ministry of Pitt, and the conquest of Canada.
The second opens with the entry of Charles

Townsliend into the cabinet and the first proposition to tax

America, and the volume closes
repeal of the stamp act iu 1766.
The plan and merits of this edition have
been folly set forth in these columns, and it
only remains to reiterate the opinion heretofore
with the

expressed, that it will be the favorite edition of
Bancroft's great work.
Bbbktwell. By Irena Widdemer. Published by G. P. Putnam’s Sons. N\ T. For sale
by Loring, Short & Harmon.
This story, the .first essay in the novelist’s
line of its author, is very pleasantly told; and

Daisy

gives promise of excellent work in the future.
an unaffected, simple and bright!story of
life in a village in one of the Middle States, and
has the distinctness and something of the stiffness and exceedingly realistic manner of an
oidfashioned daguerreotype.
The
writer
It is

ana

evinces

it.”

moderate design of the book is praiseworthy.
As yet the writei’s style lacks polish and grace
but these are qualities that increase with study

Some of the Democratic Congressmen

arc

already talking of silting right through until December, with a recess during the
month of August, and they are quietly counting noses to see whether or not they can
carry such a plan into effect.
The Richmond (Va.) Despatch predicts
that the Democratic National convention will
no more entertain any idea of
nominating
Gen. Hancock for President than of nominating Jefferson Davis. Is this to be taken as
an indication of Southern Democratic sentiment?
The Richmond (Ya.) Dispatch is very sure
that Gen. Hancock’s connection with the execution of Mrs. Surrat renders it certain that
he could not be elected to any office of honor
or profit by the people of the United States.
The sJme condemnation it passes upon Gen.
Hartranft, of Pennsylvania.
The Atlanta (Ga.) Times wants Ben Hill
to be permitted to talk whenever he pleases
and in whatever tone he pleases without rebuke from the South now that the South “is
about to emerge from under the cloud made
black by the most rigorous terms ever imposed by a conqueror upon the conquered.”
The Bucyrus (Ohio) Forum has received
circulars urging it to favor Tilden for the
Presidency, and says: “As he and his Tam*
many clique did all they could to defeat
Uncle William Allen last fall, we rather think
that their efforts in Ohio will be ‘wasting
sweetness on the desert air,’ or words to that
effect.”
The Malone (N. Y.) Palladium published
at the home of Hon. William A. Wheeler,
says that that gentleman has never in any way
entered the contest for the nomination for
the Presidency, and that whatever may
transpire will be without any effort or encouragement from him. If nominated, the
office will seek the man and not the man the
office.
The Cincinnati Commercial says that some
of the most intelligent of the delegates to the
recent colored convention in Nashville ex.
press their confidence that the Republicans,
with a candidate acceptable to Southern Republicans and upon a sound platform, can
carry Virginia, the two Carolinas, and Florida. They also say that the Southern delegations to Cincinnati will he divided in their
preferences for President, and that Morton’s
chances do not seem to them so good as
Blaine’s or Bristow’s, and as for Conkling he
is not much talked of or thought of among
them.
Four of the speeches of Gen. Thomas
Ewing, of Ohio, and Gen. Stewart L. Woodford, of New York, made in joint discussion
during the Ohio campaign last Fall, have
been published in pamphlet form. They are
exceedingly interesting reading. Both speakers are clever debaters, both are apparently
equally sincere in their views, and the audiences were keenly interested.
The report o^
the discussion brings out clearly the great advantage which the public gains from this
method of canvassing. It would hardly be
too much to say that the majority in the
State was determined by the arguments addressed by Gov. Woodford to the Demociats
who came to hear Gen. Ewing.
Current Notes.
The recent attempt to blacken the reputation of Mr. Blaine was a complete failure. It
was
wicked and reckless, but not very
shrewdly made, and the manner iu which it
was met, and in which the false charges were
uisjnuvcu

wm

uiitivv;

uts

cucuncs

uiuiu

cau*

tious in the future.—Boston Traveller.
There is no profession more honorable

or

necessary to the welfare of the nation
than that of the sincere student of political
science, the genuine politician, whose aim is
to promote good government. The more such
more

men

a

nation

Courant.

lia3

the

better .—Hartford

There is not a possibility that an independent presidential ticket could be elected, or
even carry a single state, but it
would be
likely to make the election of the Democratic candidates certain by the people, and
thus give the Democrats a minority administration.— Philadelphia
Times, independent.
The triumph of Gov. Chamberlain id the
South Carolina convention, is one of the
most noticable illustrations in modern politics
of the power of genuine oratory.
When the
governor arose to reply to the charges of his
enemies he bad less than thirty friends in the
convention. When he concluded his powerful speech, he had complete control of the

convention,

and was elected delegate at large
to the Cincinnati convention, by a vote of
nearly two to one over Senator Patterson.—

Hartford Courant.
Opinions may differ as to the personal merits of Mr. Davenport, hut there cau be but
one opinion amoug honest men about the
value of the work which he did in providing
enforcement of the election law of
for_the
1872. The assistance which he rendered
toward securing the purity of the ballot box
in this city would not have been dear at five
times the sum which he is said to have paid
for it, and in point of fact the same work cost
iu Philadelphia twice the sum drawn by Mr.
Davenport.—X. Y. Times.
Collins Graves, the milkman hero of the
last year’s dam disaster in Massachusetts, did
not figure in the recent one. An
inquiry has
brought out the sad fact that he died of grief,
poverty and neglect some time ago. It seems
that after the Mill river catastrophe, when he
rode nown the valley and warned the inhabitants that the dam was
breaking, people asked
themselves what he coule have been doing at
the reservoir, and then
stopped buying bis
milk.
The milk business was ruined, he
found nothing else to do, and not many
months after he died in destitute circumstances.
Think twice before you allow yourself
to become a hero.—Chicago Tribune.
The Indiana Democratic platform starts off
with the virtuous aunoun cement: “The Civil
Service of the government has become corupt,
and is made the object of personal gain, and
it is tiie first duty whick lhe people owe to

a really uncommon power of observation of the amusing and characteristic points
of everyday life, and the unexaggeraled and

aud experience. The
narticularlv tasteful.

binding ol

the volume is

A Paragraph History of the American Revolution,
By Edward Abbott. Boston: Roberta
Brothers, For sale by Loring, Sbort and Harmon
This little volume, the second of Abbott’s

paragraph histories, extends to the American
Revolution the method which in the first work
applied

to the

history of the nation
by that will be extended

entire.
to this,
for it is an excellent reminder to those who
have not the time nor the inclination to read
large books. Nothing of importance is omitwas

The favor

won

ted, though of

course the information is done
up in the most concise form. The edition indeed is a pocket one, meant, as its author says,

dropped into the pockets of the people
their way to Philadelphia.

to be

Nsm.
& Co. will

Scribner, Armstrong

publish

on

on

this

side the new series, Epochs of Ancieat
History, in which the first volume will be on
Thi Greeks and the Persians, by Rev. G. W.

Cox.
A new

by Mrs. Muloch-Craik, The
old fashioned love story, will
be begun in the June Harper's, and arrangements have also been made for Charles Beade's
Laurel

new

novel

Bush,

an

story.

special importance here just now
King & Co., LonSilver; its Causes,
its Consequences, and their Possible Avoidance, with Special Reference to Indi), by
Earnest Seyd, F. S. 8.
The article on Final Causes and Contemporaneous Physiology, a translation from the Revue
des Deux Mondes in the April Presbyterian
Quarterly by Mr. William A. Smith, a son oi
Dr. Henry B. Smith, is one of the many signs
of the rising faith of French scientists, and of
A book of

has been issued by Henry 8.
don, The Fall in thaPrice of

their dissent from the new materialism.
Fenlmore Cooper’s novels are said to be quite
popular in Russia. During the years 1873 and
1874, 3000 copies of The Last of the Mohicans
were printed; of Wyandotte and of Lionel
Lincoln, 3300 copies; and the The Bravo appeared in two translations—2500 copies of one
and 1300 of the other having been published.

The American Architect and Building News
April 15 contains articles on Viollet leDnc’ Habitations, Constructive Art in Japan,
etc., and an elegant reproduction of the plans
for

and elevation of the New York State Capitol.
The plans are printed from the stone, while

perspective, the negative for which was taken from the plas'er model, is printed from gelthe

atin.
The Atlantic for Jane will contain one of the
most striking papers ever written by Mark
Twain; the beginning of a brilliant story en-

titled The American, by Henry James, jr.; *
second paper by Mr. Adams on The State and
the Railroads; a sketch of A Shaker Village,
by W, D. Howells: Mrs. Kemble's Gossip; a
Centennial Hymn by Mr. Whittier; and poems
by T. B. Aldrich and others.

Septimius Felton is not, as some suppose,
the work referred to in Longfellow’s exquisite
poem on Hawthorne, as “the tale half done.”
This was the Dolliver.Romance, which people
generally understood Hawthorne was engaged
when his death came suddenly, ft was not
then known, even by his intimate friends, that
he bad written Septimius Felton, which was
discovered afterward among his manuscripts.

on

G. P. Putnam’s Sons will presently publish
pamphlet entitled On the Best and Fairest
Mode of Raising the Public Revenue, by A.
Crestadoro, formerly professor in the University of Turin. The author, in a letter to the
publishers, calls his work “A Free Trade Mesa

....
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dom,

from a country man of Christopher Columbus.”
The variations in tbe spelling of Shakes-

peare’s name furnishes the topic for an article
in the May number of Scribner’s Monthly, by
J. H. Gilmore. There are five autographs of
Shakespeare

inexistence

genuine, four of which

are

acknowledged to be
spelled Shakspere

and the fifth Shakspoare. Mr. Gilmore con“From an inspection of
cludes as follows:
these autographs it is evident that, however,
Sb-k-sp-r may have varied in spelling the last
syllable of his name, he never inserts an e after the k. So says Mr. Furnival and so must
any one say who takes the pains to examine
the fac similes.
Oa this point, the spurious
the genuine autographs are all agreed.
Following ont the'principle, then, that a man
has an unquestionable right to spell his name
as hs pleases, we ought not to force upon imperial Sh-k-sp-r, dead and turned to clay, an «
which he persistently and systematically re-

and

jected. Still further, from an inspection of the
poet’s autographs, the weight of evidence is
very decidedly against the insertion^/ an a in
the last syllable of the name; or, in favor of

waiting Shakspere, not Shakspeare.”
Jhe Atfaenteum prints an extract from a letter ivddressed by the late Lord Lytton to Mr.
Richard Bentley, and dated Knebworth, Oct. 6,
It has a special interest just now that
Fausanias is before the public. It was written
at a time when Bulwer was wavering between
an English subject, with Strafford for the hero,
and, Fausanius, on which be finally deter-

1850.

mined. He says: “I feel sure I could make a
very powerful and effective tale, fall of original
and striking matter in scene, plot and character.
am/

*

*

*

The gorgeous life of the

Mede

Fersian, contrasting with tbe severe mao.
ners of the Spartan, I could make very interesting. Then I hare such good incident*—a
murder—the ancient necromancy or raising of
the dead—the vast conspiracy among the Helots
which tbe Regent of Sparta (my hero) secretly
healed, and which, if successful, wonld have
shaken all Greece—and a final catastrophe of
terror in which Pausanias is walled up
alive in the temple in which he took refuge,
his own mother bringing tbe first stone. There

great

other characters, too, In which all wonld
take iuterest—the great Cimon in his youth;
Aristides equally just and profound; the prodigious wisdom and vigor of Themlstocles.'’
The history of tbe creation, as told in Genesis, is dissected most closely by Gustave d’Eichthal in a work
lately published in Paris. He
shows that the sky, which is at first represented
are

created **in
not
the beginning,” does
appear in the order of creation till the second
day; that two distinct acts of creation, the separation of sea and land, and the appearance ot
vegetables are united in tbe work of tbe same
as

beasts anil tuau oil tbe
of vegetables is made
to precede the creation of the sun, the source of
their life; and the light and darkuess are dividel from one another immediately after the

dry, like tbe creation of
sixth day; the existence

creation of th9 light has been already mentioned. These and other peculiarities lead
d’Eichtbal to conjecture that the account as we
have it has undergone transposition and addition, and therefore evidently believing his
own wotk of that sort to be as respectable as
anybody’s, he proceeds to cut and slash the
fragment until he gets what he thinks the original text; eight strophes, each strophe containing two stanzas. One of his changes any one
may try the effect of; it is simply placing verses
14-18 between verBes 8 and 9. He finds traces
of Persian origin in the account of the creation
of light, by a redactor of the primitive poem in
tbe days of Ezra.

[From the Louisville Courier-Journal.]
The Defamatory Age.

by the imagination of the liberal, perhaps
hostile, listener. The boon companion always
knows, if he would tell, how you got your fast
lurse, what was the cause of your quarrel with
ia

your mother-in-law, who gave the lie in the
little affair with Smith, and how you came by
the cut over the right temple. He grieves in
his inner sonl that yon are so reckless and immoral, and, indeed, has tried to stop your
Your wife is a most charming woman, none more virtuous, but really her
intimacy with Brown is getting to be talked
coarse.

about,

aod he, this amiable friend, has serious
thoughts of telliDg her just what people are

sayiDg.

The

sion of these

private enemy comes
things, then the public

that finally, if

in possesenemy, so

be of any consequence,
he discovers that he has a very bad character.
The discovery that Mr. Blaine’s career has
had its ins and outs is the last sensation. The
story of the Indianapolis Sentinel is hardly out
before the newly started Nashville Banner, desiring, no donbt, to signalize its existence by
something noticeable, prints a very scandalous,
the exas well as
a very false, narrative of
Speaker’s Kentucky record. All this Mr.
Blaine laid himself open to when be made that
dreadful mistake last winter. No one who
knows him believes him capable of entertaining settled malignance or venom. His Andersonville spurt was therefore the more censurable because it was insincere. But for tbe
Democrats, who fell into the trap set for them,
it would have been a failure, consigning iis
author to merited ridieule. Tbe ex-Speaker is
of parliamentary finesse—part of
a master
which is a just estimate of the temper of the
bouse. I n this respect be did not miscalculate;
his bit of unworthy enterprise produced the
effect designed for .it; and, whilst in the long
run it will injure him, its current impression
seemB to justify his design.
The cases trumped up against him, however,
a man

lilrxa fVrnoa (rnmnoil

nrt

ocraincl 'Rrietnar

Hendricks,

[Boston Advertiser.]

The Secret Service Fund.
The system of suffrage which grew up iu
New York city under the Tweed dynasty had
no

effectual check uutil the autumn of 1872.

Some of the wards had long been under control of thieves aud ruffians, who secured impunity by their service iu manufacturing votes
as they were needed by the King id the city
orths State. The iniquities practiced under
that system were the most audacious aud defiant ever exposed under our government.
There was no invention or exaggeration in

the reports concerning them; they were judiciestabiisbed again and again.
Under the operation of the enforcement act
the conspiracies which had long practically
controlled the ballot box In that city were
broken up aud scattered. Ballot stuffing, re-

ally

duced to

a science under the Tammany
regimei
became at once too perilous an occupation to
be carried on in open daylight as it had been
for many years before. This act was thought
to be an extreme measure by many conservative people who had never had their own personal rights invaded. But in New York city it
was welcomed by all honest rueu in the interest
of good government, and the excellent results
gained by it were universally recognized, but
not everywhere with the same emotions.
The Democratic vote fell off heavily under
its operation. The new registry destroyed the
occupation of the ballot-stuffing brotherhood in
half the precincts in the city, and secured for
the first time in many years a measurably pure
election. Look back over the files of the Democratic journals of that time and you will find
them howling at the capture of'their strongholds, and threatening vengeance and destruction to every one who had a hand iu the enforcement of that righteous aDd efficient law.
Small chance for revenge, it must be confessed,
they have had since that time. But now,
when the dogs are out, and the whole country
round is wild with the excitement of the hunt,
they have discovered that a few thousand
dollars of secret service money was used to secure the enforcement of that law.
Well, what
of it? It could not have been used fer a better purpose.
Now, if anybody knows that Mr. Davenport
used the money illegally,—divided it with the
Attorney General aud the President, bought
votes enough with it to make New York Ite
publican that year, set up a gambling sboD unaet ine eaves or -LTlQity church, or anything
else that be oughtn’t to,—out with it! Life’s a
short summer at the best. There is no time
like the present hour for a full and free confession.
■

Piper’s Conjession.—The following is the
substance of Thomas Piper’s confession or rath-

explanation of the manner in which Mabel
Yontrg met her death in the Warren Avenue
Church belfry, on the 23d day of May, 1875.
The condemned man explains it thus: There

er

had been a deal of talk about the ventilation of
the church, and Piper, as the sexton, conceived
the idea of opening the trap-door in the tower
to create a current of pure air.

Accordingly
Sunday afternoon, the 23d of May, he went
into the belfry, taking the bat with him, and
taising the trap placed the bat under it to sup-

on

port it; then coming down he met the little
girl Mabel coming up the first flight. She
spoke to him pleasantly asking if she could go
up into the tower to see the “birdies.” He
gave the required consent and passed dowD,
Mabel
tower
Mabel

goiDg up. After he had reached the
landing the thought struck him that
might possibly attempt to go further
upwards than the first laudiug, and he hastily

•

Conference.

Fourth Dap
[Special to the Press.]
Lewiston, April 22.—The church exteosiou
anniversay was held in the church last evening
on account of the storm, and
tong before the
hour the church was packed. The opening services were conducted by Messrs.Pottle aud Per
ry, W. H, Foster presiding.
The address of Chaplain McCabe was beyond the power of words to describe, while the
wonderful power and pathos of his singing
melted all hearts, so that at the close when

retraced his steps, bouudiug up the stairs as
fast as possible. Leaching the loft below the
bell deck a sight met his eyes which almost
froze his blood, for the trap-door had fallen
and transfixed little Mabel’s head between it
and the projecting edge of the lauding. Hastily raising the door he gently look up the
child, who was screaming violently, aad laid
her beside the door on the heli deck, closed
the door, ran down the steps, threw the
bat one side, and sped down the stairs to
the gallery landing, locking the door alter
him. When he got down he met two or three
ladies in the lower vestibule, and among them
Miss Hinman, but he was so frightened he did
not say anything, and the result was his personal fear induced him subsequently to be wholly
silent concerning what be had seen. Then as
he reflected he was still more afraid because he
knew that the detectives at City Hall had an
enmity and hostility to him. He felt that the
officers might take advantage of his serious position to directly connect him with the crime in
view of the previous record
they had attached
to him.
He positively lenied having ever
from
the
jumped
window. This is the substance of his story as near as can be learned.
What effect these developments will have
upon
his execution remains to be seen.
The Governor of Massachusetts has overrul
ed the decisiou of subordinate militia officers
and granted permission to the Boston Light Infantry to leave the state aad parade at Charleston, S. C., as an indication that the people of
Massachusetts are responsive to every loyal and
patriotic sentiment.

to

the

congregation

to

aid the society, the pockets “began to flow.”
E. Robinson started the movement with the
offer of $100 if the congregation would make it
$500. His offer was soon clinched with $450
additional, and the meeting closed amid great

enthusiasm.
The conference was opened at !l o’clock with
prayer by C. F. Allen, D. D.
The stewards presented their estimate of suThe report was
perannuates and widows.

adopted.
The conference cashier was instructed to pay
all Bible collections to the state agent, Dr. Gil-

bert.
Sheldon
A. F. Chase and H. C.
were called forward and after examination by
the Bishops, were received into full conference
Messrs.

relation.
John Hannaford, W. J. Murphy, R. Green,
J. T. Blades, C. \V. Bradlee, were elected to
local deacons orders.
F. A. Smith, delegate from the Young Men’s
Christian Association, vras introduced and addressed the conference.
Dr. Vincent, corresponding secretary of our
Tract aud Sunday School Association, address-

ed the conference.
Dr. Dickerman, fraternal delegate from the
Maine

Congregational Conference,

intro-

was

duced.
S. Allen

reported

for the

committee on

the

presiding eldership.
A minority report was presented by D B.
that the office shall be elec-

Randall, providing
tive.

The two reports wero
laid on the table.

briefly discussed

an

Took up the order of the day and proceeded
to the election of three delegates the General

Conference in Baltimore May 1st.
While the tellers were out brother McCabe
addressed the conference in behalf of the
church extension cause.
H. Hobart and H. Crockett

were

made

su-

nernn m oro

Tililan

will come to naught. They are
offshoots of the time. And what a time it is!
There are epidemics; but there never was
snch an epidemic as this. Every period has its
idiosyueracy; bnt what age has furnished so
many mangled reputations? It is essentially
an epoch of exposure aDd disgrace; of disgrace
without exposure aud exposnre without disgrace.
Already the public sense is becoming blunted.
Beecher grows respectable by the side of Babcock, and Belknap is comforted by Pendleton. The
purest come in for detraction, and Tilden is made to vie with Bristow
in corruption whilst it is nip and tuck between Hendricks and Thurman which is the
greater rogue. Last we have the ex-speaker,
who, for the time being, is the worst of ail.
Thus the confusion of honest men and thieves
defeats the ends of justice, and those who set
themselves as prosecutors become the instruments of corruption. Partyism makes martyrs
without much regard to questions of right aud
wrong. But for Belknap’s panic he would today lie a martyr as Scbsnck and Babcock are.
He Equealed, and he made a wreck of his own
case.
Look at Boss Shepherd! a model of sagacious acumen, who holds bis own aud has
plenty of flunkeys to lick bis boot. Besides
there are Kobe son, Meiggs, and Kufus Ingals.
The newspapers are certainly carrying the
business of defamation, based on insufficient
and Irresponsible information, to au extent
which is tolerably sure to bring about a reaction. There is now hardly a public man, from
such as Thurman to such as O’Conor, who has
not bad himself smirched. If one remains, he
he as chaste as ice, as pure as snow, he shall
not escape calumny. This canpot last without
its legitimate result,—a more dangerous state
of indifference as to public morals than we
have seen, and, by consequence, greater latitude to thieves. Every lie that is told balances
• truth.
Confuse the classes and degrees of
guilt, aDd, the standard being gone, the corruptionist becomes the companion of the most
upright. The newspapers do not discriminate.
They tefuse to spoil a sensation by disbelieving
it. It is so easy to accuse, personalities are so
popular, and the party set upon is so little likely to make it warm for bis assailanr. We need
a few successful libel suits.
They would mend
matters decidedly.
and

Methodist

Bishop Haven appealed

The readiness of the public to believe ill of
those who stand under ils disfavor is equalled
only by the readiness of one’s friends to keep
the latest and liveliest scandal going. Primarily it is a man’s cronies who are his most dangerous accusers, for they speak by shrugs and
innuendo, leaving the verbal gaps to be filled

downward

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Voted.to recognize the order of Marchent

Holly.
Silas Emerson was made effective.
Voted to adjourn to two o’clock this p. m.
Conference met at 2 o'clock, E. Robinson in
the chair.
N. Clifford read in the opening religious service.

The order of business was suspended in
for memorial service for deceased members of the conference. Remarks were made
order

by D. B. Randall, C. Fuller and J. B. Lapham and others.
It was a sad and solemn
hour.

P. Jaques, S. F. Wetberbee and H. P. Torsey
were elected delegates to the General ConferA. S. Ladd and IV. S. Jones as reence,
reserves.
W.
The Abbott Will

Case Decided.
Augusta, April 22.—The Abbott wdl case
which has been on trial in the S.J.Court,Libbey
Judge, in this city for the past three weeks,
was given to the jury to-day,
who after a short
consultation, rendered a verdict for the defence
sustaining the will. The case has attracted
considerable attention, the parties being well
known in this vicinity. Mr. James Abbott of
who died something more than one
year since, in his will gave the bulk of his prop-

Pitlston,

erty, some $20,000, to a daughter by a former
marriage, Mrs. Clark of this city, leaving his
widow a farm, &c amounting to some $2000,
and cutting off his sons by her with nothing.
Action was accordingly brought to break the
will on the plea of insanity. Gould of Thomas-

ton, Clay of Gardiner and Pillsbury of Augusta
appeared for plaintiff, and Baker & Baker of
Augusta and Henry Webster of Gardiner foi
defence. It is understood the case will go to
the law term on exceptions.
The court will probably adjourn Monday
when Judge Libbey will go to Calais to hold
court there.
[To the Associated Press.]
Fire in Calais.
Calais, April 22.—An occupied house belonging to J. A. Pine was burned this evening.

Loss $500;

no

insurance.

Sadden Death.
Rockpobt, April 22 Capt. James Magune
dropped dead in his barn this afternoon. The
cause is supposed to bo heart disease.
He was
—

76 years old.
Arrested lor Forgery.
Nokway, April 22.—Ephraim R. Bisbee of
Buckfield was arrested on Wednesday evening
by sheriff Whitten, on complaint of the Norway National Bank, charged with obtaining
He
money from said bank on a forged note.

brought to Norway Thursday and will be
arraigned to-day before trial justice Wright.
was

Bisbee has heretofore sustained
character.
Kiewisiou Waterpower.
Mr.

good

a

Lewiston, April 22.—The voters of Lewiston voted to-day on the question of cooperating
with manufacturing ^companies to secure control of the lakes at the headwaters of the Androscoggin, for the purpose of increasing the
water power here.
The city is to invest $200,000 and receive water privileges and power for
water works. The vote was 995 for the
to 139 against.
Posinl.

project

Washington, April 22.—Among the postmasters appointed for the week are the following: John M. Curtis, East New Portland,
Me.; Mrs. Anna M. Jarvis, East Surry, Me.;
James A. Clark, West Camden, Me.

MARINE NEWS.
A

Cantden Barque Missing.

Rockland, April 22.—Bark G. Norwood oi
Camden, Capt. George W. Shepherd, from
Galveston for Bremen, lus been 110 days and
is now thought to be lost with all hands.
Besides the Captain, the mate, Edmund Cooper,
steward G. B.Sjnitb, and seaman Wm, Berry
were

from Rockland.

The

bark

principally by Carleton, Norwood
was

was

&

owned
and

Co.,

six years old, 418 tons, and partly insured.

Continuation of Davruporl’a Nlatemrnl
Concerning Ihc Secret Service Fund.
Washington, April 22.—Davenport resumed
his evidence to-day and testified with regard to
frauds in New York city,and the reasons which
led him to inquire into the matter. Davenport
was going on to explain the frauds committed
under the form of naturalization, when Caulfield called the committee together to choke off
the evidence, bat after consultation it was decided the witness should go on.
Witness then
went on to particularize the frauds.
He had
a
mass
of
affidavits iu relation to
prepared
these frauds, and convicted these parties.
Mr. Caulfield—How were you paid for preparing these affidavits.
Davenport—1 was paid as every other United
States Commissioner was paid.
Some I was
Witpaid for and others I was Dot paid for.
ness examined a mass of affidavits and said he
conld not designate the affidavits for which he
was paid and those for which he was not. Witness, after a goed deal of badger'mg, went on
to explain the frauds he discovered in registration under the law of New York. Witness explained that under the revised statutes he had
gone on and prepared a number of hooks of inThese hooks
struction to deputy supervisors.
were paid for under the'law by the department.
He testified to the issue of warrants in 1872 for
1200 illegally registered persons, believing that
they were not in existence, to prevent the persons named from voting.
Adjourned until Wednesday.
Alleged Irregularities in the Treasury Under Secretary McCulloch.
St. Loitis, April 22 —George Prender, who
was public debt statement clerk under
Secretary McCulloch, has gone to Washington to
testify that each public debt statement then issued reported money in the treasury not there,
while the government was paying three per
cent to meet temporary necessities; also that
hundreds of thousands of dollars were placed
in the hands of outside parties, who loaned it
back to the government and drew interest on
it.
A clerk named Richardson, in the redemption bureau, stated to friends that immense
frauds were perpetrated iu that bureau, and
fortunes made by reporting money destroyed
which was preserved; that only half the money
turned in for destruction was actually destroyed
and the other half was divided among the
perpetrators of the frauds.
Prender reported these facts to Gen. Spinner,
who was treasurer, but the latter declined investigating them, saying that he did not believe
In March, 1809, the
frauds were practiced.
Congressional retrenchment committee was examining alleged frauds in the Treasury printing
department, Prender went to Edmunds of Vermont, chairmau of the committee, and laid all
the facts before him, aud asked for an investigation. Edmunds replied that the time of
the committee was too short to warrant an extended investigation and nothing was done.
After Boutwell became Secretary, Prender who
at that time had retired from the Treasury
Department, informed him of the discoveries
he had made while a clerk, and the Secretary
promised to investigate the matter shortly.
After this a man named Fox, who had also
been a clerk in the redemption bureau, called
on Prender and stated that he had been appointed a detective by Secretary Boutwell to
work up these frauds, and wanted all the papers and evidence he had in his possession.
Prender declined to give them up except on an
.order from Bontwell. Fox left, but returned
a little while after with a letter from the Secretary, asking fer the documents, and Prender
gave them to Fox in the presence of a witness
who knew their character and who 19 now in
Washington. In the meantime Bichardson
bad retired from the redemption bureau and
located at Albany, N. Y. Fox visited him and
soon afterwards Bicharson, although a Democrat, was appointed assistant postmaster at Alban;, and no investigation of the frauds was
ever made.
Prender will probably testify before the committee at Washington on Monday, when it is
expected the matter will be brought to light.
The Government Insane Asylm*
A woman who has been an attendant in the
government insane asylum testified to day that
the clothing and food were insufficient.
She
had seen tainted meat given to patients and
some of the female patients had fingers frozen
for want of proper warmth in the wards.
Dr.
Nichols was so much engaged outside that he
did not give proper attention to the hospital,
one time not going through the wards for three
months. Vermin came upon the clothing from
the laundry.
Various matters.
A resolution has been prepared by a Itepublican member of the House to be offered tomorrow, proposing that investigations now in
progress shall be conducted with open doors.
The Commissioner of Internal Eevenue Saturday by direction of the President wrote a
letter to Supervisor Hedrick asking for his resignation. Supervisor Mathews has resigned.
The Treasury up to Saturday night had paid
out in exchange over $200,000 in silver coin.
Ex-Detective Whiteley says the indictments
against him is not worth anything, as he has a
letter from the Attorney General securing immunity to him for all acts. He gives his opinion pretty ireely as to the evidence to be brought
out, but it is all in his own favor.
The House Committee on Indian Affairs have
agreed to recommend the immediate appropriation of $50,000 for the subsistence of the Arizona Indiaus,whom Gen. Sheridan reports driven to depredations by absolute need.

Forty-Fourth Congress—First Session.
HOUSE.

Washington, April 22
Mr. Faulkner of W. Va., from the Committee on Foreign Affairs, reported a bill in regard to citizenship, and to define certain rights
of U. S. people in foreign countries and certain
duties of diplomatic and consular offices, and
addressed the House in advocacy of it.
Mr. Cox offered a substitute for the bill in
which he said be had endeavored to gather all
the virtues that were in the bill.
Mr. Began objected to that section of the bill
which permitted aliens to hold real estate in
this country.
He also objected to the fifth
section which provides how marriages in foreign countries between U. S. citizens and
aliens may be contracted and solemnized. He
thought the control ot that subject was not
one of the functions of the federal government.
The farther consideration of the bill was
postponed till Wednesday. The House then
took bp the bill reported by Mr. Douglass of
Virginia to amend the charter of the Freedmen's Bauk.
Mr. Douglass said he did not care to address
the House, but would yield the floor to Mr.
Bradford of Alabama, who desired to offer
some amendments to the bill.
Mr. Bradford
offered a substitute for the first three sections.
It requires the Secretary of the Treasury to appoint a competent man to take charge of and
wind up the affairs of the bank, the Secretary
to retain the general supervision of this commissioner.
Mr. Bradford insisted that action was due to
sixty odd thousand depositors of the Freedman’s Bank, who were principally colored
people living in the Southern states. That it
was a duty which Congress ought not longer to
shirk, particularly in view of the fact that Congress was to some extent responsible for the
losses of the depositors.
He characterized the
whole affair and about all connected with the
bank and its branches as frauds.
Wit. limit. apf.inn

flm ITnnca adintirnml

The Panama and Pacific mail War.
New York, April 22 —In this city yesterday
the executive of tbe Panama railroad having
ruled that all of its freight shall hereafter be
charged for at the local rates, decided that tbe
Pacific Mail Steamship Company shall be required to prepay every ounce ot freight it offers
tbe road.
In San Francisco yesterday the Panama railroad company attached everything movable
belonging to the Pacific Mail Steamship Company. The eontroclers of the Panama railroad
say they have resolved to accept nothing but
prepayment trom tbe Pacific Mail Steamship
Company because that company has neglected
to pay its dues for tbe past six months.
The
Panama railroad is preparing bonds tbit will
enable it to seize and hold every Pacific mail
steamship that enters San Francisco.
H1ETEOBOLVKIGAL.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY FOUR

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
\
April 24, (1 A. M.) j

War
Drowned.
23 —About half past five
o’clock this evening Frank Adams, who was
out driving with twocliildren and two of Frank
Locke's, was returning to this city over the
Portsinoutn turnpike in East Concord, the
horses stopped through a hole in Willowbridge, while trying 10 recover himself the
wagon crowded him into the stream, and while
partly precipitated into the water Mr. Adams
succeeded in rescuing all the party except Hattie Locke, a girl 9 years old, who was drowned.
Her body was recovered this evening.
Horse
was also drowned.

Concord, April

Mr. Beccbrr in Boston.

Boston, April 23.—Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher preached this morning at North avenue
churcb, Cambridge, and this evening at Warren avenue church, Boston, to immense congregations. Five thousand people had gathered about the church this
doors were opened.

evening

befote the

Prostitute Murdered.
Providence, R. I., April 23—A young
woman known as Josie Revere was coolly raurdured in a low brothel on A street last night
by a man who had been intimate with her
named Merchant H. Weeden. After a brief
interview with her, standing at the door of her
room he fired at her three times each shot taking effect in the head or breast and theu walked
out of the bouse.
Thus far, he has escaped
arrest.
Weeden is a carpenter respectably
connected, and during the war served in the
4th Rhode Island regiment, rising to rank of
lieutenant. The girl’s real name is supposed
to be Sarah S. Weaver.
She is said to havfe
come from Milwaukee to Worcester where her
mother remains. She came to this city a year
ago and entered upon the life which has ended
A

so

tragically.

_

An Insane Father Beau llislton’i Brains
Out.

Hyde Park, Vt, April 23 —Mr. Cbas. Cook,
a farmer 23 years of age, living with bis father
io this town while at work in a sugar place
with him about G a. m. today, had bis brains
beaten out by his father who attacked him with
Elder Cook has for some time been
an axe.
He was lodged
considered harmlessly insane.
in jail aod laughs with diabolical delight at liis

accomplishment.
Base ball at
letics G.

Philadelphia—Bostons G,

Far New England,
diminishing northeasterly winds, clearer and
partly cloudy weather, stationary or lower temperature and stationary or risiug pressure.

Ath-

Wilson Denies None of
Mr. Harrison’* Statements.
New York, April 22.—The Tribune says exRepresentative Wilson of Indiana, denies the
statements of Mr. Harrison of Indianapolis, in
so far as they convey an impression that either
by letter or telegram he conveyed information
that Mr. Blaine was in any way connected with
the transactions of the Union Pacific Railroad.

Ei’KrprearulsiiTe

Crimes and Casualties.
DilliDgham paper mill at Henuiker, N. H.,
was burned Saturday.
Loss $25,000; insurance

$3500.
Abbott, the Ossipee murderer who killed his
wife last fall, has been sent to the penitentiary

Park.
The steamer Gannett was robbed of $4000
worth of cigars at her pier in New York Friday

by river thieves.
A hotel, freight depot, warehouse, and several loaded freight cars, at Aoerdeen, Md., on
the Philadelphia & Baltimore railroad, were
burned Friday night. Loss heavy.
Iteports from various points in Iowa, Nebraska and Southern Dakota, represent destructive prairie fires during the past two days,

involving great loss of property. No lives were
lost, though many escaped with only their
night clothes.
In Boston Saturday Patrick Hewlin fell a
distance of 05 feet from tbe roof of the Boston
aDd Albany grain elevator and received fatal

injuries.

The verdict in tbe case of Dwight F. Steele,
for the murder of Frederic A. White in New
London, Ct., last July, is murder iu the second

degree.
Geo.

Brackett

of

Greenland,

N.

H.,

and

Capt. J. C. Hoyt of Kittery Point, were thrown
from their carriages at Portsmouth and sustained severe injuries.
A $75,000 fire occurred at Paterson, N. J.,
Saturday. Two firemen were injured by falling walls.
D. M. Johnson recently from New York was
arrested in Providence Saturday for forgery.

Some time Tacsday night family of emigrants named Baker consisting of man, wife
and two children from Pennsylvania were massacred 100 miles west of Custer city.
a

While five persons were decending a coal
shaft at Browu’s Station Mo., ou the Columbia
branch of St. Louis aud Kansas railroad Friday
last, the rope b<-oad aud all fell to the bottom
over 100 feet.
Three incendry fires at Poughkeepsie this
morning destroyed $15,500 of property. Insurance small.

was

Crook'*

all

was

Whiskey steady at 1 07.
Freights are unsettled: fourth class
29; do to Baltimore 22.

No 2

Hamilton,

to New

York

Cleveland April 22.—The Petroleum market is
standard at lOif: prime White at m both
car lots.

boxes

leather, 90 galls varnish.

3 bbls

herring.

4

pkgs

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By Boston and Maine Railroad.—Jackson
& Morse 1 car corn, Waldron & True 3 cars corn. J
C Jewett 2 cars corn, A A Hall 1 car corn, W H Miiliken 1 car flour, O Gillett & Son 2 cars flour,Norton.
Chapman & Co 2 cars flour, Josselyn & Co 1 car of
flour, U Hayward & Co 1 car flour, J B Fiske 1 car
flour, C H White & Co 2 cars oats, Paris Flouring
Co. 1 car oats, MCRli 21 cars merchandise, G T R
Scar merchandise, P&ORR 1 car merchandise,
Portland 9 cars merchandise.
By water conveyance—1600 bush cornmeal to G.
W. True & Co.

the

market
Brokers* Board, April 22.]
$3,000 Eastern Railroad sinking fuDd 7s,.
350 Eastern Railroad.....
50.do.s 30
54.do.
230 .do.

take but little interest in what transa disastrous result may have a
tendency to awaken the old feeling.
The Cheyenne* in Marauding Baud*.
St. Louis, April 23.—The Globe-Democrat’s
Leavenworth special says news from the seat of
the Indian troubles in Big Horn country is to
the effect that the Cheyennes have broken up
into small bands for marauding purposes.
A
party of miners had a fight with one of these
bands yesterday, in which one Indian was
killed aud two wounded.
The miners held
their ground and drove the Indians off.

561

131

13
131
13

Second Call.

Boston & Maine Railroad.100}
Sales at Auction.
9 Boston & Maine Railroad.100}
$1,000 Maine State 6s, 1883, reg.108}
60

for money and account.

bank statement.
Decrease in loans......$4,545,500
Decrease in Specie... .1,323,500
Increase in legal tenders.2,280,100
Decrease in deposits.2,280,100

FOREIG N

Circulation Decreased.
Revenue

7,100
Increase.1,806,525

Ar at Queenstown 21st
Treat, Astoria.
Ar at Queenstown 20th

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, April 22—12.15 P. M.—Gold opened at
112}, sold up to 112}, oil to U2}, up to 112}, and is
now 112}. Governments active and strong.
Money
3 per cent. State bonds quiet.
Stocks active and
lower. Sterling Exchange 488 @ 490.
The specie shipments to-day were $284,615.
Clearing house statement; Currency exchanges,
$57,652,501; currency balances, $2,599,980; gold exchanges, $2,451,891; gold balances, $401,288.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

says it is understood that Turkey has refused
to continue negotiations with the northern
powers and prolong the armistice, under the
impression that the alliance between the three
Emperors has become weakened.
As this supposition has now proved unfounded, it is hoped that the Porte will ultimately
consent to further negotiations, being pressed
Wuich on Montenegro.
A telegram from Constantinople says the Ini
perial decree is published ordering a camp of
observation at Scutari to watch Montenegro.
The rumey that the Porte has decided to declare war against Montenegro is unfounded.
A

Constantinople, April 23.—The English

and Russian ambassadors bad interviews with
the Grand Vesier. These conferences resulted
in the announcement that the Porte has no intention of declaring war against Montenegro.
Servian Militia Ordered to the Frontier.
London, April 24.—The Times dispatch from
Berlin reports that the Servian war office has
ordered all the militia-meu to prepare for a
foreign campaign. It is considered, however,
exceedingly improbable that Servia will go to
war unless she is attacked by Turkey.
A dispatch to the Russian Telegraphic agency says an order has been sent from Constantinople to revictual Nicsic for six months at any
cost. It seems nnlikely that Servia and MontIf the Turks
enegro win remain unaffected.
are victorious they will attack the principalities. The Eastern crises has reached a momoment when it is for force to pronounce the
last word.
Probable Intervention.
Lodon, April 22.—The Pall Mall Gazette
special from Berlin says it is again proposed
that in the event of all the means of restoring
peace in the Turkish provinces failing Austria
should interfere forcibly. It is reported that
the powers now view the proposal favorably,
and its acceptance is probable.
A dispatch from Constantinople says it is understood that Montenegro has been notified
that unless she maintain strict neutrality the
Turkish troops will immediately cross the fronGSREAT

duty.

CENTRAL AMERICA.
The Internal Trouble*.
New York, April 22.—The armies of San
Salvadore and Guatemala are nearly facing
each other on the boundaries of the former.
In Honduras a Guatemaliani force of 4000 men
had gone to establish a President from Guatemala.
Medina, the revolutionary President,
had been defeated in a recent battle, add died'
shortly afterwards.
Uruguayan advices say that the revolutionists there deposed President Vaxela at Montevideo, who tied on board a British war ship.
The Guatemala troops had declared Soto as
President of Honduras, and the former President after defeating Medina, made Camayagua
his headquarters.
Gomenzoro was appointed
President, with Castello as Minister of the

government.
Foreign Note*.
The Basque provinces of Spain ara* showing
signs of dissatisfaction and threatening rebellion.

Seventeen people will be hung May 5th for
the murder of the Englishman,
Margary.
Queen Victoria has returned to England.
Fred P. Dore, Canadian emigrant agent at
London, asserts that no famine prevails in
Gaspes as reported, and there is only local distress among the outlying fishermen in consequence of the unusual snow blockade.
The Dominion government has issued an order forbidding the importation of cattle from
Europe except at Halifax, St. John and Quebec, where they will be subjected to a rigid
quarantine.

Centennial grounds Saturday.

The Congressional naval investigating committee have concluded their labors in Philadelphia and returned to Washington.
The cigar-shaped submerged torpedo propelled and exploded by electricity from on
shore,
was tested
satisfactorily in the Potomac river

Saturday.

The anthracite board of control have resolved to advance prices five cents per ton for
May
and shipments will be limited to $000,000.

Capt. Nathaniel White, a well known citizen
of Greenland, N. H., aged 05, died suddenly
Saturday.
The report that several of the large New

York insurance enmpanies are about to transfer their business to the state of New
Jersey is

denied.

■

NAME

Ebcn Freeman, aged 63

low rates of interest.
For sale Diamonds and Jewelry at less than
the original cost.
One fine Diamond Stud, 1 karat pure white,

half

elegant attalr.
$65.00
fine Diamond Stud, } karat pure white,
50.00

One

King, I karat, old mine stone, 75.00
ladies’ Ring, very handsome, 35,00
and lots of other Diamond Kings, Eardrops and Studs,
Gold and Silver Watches, and other Silver Ware at
less than halt

apl8sn1m*

price.

S. 8CIIRYVER.

grassTseed.
Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top,
FOR SALE BY

—

Harris

&.

Littlefield,

143 Commercial Street.
mchtG

sntf

FOREST

TAR.

Extensive advertising has made many proprietary
goods sell largely for awhile, but In no case have
these sales been sustained, unless virtue has been
found in the articles themselves. The continually
Increasing sales of Forest Tar, although but little advertised, and its excellent reputation wherever
known, prove it to be no humbug.
Forest Tar Salve lor diseases of the skin, and Forest Tar Troches for attections of the throat, are also
giving the best satisfaction. Ask your Druggist for
them, or send 23 cents to the Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me., for a box of either the Salve or Troches.
octl5

sn9m

FROM

FOR

ing

PORT OF

Uala,Fiahinx Tackle,Gun.

Goods.

To Cure Catarrh Woodbury & Moulton,

DATE

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

PHYSICIANS ARE BAFFLED!

Domestic

COBHIOA

ISTEWST

Liverpool

BOSTON.

ness and

A VICTIM.

aP5__deotlGm
IVTITfiTn !

when you realize this fact, do not get frightened
and run and pay five or ten dollars for worthless
advice, but invest just 35 cents in a box ot

New Sheet

SLUDER'S

C. K.

is

177

PEOPLE OF NEW

Liverpool.

we mean

you who

Partial

!JewYork.

so

are

common,

ALSO

ENGLAND,

troubled with these
such as

Paralysis,
Neuralgia of

-.ornets. and all instruments for Brass and
String
Bands, in great variety; extra V iolin Strings, Retail
wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.

Jan31deodly*

Phaetonjfor Sale.

com-

GOOD

second hand Phaeton made
by C. P.
A
Kimball. Just repaired and in good running
iruer. Can

be seen at

the Head,

CARRIAGE

York.

BALTIMORE—Ci«l 20th, sch Ruth Darling, Swazv
J *
Jardenas.
Ar 21st, schs Alice M Allen, Brigham, and Ellen
M
< lolder,
Wixon, New York; W H Jordan, Crowell,
^ew York.
Sid 21st, sch Ruth Darling.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 20th, schs Jos Oakes, Parkr, Arecibo; J Whitehouse, Farnham, Kennebec;
-hree Sisters, Baker, Florida; J W Drisko, Haskell,
<
imall Point, Me; Elizabeth
English. Kelley, Rock\ •ort. Me; Douglas Haynes, Adams.
Wiecarset.
Ar 21st, brig Mary C Rosevelt. Call.
Cardenas; sobs
<
•race Davis, Davis. Havana; Katie P Lunt,
Lopaus,
t Johli, NB; Geo G Jewett, do; Keystone, Wilder,
) o; A Hammond, Goldthwaite, Portlaud ; Ira I)
turgis, Johnsou, Wiscasset; Wm Wilson, Wharton,

no

Custom hand made Boots and Shoes of

or

MOTHERS! MOTHERS:
We beg of you do not give your little ones Worm
Medicine when they complain of being ‘•stuffed up.”
No, no! they have what is far worse and more danjerous than a myriad of worms. They have

INFANTILE

also constantly

M. O. PALMER

dtf

NICE OPEN

placed

BOX

cases

behold your
Mothers, always

vou

|

t

(

do.
Sid, schs

roin

Iregg.

Hairy White, Ethan Allen,

and

Lizzie B

NEW YORK—Ar 20th, ship Robert Dixon, Smithdek, Liverpool 31 days; barque Norton Siover.Sherian, Cardenas 10 days; Mary Jenness. Oakes. Caiba rien; brig Annie Gardiner, Havener, Salva 17
daysH :lis L A Edwards, Miller. Cienfueg.is via Cnarleston’
* where she i*ut in to repair sails); Laconia. Crockett’
Helen, Robertson. Kockport; J H Perry’
\ lien Cove;
do; J W Hall. Powell, do; F Nelson. Hoi/ laker,
rook, St George; Centurion. Blodgett, do; Geo W
^; lover. Morton, Vinalhaven; Saran Wooster, ShorProvidence; Sea Breeze, Freethy, do; Sinbad,
*; ian,
Rockland; Tennessee, Pillsbury, Spruce Head;
; rey,
* t A McCann, Boston,
*
1

J.

GERMAN SNUFF.
r©

THE

HOVEY’S
„„

S. K. NILES,
ADVEKTISISli

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
.11 cities and towns ot the Vnlted States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

LAMES !

BROWN’S FRENCH RRESSIN’H
Vill make Ladies’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes
i hat have become rough and red, and Ladies’ Traveli ing Bags which look so old and rusty that they are
shamed to ca-ry them, look just as good as new. It
dil not rub oft or smut when wet. Softens the leather
No lady will be without it after one trial. Beware
For sale everywhere
r f imitations and counterfeits.
II. F. KKOWN& CO.) Ho»(«n.
mhl5
sneodGm

F.

71 |,0,"aUd

mas,

For sale everywhere. Price only 35 cents. SMITH,
j XX)LITTLE <Sc SMITH, 26 Tremont St.,
Boston,
Igents for U.S.dtcTMW&SsnGm
l

BUGGIES

FOII SALE LOW AT

FEEDER’S

e

Boots from the

ap!2

which in nine

put of ten cannot ho cured, and
one die before your
eyes.
on hand a box of

oved

are

are

leads very often to what is

CROUP,

1 teep

We

CATARRH,

Ahich, when neglected, and their bodies

n a horizontal position,
mown as a SUDDEN

anted.

leceivlng
1 *est makers in the
world, and intend tp maintain
1 he credit of
supplying our Customers with a class of
rork aud stock superior in
style, finish and service.

1 tockland.

Cld 21st, ship Jos Fish, Hodgman, Antwerp; brig
ienaThurlow, Corbett, Havana; schs Isabella Jewtt, Fogg, and John Bird, Smith, lor Portland; E K
1 iresser, Harris, Book Bav.
Ar at Dataware Breakwater 21st, brig D S Soule,
f :om Matanzas, tor orders; Eva N Johnson, Yeatou,

dtf

lie very best
quality made to measure
men and women, and a good lit war-

Catarrh.

<

MART,

Plumb Street.

apit

time to lid yourself of what in time will kill
vou, for all of the above are the results of neglected

Lose

—

ind

Rim Vision,
Loss of Energy,

WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 21st, sch Loretto Fish,
foung, Bath; James O’Douohue, Bucksport; John
Jouglass. Parker, Somerset.
NORFOLK-Ar 19th, sch E & G W Hinds, Hill,

HAWES,

Pianos, Reed Organs, cheap lor cash or installments, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,
flutes, Banjos. Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets,

MEN AND WOMEN,
plaints, alas!

&a

Folios,

Middle Street, Portland.

war-

Beware of thin bnn« af Ihc age; do not be
cut down in tbr prime of lile and hurried
to the itrare.
Remember Cntnrrh ram*
Con.nmptiou. and by the uae of ihi. remewill
dy you
certainly be cared.

NEW ORLEANS—Cld 20lb, sch Daisy E Parkmrst, Hooper, Providence.
Cid 21st, ship Golden Rule, Morse, for Harve; bark
Vlignon, Soule, Dunkirk.
MOBILE—Ar 21st, schs Franconia, Leavitt, Portand; Linda, Whitmore, Kingston, Ja.
PENSACOLA—Ar 17th, sch Amos Walker, Gilibrist, New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 15tb, sch Eveline, White,
Sew York.
SAVANNAH-Ar 20th, sell Jas A Potter, Ogier,

Books.

The largest Block in the Oily.

ranted.

PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 21st, ship Admiral, Loriug,

1

Music,

received daily by

German Snuff,
a cure

dispatch.

Business entrusted to our care will
receive prompt attention.
STONE & DOWNER, 28 State St., Boston.

Now

it according lo directions, and

—

Particular attention given to the entering and forwarding of merchandise
arriving at PORT OF BOSTON, also New
York, Philadelphia and Portland.
Haring unsurpassed facilities, we are
prepared to forward goods with prompt-

HAS SECURED

Use

AND

Centre Desk, Rotunda, Custom House,

CATARRH

DOMESTIC

21st, schs G M Porter, Allen, Calais; Ella
^ ^ranees, Bulger, and Terrapin, Wooster, do; WA
< )rooker, Kelley. Rockport.
Cld 20th, sch Jed Frye, Langley, Vineyard-Haven;
LnnieTibbetts. Eaton, Boston; W E Barnes, Leach,

—

In the morning you arise with a dull,
heavy feeling about the head and extreme nausea at the stomach; you cau eat nothing with a relish, to work is a
task, as you have that dull pain and sense of oppression w hich demonstrates the fact that

MEMORANDA.
Barque Norton Stover, Sherman, from Cardenas,
carried away jibboom in a NW gale, while proceeding up New York bay.20tli.
Sch Charlie Morton, Pike, from Femaudina, which
put into Queenstown 17th inst leaky and with loss of
jails, had discharged partoi cargo 21st at Spithead,
■rod was to go into dock 22d for repairs.
Sch Al.ston, which drove ashore at Winter Harbor
in the month ot February, was hauled off 18tli inst
jy tug C M Winch and towed to Rockland, where she
will go on the railway for repairs.
Sch Black VVariior. from Eastport for New York,
jtruck on a ledge at Deer Isle, and sprunk aleak.

ar

FORWARDERS,
1VO. 28 STATE ST.,

POISON.

Hunt & Co.
Sch F A Bailey, Hutchinson, Boston.
Sch Ocean Qaeen, Parker, Gloucester.
Sell Luckuow, (Br) Beaver Harbor, NS—wood.
Scb Don Pedro, (Br) Peck, St John, NB—lumber.
Sch M»rv Ann. Brvnnt. Mm-liias—lnmh«r
Sch Abby Weld, Sirout. Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Superior, Alley, Wiscasset for Bostou.
Steamtug Win Kemp, trora Plymouth, with dredge
and scows in tow.

Also

CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS

become impregnated

CATARRHAL

—

tockport.

DOWNER,

AND

Sch Alaska, Thorndike, Philadelphia—Simonton &
Ladd.
Sch Valiant, (Br) Dengardin, Cow Bay, CB—master
Sch Bonetta, (Br) Clark, Cornwallis, NS—John
Porteous.
Schs Virginia, Bangs, and Fanny Flint, W’arrcn,
Lubcc—J S Winslow & Co.
SAILED—Brig I Howland; sch Virginia.
Nunday, April 34.
ARRIVED.
Sch Herald, Friebeo. Boston—molasses to George S

1

to

dtf

STONE &

PASS TO THE LUNGS,

Porteous.

'sew

Congress St., Cor. Brown.

<lec29_

The Secretions of the Head

Steamship Chase, Bennett, Halifax, N S—John

j

OWEN & MOORE,

HORRIBLE TO SAY,

with

Hosiery.

grades.

Would have quickly cured.
Now what are the
spmptoms of Catarrh? They commence with a sense
irritation about the nasal organs which, if not
allayed with GERMAN SNUFF, after a short time
extend to the throat.
As you
lie down at night,
and fain would sleep and rest the
weary brain,

Causing these delicate organs

deodsnly

An examination must satisfy anyone that this is
the best assortment ami cheapest lot of Gents' Hose
ever offered in Portland.

of

CLEARED.
Allan.

COLD

Box of the great remedy,

oue

Street.

100 Doz. merino, good quality, at 15c per
pair (n.nally .old for 23c).
50 Doz. Eogli.h Naper Slant and Fine
Full Fioi.hed at 25c per pair.
50 Doz Fancy Striped How in great variety of style, at 25c per pair.
50 Doz English Lisle in very handsome
stripe, at 37c and 50c per pair, which
wonld be cheap at 50c and 75c.
25 Daz. French Extra Heavy Brava
mixed Fall Regular Hose at 50c per
pair.
English Hose, fall length legs, at 50c and
75c per pair.
Boys Half and Full Lengthed Hose in nil

German Snuff,

Sch Jas S Pike, Robbins, Calais for Middletown, Ct
Sch Campbell, Marshall, Bangor for Middletown.
Sch Carrie Spofford, Haskell, Bangor for Philadel-

Steamship Sarmatian, (Br) Aird,

Gents’

RIDER’S

PORTLAND.

ton.

H & A

Exchange

nov29

Sch Emma, Bradley, Bristol.
Sch Exchange, Freeman, Boothbay.
Sch Sarah Glass, (Br) Glass, St John, NB, for Bos-

phia.

67

Why! Because the have not made
tills disease the study ot a life-time,
as did old
Dr. Kaeder, a distinguished German
Professor,
who has probably spent more time
over this intricate complaint than
any person on the globe.
Reflect
lor a
moment, use
your good
sense, and remember that the
origin of Catarrh is in a

Hawes.
Sch Morning Star, Morse, Boston for Bangor.
Sch City of Ellsworth, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Van, Hamor, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Lizzie Poor, Dickey, Belfast.
Sch Gipsy. Munroe, Prospect Harbor.

the week 43,200 pieces.

Sport-

and

Wlaolc.ale and Retail.
G. I.. KAII.EY,
ap24sndeod4vt48 Exchange Hi reel.

Saturday, April 33.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Eieanora, Johnson, New York—passenfers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Barque Fred Eugene, Young, New York-coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Barque S W Holbrook, Mitchell, Boston.
Brig Agenora, Bucknam, New York—ccal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Carrie Crosby, Young, Virginia—oysters to A

market
remained dull all the past week, prices ruling at 3|c
;ash or short time for 64x64 standard and extra
iloths; priees were hardly so firm as close; sales of

Highest rates paid for Called Government Bonds or Later Issues, and Good
Municipal Securities given in exchange.
All the 5-20’s of 1862,1864, and 5,000,000 of the November issues of 1865
have been called in for redemption.

BALLS

BASE
and

Which

MARINE

CALLED GOVMMHW BOM

tion of which, per month, exceed) 100,000,

Miuafure Almanac.April 34.
Sun rises.5 03 I High water.11.15 AM
Sun sets.6.52 | Moon sets.
PM

Providence Print Clotka Market.

jj

Mr.

Batavia.Boston.Liverpool.... Apl 25
Nevada.New York .Liverpool.Apl 25
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool.Apl 26
Etna.New York ..Aspinwall.Apl 26
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg.Apl 27
Columbus.New York..Havana. Apl 27
Moravian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Apl 29
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool.Apl 29
Alsatia.New York. .Glasgow.Apl 29
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool.Apl 29
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool....May 2
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav«&VCruz.May 2
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall... .May 2
Russia.New York. .Liverpool.May 3
City of Vera Cruz... New York... Havana.May 4
Caspian. Portland... Liverpool.May 6
Wilmington.New York .Havana.May 9

Providence, April 22.—Printing Cloths

?

April 22,

St Laurient.New York. .Havre.Apl 25

Codfish in better demand and prices well sustained;
quote at $4} p qtl; old Bank fish stock fast being
reduced; demand moderate; sales at $4 per qtl.
Mackerel-few in stock; quoted at 17 00, 14 00 and
10 50 for l’s, 2’s and 3’s for Bays. We quote Hake at
i 75 ^ qtl; Haddock 2 75 ^ qtl; Cask 2 00 per
qtl;
Pollock 2 75 per qtl for salt and 3 00 for slack salted;
Tongues and Sounds at 9 00 ^ bbl; Halibut Fius at
9 00 p bbl; Halibut heads at 6 00 p bbl for salt and
3 50 for fresh; Round Herring at 4 50$> bbl; Split
Herring 4 75 ^ bbl; Labrador Herring at 5 50
bbl:
Smoked at 7}c ^ lb for old stock and 8c for new;
Prepared Codfish at and Boneless Codfish 6 @ 5c
lb respectively. Fresh Halibut in better receipts during the week with varied prices; we quote fresh
Codfish at 2c
lb; Haddock l}c
lb; fresh Pollock,
Dusk and Hake and fresh Tongues not in market;
round Codfish for curing 1 75 per cwt. We have
heard 3f no arrivals as yet of fresh Mackerel. About
forty sail of Southern Mackerel fleet sailed during
the week; others will soon follow. Few of the first
:atch will be run to New York and Boston.

|

Money to loan In sums to salt on Diamonds, Jewelry, Watches, and all valaable personal properly at

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS the circul a

DEPASTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week

Markets.
New York. April 22—5 P. M.—Ashes quiet and
steady at 5 00 for pots. Cotton easier and quotations
mchanged; sales 766 bales; 13}c tor Middling upand8. Flour—Receipts of 4891 bbls; the market is 5
5} 10c lower with a very moderate export and home
-rade inquirv; sales 11,400 bbls; No 2 at 3 00 @ 3 75;
Superfine Western and State at 4 10 @4 45; comnon to good extra Western and State at 4 90 @ 5 95;
jood to choice at 5 30 @ 5 70 ;common to choice White
kVheat Western extra at 5 75 @7 00; Fancy White
^Vheat Western extra at 7 05 @ 7 75; common to good
sxtra Ohio at 4 90 @ 7 00; common to choice extra St
Louis at 5 25 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota extra good to
)rime at 6 50 (a} 7 35; choice to double extra at 7 40
2500 bbls low grade extra at 5 00 @
jS> 9 50, including
50; 2700 bbls medium to choice Western extra at
> 75 @ 8 75; 2400 bbls city mills
extra at 5 75 @ 6 00:
he market closing dull; Southern flour dull and
ower for common grades; sales 750 bbls; comuon to
air extra at 5 00 @ 5 75; good to choice do at 5 80 @
> 00.
Rye flour is quiet aud unchanged; sales 2500
)bls at 4 25 @ 5 25, mainly at 5 00 (aj 5 15 for good
ind choice. Cornmeal dull; sales 300 bbls Western,
Jersey and Pennsylvania; at 2 80 @ 3 35; Brandyvine 3 65.
Wo eat—receipts of 79,600 bush; the
narket is 1 @ 2c lower and holders more disposed to
ealize; sales 151,000 bush; ungraded Spring; 1 15@
18 for No3 Milwaukee afloat; 1 22 for No 2 Chicago
>r North Westernl; 1 25 @ 1 26 for No 2
Milwaukee;
33 @ 1 35 for No 1 Spring; 1 47 for lor White Wesem; ungraded Winter Red Western to arrive on p
; No 2 Chicago same. Rye quiet and nominal at 86
^ 88c for Western; 95 @ 98c for State; 91 @ 92c for
Canada in bond. Barley firm ;9500 bush No 2 Canada
it 1 05; 2200 bush 4-rowed State at 86c. Bariev Malt
[met and unchanged,
uom—receipts 45.600 bush;
lie market is heavy and 1 @ 2c lower; sales 52,000
i >ush; 644 @ 64|c for no grade Mixed; 67 @ 68c for
teamer Mixed: 69 @ 70c for new Yellow Southern;
0c for old Western Mixed afloat; 60 @ 65c for unnew Western Mixed; also 5,000 bush graded
laded
I
Vestern Mixed halt half May at 63|c; 35,000 bush do
ill May at 63 @ 634c, closing seller at 62| @ 63c and
»uyer at 624c; 24,000 bush steamer Mixed seller to 6th
, f May at 64c; 9000 bush do seller seller first
thirty
lays of May at 65c; 16,000 bush seller July at 62 (a)
l 24c; seller April Mixed oflered at 68c; buyer at G7c.
1 )ats—receipts 9800 busb; the market is
heavy and lc
ower; sales 50,000 bush; 42 @ 48c for Mixed Western
,nd State; 45 @ 52c for White do, including Mixed
i Toledo at 464c afloat; also 20,000 bush No 2
Chicago
0 arrive, prompt shipment, at 434c.
Hay firm at 75
t g 80c for shipping. Hops quiet at 10 @ 16 for Eastern
ud Western; 12 @ 18 lor New York State; 15 @ 18
j or Cal. Coffee—Rio is quiet and unchanged; 1043
1 tags on p t; cargoes quoted at 154 @ 184c gold; job
1 ots at 15| @ 19}c in gold. Sugar steady and in modrate demand at 7 9-16 @ 7 13-16c for fair togood re! ining;
7|@8c for prime; refinea steady; 9jc for
tandard A; lO^c lor granulated; 104@l0|c for
! rushed and powderep. Molasses steady and in modrate inquiry. Rice quiet and unchanged.
Petrol< urn dull and heavy; crude at 8|c; refined 14c; cases
Tallow steady; 120,0U0 lbs at
9 nd naptha nominal.
f 2@9c. Naval Stores—Rosin unchanged at 1 80 @
85 for strained. Eggs firmer at 17 @ 184c for State
nd Penn.; 164 @ 18c for Western.
Turpeutine is
! asier at 364 lor Spirits. Coal is quiet at
5 00 @ 6 25
Leather nominal
l jr Anthracite per ton per cargo.
-Hemlock Sole, Buenos Ayers and Rio Grande light,
1 liddle and heavy weights at 21 @ 25c; California do
Pork is firmer;
E t 21 @ 24c; common do 21 @ 25c.
bbls new mess at 22 55 @ 22 60 ; 2250 bbls seller
1 50
22
1250
bbls
22
40
seller
at
June at 22 60.
50;
@
lay
j leef is quiet: 75 bbls plain and extra mess at 12 50
(, £ 13 50. Beet Hams dull. Tierce Beef Is quiet; Cut
ieats—Western is quiet; middles are dull and easier
1124 for Western long clear; city long clear at 12gc.
,ard firmer; 500 tes of prime steam at 13 62 @ 13 65;
3 500 tes seller May at 13 624 @13 65; 5250 tes seller
1 une at 13 774 @ 13 824 5 3500 do seller July at 13 90 @
1 3 95; 500 do seller August at 14 024- Butter heavy;
)@ 35c for new Western; 27@3oc fordo State.
<
beese is quiet at 6 @ 1240 for common to prime,
■iuseed quiet and unchanged. Whiskey shade firmc i; sales 100 bbls at 1 114 @ 112,
Wool heavy; domestic fleece at 35 @ 37c; pulled 25
** g 42c; unwashed 13 @ 30c; Texas 18 @ 30c.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is auietand
t rm; Cotton per sail 7-32d ;pcr steam 7-32 @ id. Com
Wheat do 5d,
1 er steam at 44d,
Chicago, April 22—Flour is unchanged. Wheat
2
No
Chicago
i 1 dull;
Spring at 103; No 3 Chicago
pring at 924e; 1 ejected at 82c. Corn is active and
473
bid.
2
at
Oats in fair demand at 321c.
No
►wer;
J lye is unchanged. Barley is quiet.Pork is stronger
21
at
@220.
Lard moderated active
874
8 ud higher
91 1 1325@13 274. BuTk|Meats are steady and >firm;
rib
sides
clear
* aonlders 8J;
12; clear sides at 12§!
Whiskey is steady and firm at l 07.
Receipts—13,00 bbls flour, 24,000 busb wheat, 59
0 )0 bush corn, 36,000 hush oats. 1100 bush barley,
s 300 bush of rye.
Shipments—8,000 bbls flour, 67,009 bush wheat 113
X) bush corn, 82,000 busli oats, 3G00 bush barley
4 LOO bush rye.
Toledo, April 22,—Flour steady. Wheat stead v
i :o 2 White Wabash 1 364 i No 3 White Wabash 1 25;
1 [01 White Michigan at 1271; No 2 White Michi8 an at 1 07; extra White Michigan at 1 271; No 2
c 117; No 2 extra White Michigan at 1 36*; Amber
[ichigan at 1 244 @ 1 25; No 2 Red Winter at 1 30;
1 o 3 Red Winter at 115; iejected Red 90c: do Day1 >n and Michigan at 89c. Corn is easier; High Mixed
91 t 534c; low Mixed 53c; do Kansas 55c; No 2 White
153c; no grade 504e; damaged at 47c. Oats dull;
\o 2 at 361c; Michigan 364c.

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Atwood.

we

In St Denis M. Conllezee, Republican, was
successful.
Gen. Wimffler, Republican, who
appeared as a candidate at the first election,
withdrew from the contest.
Lb Soir states that the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs is considering the basis of a commercial treaty with the United States.
It is proposed to place French silks and wines on an
advantageous footing as to the tariff in the
United States, while France in return i3 to subject American cotton to only a small import

\o. 53 Middle

SPOKEN.
April 20, Chincoteague NW Cl miles, barque Aberfrom
Baltimore for Bangor.
deen,
April 20, lat 37 28, Ion 74, brig J B Kirby, fm Sagua
lor Portland or Boston.

In Auburn, April 21, Celinda H., wifeot Daniel P.

Thirty-one fiisbiug arrivals have been reported:
27 from Geoiges Banks with an aggregate catch of
600,000 lbs codfish and 110,000 lbs Halibut; 4 frcm the
Grand Banks with 250,000 lbs Halibut. Georges

Perron, Bonapartist.

MINOR TELEGRAMS*.
Charles Wilson alias “Christy Wistor,” who
was arrested in Philadelphia some time
since
charged with being concerned in the Charley
Boss abduction, was sentenced to the penitentiary Saturday for forgery. He said he did not
know where Charley Boss was.
The Cook county, Illinois Savings Bank has
suspended. Liabilities$140,000; assets $1 500
000.
The new edifice of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts at Philadelphia was dedicated Saturday.
The President and Mrs. Grant visited the

3
17
14
3

ending April 22d:

FRANCE.

(K8TABI.I8UED IN 1868.)

Inst, barque Herbert Black,

Wilmington.
Cld at Lockport, NS, 17th inst, sch Minnie Bell,
Snow, Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 19th inst, schs W S
Sheppard,
Reeves, Yarmouth, NS; 20tb, Josephine. Fickett,
Portland; 21st, brig A M Knight, Davis, Portland;
sch Madagascar. Rich, do.
Cld 20tb, sch E M Sawyer, Kelley, Philadelphia.

[Funeral services this afternoon at 3 o’clock, at
his late residence, Woodford’s Corner.
In Cape Elizabeth, April 21, Mrs.
Betsey Armstrong, widow ot the late John Armstrong, aged 88
years 5 mouths.
[Funeral services Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her late residence. Cape Elizabeth.

Gloucester Fish Market.
Gloucester, Mass., April 22.

Elections for Chamber ol Deputies.
Pabis, April 23.—Second elections were held
today for members of the Chamber of Deputies
in the 13tli arroudissement and St. Denis. M.
Cantagrell, radical, was elected in the former
district, receiving 5580 votes against 1250 forM,

has commenced to move in front of
Montreal, and there is now no danger of a
flood.
The use of explosives to catch or kill fish is
forbiddeu in the Dominion of Canada.
No
person shall fish for catch or sell lobsters between the lbth of July and the 20th of
August
There is a very serious disturbance
throughout St. Joseph, St. Thomas, St. John, St.
George and St. Michael parishes, Barbadoes
Estates were pillaged, fields plundered and fires
frequent. The condition is serious.
Princess Isabella of Portngal is dead.
Sommerville’s paper mills'uear Bristol, England, were burned yesterday.
Five hundred
workmen were turned out of employment.
A Madrid despatch says the Spanish government has consented to suspend the collection of
the forced war loan from and billeting of soldiers upon English residents while negotiations
with Great Britain on the subject are
pending.

In Deering,
years.

Sinking Funds. 90}
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 22}
Guaranteed. 24

Wales—Thirteen
Persons
Killed.
London, April 22 —An explosion of powder
today in the new railway tunnel near Neath,
South Wales, caused the roof to fall burying all
the workmen. Thirteen dead and a number of
wounded have been recovered, and search for
the victims continues.

National Loan Office,

Sid fm Cardenas 19tli inst, brig Charles A Sparks,
ot Hatteras.
Ar at Matanzas 21st.brigs Clara M Goodrich, Look,
Baltimore; San Carlos, Atherton, Boston; Mary A
Chase, Dolan, Portland; sch Cumberland, do.
Sid 21st, brig Adelia McLoon, Munroe, lor North
of Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 19th inst, barque Abbie N Franklin,
Gross, St Thomas.
Ar at Windsor, NS, 19th, scb Addie Ryeisou, Cousins, Eastport, (and sailed for Wilmington.)
Sid 21st. sch Gladiator, Parker, PortlandSid fm Windsor, NS. 15th inst, scbs H T Townsend,
for Baltimore; 18th, Bagadnce, for Richmond; 19th,
Viola May, for Newburg; 26th, Addie Ryeisou, lor

family.

Missouri Pacific.
Atlantic & Pacific preferred.
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.105}
Union Pacific bonds.
103}
Union Pacific Land Grants ..
98}

Explosion iu

andtf

aprl$

Glasgaw.

[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 2£ o’clock,
at No. 61 High street. Burial at convenience of tho

St. Paul preferred. 64}

BRITAIN.

BROS.,

534 CONGRESS STREET.

years.

Rock Island.103}
St. Paul. 38}

tier.

EASTMAN

Bradley, North

Bangor and Boston papers please copy.
In this city, at the residence of his mother. No. 38
Waterville street, James Francis, youngest son of the
late John Porter, aged 8 years 1 montn and 7 days.
In this city, April 23, Mr. James
Freeman, aged 57

Union Pacific Stock. 63}
Panama.
127
Lake Shore. 55}
Illinois Central. 97}
Chicago & Northwestern...... 40
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 59}
New Jersey Central. 98

Wabash.
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.

Silk

(TITAn examination of these goods is solicited.

Washington, Roff, tor Charleston; Jos Farwell,Gregory, unc.
Sid fm Cientuegos 16th inst, brig John Wesley,
Ford, New York.
Sid fm Havana 19th inst,biig Lizabel, Watts, for
New York.
Ar at Havana 20tb, barque U J Libby, Brooks,

at 94 3-1G

family.

preferred.33
Michigan Central... 52}

il’ Etc and

Drnji

sch Eva C Yates, Yates,
Yew York.
At Baracoa 9th inst, schs City of Chelsea, and
Lucy
Holmes, lor Boston; Lizzie Lee, Stubbs, for N York
2 days; Carrie Bonnell, Harris, for do 9 days; Geo

In this city, April 22d, Mrs. Sarah S. Brown, relict of the late Theodore S. Brown of Bangor, aged
68 years and 8 months.
LFuneral services at 12 o’clock Monday 2lth inst. at
No. 60 Free street. Burial at convenience of the

Erie

—

LADIES’COSTUMES,

Lecraw, New York.
AratStJago 11th inst,

DIED.

....

ALSO

—

19th inst, sch Q B McFarland,
McFarland, from New York lor Laguayra.
Ar at St Thomas 17th Inst, barque Granada, Hodgdon, Algoa Bay, CGH.
At St Martins 10th inst. sch Nellie Grant. Jordan.
from Philadelphia.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, 19tb inst, brig F I Merriman.

In this city, April 20. by Rev. A. Dalton, Thomas
M. Glendenning and Miss Elizabeth E. Robinson,
both of Portland.
In Augusta, April 19, Parker N.
Savage of Augusta
and Mary E. Cross ot China.
In Bkldeford, April 15, Frank H. Burnham and
Miss Emily A. Potter.

United States 10-40s, coup.118}
Currency 6’s.126}
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co...
65}
Pacific Mail. 19}
New York Central & Hudson R R.112}
Erie.
15}

SILKS » SHULLS!

ellon de Pica.
Shy,
Passed St Thcma9

MARRIED.

ernment securities:
United States coup. 6s,lS81.
122}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.118
United States 5-20*8,1865, new.118}
United States 5-20’s. 1807.121
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.122}
United States new5’s.1182

by England.

New Dress Goods,

lust, ship Alexander, MurIndependence Bay; 21st, St Joseph, Kales, Pa-

nsvuHEt'iigfl,

Turkey Ceasing Negotiations.
London, April 22.—A despatch flora Berlin

Wednesday, April lOtli,

Mobile.

London, April 22—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States 1865’s, 103g; United States 1867,
109§; United States 10-40’s, 10Gi; new o’s, 1053: Erie
at 141.
Liverpool, April 22.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
Is quiet and unchausied: Middling unlands at 63d:
uo uneans attga; sales u.uuo
bales, incluaing 1000
bales tor speculation and export.
Frankfort, April 22- 3.30 P. M.—United States
new 5s, 101*.

Bank Statement.

New York. April 22.—The following is the weekly

—

—

European market!*.

London, April 22—12.30 P. M.—Consols

ON'

—

Ar at Marseilles
inst, barque Proteus, Chlpman,
Zaza.
Ar at Valencia— in9t, btig Giles Loring, Anderson, New York.
Ar at Bordeaux 20th, barque Jenuie Cobb, Small,
New York.
At at Liverpool 21st, ships Bonanza, Daley, San
Francisco; Ellen Goodspeea. Morse, do; Tabor. Taylor, New Orleans; 20th, Andrew Johnson, Speed,

Havana market.
Ha van A. April 23.—Sugar market—demand active
prices advanced on an anticipated deficiencp in
the crop; No 10 to 12 d s at 64 @ 74 reals per arrobe;
No 15 to 20 d a at 8 @ 94 reals; Molasses Sugars, No
7 to 10 at 5J @ 6 reals; Centrifugal Sugars fair to
good qnality at 3} reals; Muscovado Sugars commou
to fair 54 @ 6 reals; fair to good refining at 6| @ 64
reals; Centrifugal Sugars No 11 to 13 iu boxes at 74 @
8| real ; in hhds at 8 reals. Stock in the warehouses
at Havana aud Matanzas 350,000 boxes and 53,000
hhds. Receipts for tbe week 47,500 boxes and 14,000
hhds; exports for the week 20,000 boxes and 11,000
hhds to tne United States. Molasses is firm, 50 degrees polarization 3} @ 4 reals per keg
Lumber easier: White Piue §31 00; Pitoh Pine at
28 00 @ 29 00.
Freights firmer but not quotably higher. Spanish
gold 2284 @ -29* Exchange firm.

at the

Bros.

WILL OPES

FOREIGN POUTS.
Sid fm Callao Mch 22, ship Harry Morse, Patten,
for Lobos.
In port Mch 23, ships Chas Dennis. Keazer, disg,
to load for Europe; Hermon, Parks, disg; Messenger, Gilkey, do, to load 4'or Europe; barque Sierra
Nevada, Koomer. disg
Sid fm Marseilles 17th inst, barque Investigator,
Butman, New York.

and

Boatou Atock

[Sales

Eastman

Portland for New York.

New York.
Cld 22d, sch F A Bailey, Hutchinson, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 20th, schs M B Mahoney, Westcott,
Baltimore; F A Sawyer, Nutter, Bluehill.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 20th, sch Mary D Wilson,
]Sfoble Calais
BATH—Ar 19th, barque Ephm Williams, Keene,
Yarmouth, NS, via Portland. LNVas reported cleared
for New York.]

New York, April 22.—Cotton is easier; Middling
uplauds 134c.
Savannah, April 22.-Cotton is dull: Middling
uplands 124c.
Augusta, April 22.—Cotton market quiet; Middling uplands 12£ @ 124c.
New Orleans, April 22.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 124c.
Mobile, April 22.—Cotton is nominal; Middling
uplands at 124 @ 12Jc.
Norfolk, April 22.—Cotton quiet aud easy; Middling uplands 124c.
Charleston, April 22.—Cotton dull and nomiual;
Middling uplauds 12Jc.
Galveston, April 22.-Cotton market is quiet;
Middliug uplands 123c.
Louisville,April 22 —Cotton market easier; Middling uplauds 124c.
Wilmington, April 22.-Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 124c.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, schs James A Crooker,
Brown, Virginia; Hattie Mayo, Hickey, Calais; SJ
Watts, Watts, Machias.
Sid 20th, gch- Carrie Heyer, Poland, for Savannah;
Harper, Connor. New York.
Sid 21st. sch W P Ritchie, Freathy, New York.
SOMERSET—Sid 20th, sch Winnie Laurie, Spear,
New York.
APPONAUG—Ar 20th, sch Hudson, Coleman, fm
Calais.
PAWTUCKET—Sid 20lb, Ech Z-ampa, Sanborn, tor
New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 20th, sch Annie M Allen, Conklin, Portland tor Washington.
BCSTON—Ar 21st, schs Fred C Smith, Srnitb.Weehawken; F A Heath, Hatch, So Amboy; M C Crockett, Crockett, and Ringleader, Sprool, Belfast; Empire. Ryan, do.
Cld 21st, barque Lizzie Jack9on, Marwick, Valparaiso; fcIis N J Miller, Harris, La Have: Annie C
Cook, Cook. Rockland; Etta May, Webster, Calais;
Hattie E King, Crowley, Jonesporc; David Ames,
Flanders, Rockland.
Ar 22d, echs F A Heath. Hatch, So Amboy; Ocean
Ranger, Parker. So Amboy; H E Wellman; Gove,
Calais; Nellie, Warr, do; Hattie FI King, Crowley.

steady;

hoops, 1 organ, 9 boxes duck, 319 packages merchaniise.

ro

authoritatively

steady;

Oats

ments 570.

Foreign Export*.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Br Steamship Sarmatian—
18.504 bush wheat, 1152 do peas, 11.646 do oats, 50,400
bs potash, 840 bush oatmeal, 30 bbls apples, 241 pkgs
eather, 27QP lbs sausages, 61.400 do meats, 25,800 do
aacon, 27 casks copper, 80,200 lbs beef, 11 packages of
merchandise, 120,853 ft lumber.
CORNWALLIS, NS. Br Schr Bonetta-500 bbls
lour.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Chase—2100 bbls flour,
100 do oatmeal, 300 bush barley, 8 packages seeds,
1940 lbs lbs hops, 2000 do hams. 3400 do cordage, 6400
3o tobacco, 250 galls wine, 108 packages paper, 50 do
boots and shoes, 400 bosh malt, 7 boxes corn beef, 6

pired north, but

ivmusu

51c.

lor

abandoned camp.
It is generally known
throughout that country that the “hostiles” do
the principal part of their trading at points on
the Missouri river.
The agency Indians appear

Wholesale ffnrket.

Saturday, Apiil 22.—Sugars are unusually firm
,o-day and the demand excellent ; granulated quoted
it from 10J @ lOgc and Extra C. at 9gc. Pork and
ard are quiet and sales slow. Flour is steady and
>ales quite active. Grain is firm and corn is in good
lemand at from 73 @ 75c. Molasses is feeling a Idle better and the prices show a slight advance.

Cam-

the ammunition found in

at

Lake freights—Wheat to Buffalo 44.
Receipts—G000 bbls dour, 31,000 bush w heat.
Shipments—5,500 bbls flour, 43,000 busli wheat.
St Louis, April 22.—Flour dull and unchanged.
Wheat dull; No 2 Red Fall 1 40 @ 1 42; No 3 do at
L 294 @ 1 30- Oorn dull; No 2 Mixed at 461 @ 47c.
Cats uusettled; No 2 quoted at 344 @ 35c. Rye dull
iud lower to sell at 65c bid for regular; 664c bid for
strictly fresb. Barley unchanged.. Bulk Meats are
it 8c for shoulders; 114@ lljc for clear rib and clear
sides. Bacon—shoulders at 9c; clear rib aud clear
aides 124 @ 12Jc.
Receipts—3,000 bbls flour,13,000 bush of wheat, 53,)00 bush corn, 30,000 bush oats, 4,000 bush barley,
)0 bush rye, 285 hogs, 104 cattle.
Cincinnati, Apiil 22.—Pork i=» quiet at 22 @ 22 25.
Lard strouger; steam at
134 @ 134; Kettle at 134 @
13|. Bulk Meats firmer; shoulders at 84 @ 7|; clear
rib sides at 111,
closing at llf asked; clear sides
at 11|. Bacon
firmer; shoulders 91; clear rib and
clear sides 12$ @ 12| and 123 @13. Live Hogs are
steady; common to good light at 7 00 @ 7 75; medium
to good heavy at 7 80
@ 8 u0; receipts 265 head :ship-

FINANCIAL AND COIU.TIERCBAL.

paign.
Washington, April 22 —A letter from the
Red Cloud agency says that most of the Indians
returned during March, and there has been no
trouble, although food was scarce for them.
He also writes that a half breed scout, who
was with Gen. Crook’s expedition, reports that
it wts a complete failure, with the exception
of killing an old squaw and two children and
the destruction of about forty lodges, with a
loss to the troops of 40 killed and 0 wounded.
Seven hundred Indian ponies were captured,
but were recaptured the following day, with
the exception of abont 70 head.
The agent denies the reports that the In
dians had mines of ammunition acd abundance
of supplies, saying that 5 pounds of powder
and 20 pounds of lead and 6 boxes of percussion
caps

No 2

fresh seller May at 334 @ 33lc. Rye is steadier; No 1
steady; No 2 Spring at 9Cc; No 3

_

THE INDIANS.
Further Particular* of

nomnally steady;

Ar 21st, brig Don
C C Sweeney, Cole,

*t 72. Barley is
it 51 @ 514c.

$1300.

Portland

Jacinto,Kelley, Matanzas 9 days; 1
8agua9ds; J B Brown, Foster, I
Matanzas; schs Wm S Farwel’, Lord, Baracoa 11 ds; |
McFadden,
do, 12 d«; Veto, ThornW
Sarah
Hunt,
dike, Boston; Susanna, Wilson, Kennebec; John S
Kennebec.
Lamprey, Gould,
Cld 20th, Echs Farragut, Hart, St Augustine. Fla;
R Robinson, Rogers, Brunswick, Ga; Nettie Walker,
Drew, Portland.
Cld 2lst, ship Rhine, Stetson, London; schs Kate
Wentworth, Mead. Demarara; Wm Rice, Pressey,
Harbor Island; Edward Stanley, Dyer, Norfolk.
NEW LONDON—Ar 20th, sch Grace Cushing,

Receipts—100 bbls flour 10,000 bush Wheat, 51,000
bush Coni, 3000 buuh Oats.
Shipments—800 bbls flour, 4,000 bush Wheat, 6G,)Q0 bush Corn, 11,000 bush Oats.
Milwaukee, April 22.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
is weak: No 1 Milwaukee at 114: hard do at 1 25; No
i Milwaukee at 1 054; No 3 Milwaukee 95c. Corn is

Nell Mo wry and L. P. Smith rode a 50 mile
nnstang race at Bay District track, Sau Fran;isco, Saturday. The former won in two hours
md eight minutes. Mowry will ride a 100 mile
•ace at the Centennial.
The Centennial Executive Committee anlounce that no more clerks or policemen are
wanted.

Detective* Waul to Investigate.
Boston, April 22.—The Journal's Washington special says:
The press detectives, having failed in their
attempt to secure the impeachment ot President Grant for uulawful expenditures of public money in securiug the purity of national
elections in the city of New York, and not having succeeded in defaming the character of
Secretary Bristow, have returned to their attacks on Mr. Blaine.
They demand an investigation into the Little Rock and Fort Smith
Railroad, and mention as witnesses Messrs.
Hayes, Caldwell and Huntington of Boston.
Then they want various officers of the Arkansas state 'government, including
Brooks, Baxter, McClure and W ilshire, and then today
mention as desirable witnesses Gov. Coburn of
Maine, E. H. Rollins of New Hampshire, Mr.
Harrison of Indiana, J. F. Wilson of Iowa,
and Morton, Bliss & Co., of New York, ami
questions have been prepared for all of these
witnesses to answer, building up a theory of
wrong doing on the part of Mr. Blaine which
he will before^ery long entirely demolish. The
programme of the detainers is good, but it lacks
the element of truth.
Press

The ice

for 30 years.
Dallett Bliss, an old Brazilian merchant,
committed suicide Friday afternoon in Central

MASSACHUSETTS.

A foot race for $4000 and the championship
jf America between II. Crandall qC Provilence, and A. J. Horton ot New Jersey, took
ilace at 8acramento yesterday; distance 125
pard. Crandall won by a foot in 12 seconds.
The Judge Bartley who swore to the gossip
ibout Bristow and the Kentucky distillers, is a
lisappointed claim agent. He bas bad 109 cotion cases before Secretary Bristow, and 108 and
jarfc of the remaining one were rejected by
His total collection ou all his cases
Bristow.

EX-SPEAKER BLAINE.

WASHINGTON.
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MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 24, I87C
THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes
aenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei <& Co., Andrews
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholn |
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city
3
At
At
At
At

k

Biddelord, of Phillsbury,
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,

Waterville,

The West fluxion Mystery.
the facts of tho

Au

Tlic Goodall

investigation into

West
Buxton or Moderation Village mystery which
was alluded to in these columns Saturday,
shows that there are not very strong reasons to
suspect that a murder has beeu committed,
though a large number of the residents of the
Tho facts are
town are still of that opinion.

Wednesday morning considera-

simply these:

the floor of tho coverble blood was found
ed bridge and on the side of the window there
wss the imprint of a bloody hand, while below
on

of J. S. Carter.

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
..At Lewiston, of French Bros.,

and

StevenB & Co.

the granite abutment was a large clot of
There were also some evidences of a
blood.
struggle or of a persou’s having beeu dragged
on

CITY AND VICINITY

along through the bridge to the window.
Several persons testified that they heard the re'
port of a pistol on the bridge the previous evening and one man said he met two men on the
bridge at about 9 o'clock, and that the firing
occurred soon after.
The story that Mr. Tarbox turned two tramps out of his barn, and

New AdTertiMementM To-Day.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Base Balls and Bats—G. L. Bailey.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
For Sale—S. Winslow.

Dissolution—D. B. Ricker &
Wanted—A. S. Fernald.
Notice—Stephen W. Carle.

Co.

that they went across the bridge swearing at
each other and that soon after tlie|firin2 occur-

For Sale—T. H. Mansfield.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Sheriff’s Sale—M. Adams.

PORTLAND POST

red,is pronounced by him totally untrue.No peris missing so far as known ;uo article of dress
has been found in the river. Some of the blood
is in the hands of State Assayer Bartlett, but
son

OFFICE.

^F\npK\AKD

he has not yet decided whether or not it is human blood.
Many of the citizens think the
whole affair is the work of boys who procured

P08TMASTEB.
Chief Clerk

F C.
F.
EMERY,

Office Horn.
From 7.30 a m to 8.30 p m,
Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Deliver,
from 9 to 10 a m.

hog’s or calf’s blood and sprinkled it on the
bridge simply for the purpose of creatiug a sena

sation.

Some believe that the boys were instigated by older persons who had in view to
frighten the town into lighting the bridge.
Which evor is the correct explanation it is certain the affair has created much excitement in
the town and still forms tho prominent topic of

Port laud, Me., Dec. 24, 1875.
Arrival and Departure of mail*.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a
m, and 2.30 and

S..00 p.

m.

Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at

discussion.

8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 1.20 p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 6.20 a m, 2.30 and‘9.00
p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p.m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.

Close at 9.00 p m.

Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.

Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 pm.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.45 a
m. Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00
p. in.
Rochester, N. H., and Intermediate offices. Arrive

born

in

Wellflcet, Cape Cod,
moved to Portsmouth, N. H,,

and when

quito

where he
young
commenced the oyster business. He had but a
small capital wt-ich he had borrowed from a
relative, but by strict attention to business he
was soon able to repay the borrowed money and
conduct the business on his own money. About
twentv-five vears aco he came to this citv and

at 1.30 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, aud
2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices ou the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, aud 5.65 p m. Close at 7.45
a. m. and 2.10 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Clese at

opened an oyster house in a brick block on Fedstreet, near where the Advertiser office is
now situated.
The fire of ’GG destroyed the
block and Mr. Freeman was a heavy loser
thereby. After the fire he opened a large
wholesale oyster house on Union wharf, where
he has conducted a large business ever since.

eral

6.50 am.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 6.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.

Nova Scotia and PriPM wuril’a Tolurwl
isnva
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p in.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
at 3
p m.
Foreign Mans, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers, Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m\
12 m. and 2.00 and 8.00 p. m.

He can

Saturday

justly

be called

originator of the
in this city, and since
the

wholesale oyBter business
he has done more business than all the other

firms]

combined.
He was a wideawake busiand was always prompt in the payment of his bills. He employed a large number of men during his business here, and always insisted on paying them off every Saturday night. Those who have had basiness with
Mr. Freeman pronounce him an honest,straightforward business man.
Mr. Freeman joined Strawberry Bank Lodge
Of Odd Fellows while residing in Portsmouth,
and always retained his membership. He was
also a member of one of the Encampments
and a member of the Belief Association. He
ness man

17. 9. District Court.
BEFORE JUDGE FOX.
Saturday.—M. P. Frank, astljree, vs. F.tenezer
Jordan, administrator, et al. Bill in equity to determine the title to $6000 in money held by National

Traders* Bank and others recovered by Geo, Hearn
from various insurauce companies on account of
the loss of the bark Maria Heury aud cargo.
Argued and decision reserved.
M. P, Frank—Mattocks & Fox.
Frye & Cotton—Strout & Holmes—
Webb—Putnam.

was a

Satobday.—Martin Flaherty. Assault upon police officer. Examination waived and ordered to recognize to State with sureties in sum of $500.
Cleaves.
Roger Flaherty and Thomas Kealing. Larceny.
Thirty days each.
Bradburys—Carleton.
Brief Jottings.
The two legged horse on exhibition at 268
Middle street is attracting much attention.

Sacred Concert.—The sacred concert at
Chestnut street church last evening was a very
pleasant affair and the church was crowded.
The programme was mnch the same as that of
the anniversary exercises Thursday evening.

The Montgomery Guards give a calico hall at
Hall Thursday evening.
Chandler turn
ishes the music for dancing.

City

After

organ voluntary the chorus of Sabbath school children sang “We meet you once
Mr.
again,” with organ accompaniment.
Chandler, who was present, assisted with the

The ladies of the Second Parish have engaged the City Hall, May day, for a Centennial
exhibition, dinner, and a concert in the even-

ing.

beef to Europe on the English steamers next
winter.
Some unknown has broken into the vestry
of the Pine street church and stolen a number

Mrs. Cole sang “Not a sparrow falleth”
much to the satisfaction of the entire audience.
“Consider the Lilies,” by Mrs. Files
was rendered finely.
Owing to a severe cold
Mr. J. B. Coyle was unable to sing alone.
A
quartette of male voices composed of Messrs.

style.

of goblets.
The wooden wing connected with the Boston
and Maine passenger station, is to be torn
down, and a large restaurant 40 by 30 feet in
size and 15 feet high erected in its place.

Everett, Davis, W. and A. Cole,
selections.during the evening.

Berger Family and Sol Smith Itussell
appear at City Hall May 3d.
The snow is so deep in the vicinity of the
The

Forgery.-Saturday morning Marahal
Bridges arrested William Costello, charged
with forgery. Costello, who is an agent for
Willard, Kimball & Co., of Boston, forwarded
them an order purporting to have been signed
by Mrs. M. Burton, 17 Clark street, for a family Bible valued at ®18, for which she was to
pay ®2 down, and ®3 monthly until the sum
was made up.
Costello then pawned the Bible
for $1, Mrs. Burton denies the signature, and

man.

Several houses will be erected at Woodford’

uruivuu «x.

di-

ugueusuuig iuttu,uiauo

miss-step and fell between the engine and
platform of the depot at St. Johnsbury Saturday, breaking two of his ribs and seriously injuring bis back.
a

Tbe.saloon situated

near

sang several
Dr. Files pre-

sided at the organ with his usual good taste.
The concert was very appropriate to the Sab
bath and every part of it was interesting.

Crawford House that the farmers enter their
barns through the roof
Martin Flaherty, who assaulted officer Sterling Thursday morning, was held in $500 bonds
Saturday. It does’nt pay to fool with a police-

Corner this season.
Master Mechanic Howe of the Western

an

cornet.
The effect of the combination of
voices with the instruments was very fine.
Bev. Mr. Baldwin read from the scriptures and
offered prayer. Mrs. Baker sang “Flee as a
bird to the mountain” in her usual pleasing

It is said that arrangements will ba made
for large exportation of fresh

this summer

vlsioii ui iue

Lodge and Blanque-

He has been unwell for about a year, and for several weeks has
been confined to his house with Bright’s disease of the kidneys, from which disease he
died yesterday, at 57 years of age.
The funoral will take place tomorrow afternoon, and it
is expected the Masons and Odd Fellows will
attend in a body.

JUDGE KNIGHT PRESIDING.

x

member of Portland

fort Commandery of Masons.

muncipal Court.

furthermore Costello gave a Bible to the proprietor of his boarding house for his board,
abd has distributed several others in different

the foot of the State

bridge is to be removed to give more
for the approach to the bridge.
The Sheridan & Mack troupe give an entertainment at Mnsic Hall Thursday evening.
The Boston papers speak in the highest terms
street

places.

room

*

Temperance.—The next meeting of the
Cumberland Temperance Association will be
held at Freeport Town Hall next Wednesday.
The afternoon session will commence at 2b

of their entertainments in that city.
A large black and white loon known as the
Great Northern Diver, was shot on the line of

o’clock and the

evening session at 7 o’clock.
Some important questions bearing upon the
subject of inebriation will be discussed, and all

It was brought
the Itochester road Saturday,
to this city to be stuffed.
The Hickman Juvenile Temple now numbers
125 members.

interested are invited to be present. It is expected that Rev. Mr. Bicknell of this city and
members of the Portland Reform Club will be

new

present; also that the Rev. Mr. Russell of Fal-

They have recently procured
regalias.
Mr. Lowe, the wharf-builder, has contracted

mouth and others from
address the meetings.

to move the boathouse at the end of Merrill's
wharf, by water, to a new site on Franklin
street near Back Bay, where it is to be converted into a dwelling house.
A company ot base ballists will canvass the

county Saturday:
Deering—Lot of land containing ten acres,
from Hannah M. Cobb to Wm. H. Sorell.
Portland—Lot of land on Congress street
from Edward P. Chase to Mary W. Libby.
Windham—Lot of land containing 150 acres,
from Annie E. and Frances C. Walker to Edward C. O’Brion and Wm. H. Motley.
Lot of land from Amos Mann to George S.
Cash.

teen minutes.
A gentleman who arrived in town from St.
Johnsbnry Saturday, reports that a woman
whose name was not known, was drowned at
Woolcott ®n Friday. She was crossing the riv-

New Time Table.—The spring arrangement
for the running of trains over the Maine Central will go into effect May 1st as follows:
Leave Bangor for Boston at 7.45 a. m., connecting at Bangor with the night train from
St. John.arriving a4 Portland at 1.40 p. m ,and
leaving Portland at 2 p. m., reaching Boston
at 6 p. m. An accommodation train will leave
Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m., arriving in
Portland at 12.15 p. m. The Bangor express
train will leave Boston at 9 a. m., arriving at
Portland at ITS p. m.
Leave Portland for
Bangor at 1.40 p. m.

the ice when it broke up and she was
drowned in sight of her family who were stand-

er on

went to Worces-

ter Saturday to get two of his Iteform School
boys who run away about a week since. They
turned up in the House of Correction in that

city.

The Yankee Artillerist.—This successful drama called out a third full bouse Saturday evening, and was received by tbe large audience with many demonstrations of approval-

Mr. E. Sands will deliver his lecture entitled
“Sunshine and how to make home happy" at
Admission free;
Allen Mission this evening.

collection at the close for the Mission.

Everything passed

off smoothly.
It is the
most successful of the many dramatic efforts
of Bosworth Post. The last performance takes
place this evening. Do not fail to be present
Reserved seats can be secured at Stockbridge’e.
and Sturgis’.

The Museum.—The charming play of “Dot”
will be continued until Friday, and is worthy
It is finely
to draw full houses every night.
presented and acted, the scenery is novel and
effective, and the incidents are vastly enter-

taining.
Friday Mr. Calder takes his benefit, appear-

ing

in the

delightful play “Money.”

of seats opens this morning,
posing to attend will do well

The

Steamer Movements.—The Allan mail
steamer Sarmatian, Capt. Aird, sailed from
this port for Liverpool Saturday night with 49
cabin 30 steerage passengers and a full cargo.

sale

and those purto be on hand

The Circassian, due to-day is the last steam.
er of this line to arrive this season.

early.
Street
"Who

is

to

Sprinkling.—From
sprinKie

our

streets

our

The Moravian, Capt. Graham, sails

inquiry

urday.

we icam iuai

Capt. W. H. Hall, who performed that duty
for several years, has retired from the business,
and that it will be carried on by Messrs. C. A.
& B. F. Kannard, who are making the necesin an
sary arrangements to do the sprinkling
take hold and
should
All
manner.
acceptable

Breaking and Enterin’j.—A house ou
Gray street was broken iDto Saturday eveniug
while the family were at the Museum, and
From apquite a quantity of provision taken.
pearances the burglars were tramps who went
in and after getting a square meal, took wbat
they could comfortably aud departed.

board

and

the

remainder of the voyage
The underwriters, as a
'testimonial of their appreciation of Captain
Herriman’s perseverance and skill presented
on

him with a

in

safety.

splendid gold

chronometer

watch

valued at $o00 and also £1000. On the Inside
of the watch case is the following inscription:
“Presented to Capt. H. N. Herriman by the
underwriters of the ship City of Brooklyn ic
token of their appreciation of his skill and
ability iu bringing his disabled ship into Liver-

week.__

PerMial.
Rev. Mr. Ripley, the City Missionary, i
•dangerously ill at his residence in Decring.
ii
Mr. O. 1*. Weston, a graduate of Colby
of law at22
the
commenced
has
practice
1872,
Washington street, Bolton

Sat*

__

completed

Music Hall —The Bidwell company closed
their week’s engagement at Music Hall Saturday evening, on which occasion “The French
Spy” and “East Lynne” were presented. In
the latter play Miss Bidwell was twice called
The company appear al
before the curtain.
Lewiston this

on

A Sea Captain Rewakded.—Capt. H. N.
Herrimau, who lives in Searsport and is master
of the ship City of Brooklyn that hails from
Belfast, left San Francisco about eight months
ago for Liverpool.
When about eight days
out the ship sprung a bad leak and the captain
with great ingenuity and perseverance rigged
extra pumps so that his ship was able to reach
St. Thomas. The underwriters having learned
the condition of their vessel from a passing
ship had sect to St. Thomas a steamer with a
steam pump and engineer.
These were taken

enable
give them such a subscription as will
them to do their work well.

pool.’’
1

The captain

the generous present as
encouragement to himself and other master:
to persevere and use all
possible exertions in
t*10 reservation of the vessels and
cargoes entrusted to them.

an

Ten years ago Sanford Corner contained

a

couple of stores doing a limited business, a
few dwellings that had evidently witnessed
better times, and on the magnificent watei
power of the

Mousatn

river

at that jioinl
were a grist
mill, a saw mill and a
small woolen factory—all beariug these marks
which too plainly indicate that there are nc
better days coming.
In short, Sanford Cornel
was just like almost a hundred other little vil
lages near water powers and cross-roads which
have lost their trade and life by the change in
the channels of trade and travel incident to the
building of railways. Bat better things were
in store for Sanford Corner.
Mr. Thomas
Goodall, a man of English birth, had for years
in that country and here, if we mistake
not,
been engaged in the exportation from England
to this country of an article known as
“lapA few years since hut
robes.”

comparatively

few of the article were in use in this
country.
Now they are found in all good carriages and to
a great extent are
taking the place of buffalo
robes in sleighs.
Mr. Goodall after studying
the subject came to the conelusian that a bet-

lap-rebe

than that made by English manufacturers could be made in this
country and
sold at a much less price. After looking about
the country, Mr. Goodall, with that rare
judgment which has characterized the
management
of this business, fixed upon the
safe, constant
and ample water power which Mousam river
ter

regards

at Sanford Corner, as
the locality
where he should plant his thriving
industry.
It could he no haphazard work.
He would

have

with the established reputation, experience, skill and cheap labor of England* In this country he had no one to pattern
after. No workmen skilled in the production
of this specialty wero to be found in this counto

compete

In fact Mr. Goodall had to begin at the
His task was a most difficult one,
but the result has proved that Brains, Industry
and Energy have triumphed.
As Mr. Goodall
at first decidsd, he was able at tile first to put
into the market a much better article of laprobe than the English maker could do.
The
tariff was in his favor, but years ago, before the
tariff, when materials of all kinds were the

try.

beginning.

cheapest,

the English manufacturer’s lap robe
Cost the Yankee purchaser quite four times as
much as Mr. Goodall's larger and much better

product sells for in the open market

As

now.

as Mr.Gocdall commenced to
manufacture,
the British producer auu importer began to reduce his price, but despite the disadvantages

soon

under which he has labored, with such protection as the tariff afforded, he has held the field
and has practically driven his foreign competitors therefrom.
If the tariff was repealed,
the British (trader could doubtless greatly embarrass Mr. Goodall’s industry by flooding the
market with an inferior production.
Should
the foreigner be able to compel Mr. G to shut
down his mills and thereby drive him out of
the business, he would have the market to
himself again and would be tempted to restore
the old prices he obtained years ago wheu the
cost of production was no greater than at present.

Indeed,

in the case of Mr. Goodall’s enterprise, it does look as though the tariff had a
tendency to encourage a competition in this
country, which has not only transferred the in-

dustry to our own people with all the advantages derived from the employment of capital
and skilled labor, but has actually reduced the
price of a better article in the proportion of
three to one if not more.
At present the firm, which is composed of
Thomas Goodall, his sons, George B. and E.
M., with Messrs: S. C. Chase & Co., (who sell
the goods) 12!) Washington street, Boston, have
two mills engaged exclusively in the manufacture of lap-robes.
They employ over 100
people in these mills, the greater part of whom
receive high wagos.
At present the greater
part of the workmen aro natives ofSauford and
adjoining towns who have learned the art.
They make good workmen. The wool is all imported. It is not produced in this country. It
is long and coarse and very much resembles
hair, and is a variety of the Angora. The machinery for spinning and weaving is the most
improved used in the manufacture of woolens.
When the cloth comes from the Isom it isn’t a
fine looking material, aud very little resembles
the beautiful goods which have made the name
of Goodall and the Sanford mills familiar in
the dry
goods market of the country.
After the
cloth
is
printed plain, it is
colored. This is done by means of stamps
made on wooden blocks like type. It is in the
designing of these stamps that much depends.
The pattern has much to do with the sale of
the goods. The colors are put upon the stamps
and the cloth being on a long table, the stamp
is placed where it is wanted and the colors
fixed upon the cloth by pounding. Sometimes

single pattern requires nearly a dozen different stamps. None but careful and experienced
workmen are entrusted with this work. Bungling in printing would ruin everything. New
a

patterns are got out every year. The firm have
just got out their styles for the ensuing season.
They are varied, to suit the fancy of the various purchasers. The most striking patterns
and those which exhibit the greatast skill, are
those manufactured for the Centennial.
The
mixing of the colors is undoubtedly the secret
of the business. It requires skill and experience. This department of the business is
now in charge of Mr. George B. Goodall, who
has displayed a remarkable genius for landscape painting. To him is intrusted this important branch, and the late patterns of goods
indicate his excellence.
The finishing comes
after the printing, and here,too, the same skillful workmanship is displayed. The colors will
not work out for all the goods are rinsed in hot
water.
The Goodalls, father and sons, are born manufacturers. The young men bid fair to become
famous as the father, who, now about fifty
years of age, has not only made a fortune unaided, but has given the country a prosperous
industry and Is so using his wealth and opportunities of doing good as to entitle him to be

The Katahdin Iron Works have just received an order from the Troy, (N. Y.) steel works
for a thousand tons of No. 1 and 2 pig-iron for
steel

rails,

shipped immediately by wa-

to he

ter.

regarded

as a

public benefactor.

The Mousam Itiver Mill
If k, nnrxn.l kn

/.nn

was
C

«l.

year

a

--*1

T

It

Goodall, and Mr. Amos Guernsey and others.
This mill is devoted exclusively to the manufccture of woolen plush, both plain and crimpThis mill gives employment to about 75
ed.

people, and uses 2500 pounds o£ wool each
working day. The owners are building a small
machine shop and a large building tor slorago
and other purposes.
One featuie of the management is
note. The concern makes all of its

The East Jefferson cheese manufacturing
Co. have been much encouraged with the results of last year’s business. All the cheese has
been sold at good prices; patrens are satisfied,

own

of

ma-

chinery except looms.

If a new machine is
for any purpose, some one about the
establishment is equal to its planning and construction. The Goodalls are all clever in this

required

direction. Tl.ey keep three or four skillful
machinists and by this policy save thousands

annually.
can

They purchase nothing

manufacture.

which

they

They manufacture the

boards used iu makiDg their boxes, and make
the same by machinery. They purchase a lot
of land, cut the timber and saw the boards in
their own mill. The goods of the Mousam
River Mill alone will require 100,000 feet of
boards tor packing boxes this year.
The pay.
roll of the two firms is from $6000 to $7000 per
month.
Mr, Goodali ba3 not devoted himself so exclusively to business that be has not had time
to attend to other matters. His residence aud

grounds are already among the most attractive in the state, and he takes a deep interest in the welfare of the people about him. He
contributes largely to every public object. He
owns quite a number of comfortable tenements
ia the village, which be rents to his employes
at low rates. He owns a hall which would be
a credit to a larger town, and this is devoted to
the culture and amusement of the village as
often as required. It is fitted up with a stage
for theatrical

performances,

other young meu of

the

which the sous aud

village occasionally

give.
depressed season has not yet reached the
Sanford enterprise. Every man interested puts
The

brains aud energy into the business, and consequently they do not have to build sheds in
In fact,
which to store their unsold goods.

they make to order only.
upon which little paint

From

a

few houses

expended, the
of fine dwelling houses
looking goods. There
were

now made up
and stores full of fresh
are no loafers. The thrift of Mr. Goodall has
been communicated to the community.
Long
may it thrive, and success to the Goodalls.

village is

May their

tribe increase in Maine.

Business Ciianues.—The following business

changes are reported
in Maine:

as

recently taking place

Auburn—Dorman & Perry, wood and coal,

dis ;

now

Wood & Walker.

Bath—-Spear&Dunning,gro.,dis.;

B. Dunning.

now

A

Bridgton—Davis & Bennett, dry goods, &c
dis.; now J. A. Bennett.
Sebago—S. T. Bickford, gen. store, sold out.

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

REMOVAL.

Oh,Howit Aches.

East Orrington.

PLAINT,

FORTH.

all who favor the project
to comuiunicato with J. W. Lang at Brooks so
that such an organization can be pnt iu early
operation this season if sufficient encouragecircular

ment

requesting

pier DAYS.
diately visit

ANDROSCOGGIN

forenoon.
Mrs. Kenney, 8G Park street, Lewiston,
She
dropped dead Wednesday afternoon.
was
in usual health and had been about the
house all the early part ot the day. Heart disease.

The Journal says Dr. C. K. Packard, an esteemed physician, tor the past nine years in
practice at West Auburn, died in Hebron on
the 19th. His disease was consumption of the
blood, entailed from exposure during his service in the army, in which he was an assistant
physician in the old 10th Maine regiment. He
was a native ofHebron and pursued his medical
studies with Dr. Carr of Mechanic Falls.
His
obsequies occurred at West Auburn, Saturday,
of. 19 /V r»l nnlr

14

n

CO,

233 Middle Street,

COUNTV.

The wife of D. P. Atwood, Esq., clerk of
courts, died at his residence in Auburn, Friday

nr a a

hurinrl

nrifk

and see wlmt they are doing to
cure the disease.
THOUSANDS
AND THOUSANDS ot people have
visited our store during the past
month and have been cured.

Fine

KENNEBEC

Prof. Proctor, the great English astronomer,
has been lecturing to the students at Colby.
A four ton safe was put into the office of the
Lockwood mill, Waterville, a few days ago.
Edward Willett was before the Augusta
Municipal Court Friday, charged with adultery
with one OliveS. Cochran, at Gardiner.
He
was ordered to recognize with sureties in
the
sum of $300 for his appearance at the
August
term of the S. J. Court, and, failing to recognize, was committed.
The Classical Institute at Waterville resumes
its session next Monday.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Ex-Gov. Perliam is president of the board of
directors of the Paris Hill Manufacturing Company.

good

work.

examine

people

our

CLOTHING,
and

see

ATI

Alim

AAiimIamc,

nS

LOW

PRICES

that were the sheep front which
the wool was shorn to see them,
they would bow their heads in
shame and cry, was ever Clothing:
sold so cheap.

We will sell ft

Good Working Suit lor“ $5.00.6,00,7.00 & 8.00
Good Evening Suits
$10.00 & 12.00
“
Fine Dress Suits “
$1400 to 20.00
Working Pants
75c, $1.50 & 1.75
Dress Pants From_^
$3.50 to 7.00

WARDROBE.

The Great One Price

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The best drive of the season is a lot of light
and dark grey twilled Dress Goods at 22c.
These goods are an extra bargain, and would
be cheap at 30c.
W. F. Studley, new store,

apr22—3t

The best assortment of Kid Gloves to be
found in the city is at Studley’s new store under
call anil see them.

apt22—2t

Call at

Studley’s before purchasing any of
you spring hosiery, ami you will never regret it.
api22—2t
l’liuioDXCALS—Scribner’s for May is received

for sale by the following uewsdealers:
Wentworth’s, No. M3 Congress street, corner of
Oak st., at Hall L. Davis, Exchange street, and
Augustus Ilobiusou’s, uuder the Falmouth Hotel. Also at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
Also at the newspaper and periodical depot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the book, periodical and newspaper estabments ot C. li. Chisholm & Bro., in the Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor

circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and D. Wentworth, 533 Congress, corner of Oak street.

The hardest cough yields readily to Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam, and the patient
soon finds himself|permanently cured.
Sold

by druggists everywhere.

aprlleoillw

Dr. Schenck’a Standard Ucmedie*.
The standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Schenck’s SeaWefd Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandbake Pills,
and, if taken before the lungs arc destroyed, a speedy
cure effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of
Philadelphia, owes his uuiivalled success in the treat
ment ot pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it oil
by an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it off, the patient has rest and the
ungs begin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic must
be freely used to cleanse tbe stomach and liver.
Sehenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile starts
freely, and tho liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a
gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed
mixes with the food and prevents
souting. It assists
the digestion by toning up the stomach to a healthy
couilition, so that the food and the Pulmonic Syrup
will make good blood; then the lungs
heal, and the
patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent
fresh cold.
All who wish to cousult Dr.
Schenck, either perare

sonally or by letter,

comer ot

Monday.

can do so at his principal office
Sixth and Arcii Sts.. Philadelphia, every

Scheuck’s medicines
throughout the country.

J?11

are

sold

by all druggist

mhteod2in3dp&wsu

Street,

SILKS,

new tints for trimming purposes,
AT BOSTON PRICES.

Schools of Portland.

Dana, Esq., of Boston.
George B, Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
Richard H.

!

—AT—

NORRIDGEWOCK, MAINE.

CASES

Term will

commence

March 37tli.

For Circulars and Portland references address
augl9-tfH. F. EATON. Principal.

STRAW GOODS! HUGE SCHOOL FOR BOYS,
—

IN

—

Real French Chip*, American Chip* Miland and Canton Braids,
in all the Leading shapes.

A

Iso

Lacef

For particulars or admission address
FREDERICK THOMPSON, Principal.

aprl9tf

Edw. C. Farnsworth,
Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ & Harmony,
RESIDENCE

337 SPRING ST.

marl

of

d3m*

LATNER’S,
CONGRESS

CARD.

ST.
I

dtf

CLYDE’S

OF

take the liberty to inform my friends
and the public generally that I
will exhibit

DRESS

Wednesday, April 19,

GOODS,

—

AND

—

Goods Received at Denote

Daily.
Lading given from Boston

Through Bills
cipal points in New England

and printo the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore*

Norfolk. Richmond, Charleston, Ncwberne and Washington.
D. D. C. MINK, General Enotmi Agent*
29 Devonshire Street, Boston,
janll
dtf
M4IL LINE TO

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

—

AT

Steamship FALMOUTH,

(built expressly tor the route)
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
‘.Boston Raihoad Wharf, every
'SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with tbe Intercolonial Railway, to- Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamer* for Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halilax with
steamers for St. John*. N. F.
15—RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

TURNER BROS.,

10 a. m. on day of sailing,
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Franklin
or
Jr.,
Wharf,
oct28dti
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

$10, $25. $50, $100, $200. $500.

ALMOTKHIM CO.,

Bankers ami Brokers, No. 12 Wall St., New York,
make for customers desirable investments of large or
small amounts in stocks of a legitimate character,
which frequently pay from five to twenty times the
amount invested every thirty days.
There is every
indication that tho fluctuations of the stock market
will be very wide during the coming
month, and
those who Invest at once will reap the largest profit.
Stocks bought and carried as long as desired on deposits of three to live per cent. Circulars and weekly
reports sent free.
apl9deouly

dissolution;The

Sale!

Tuesday, April
We .hall open

Stock and Fixtures of a first-class Ealing Saloon, centrally located aud now doing a good
cash business. Will be sold at a
bargain as the owner has other business that
requires his attention.

THE

».

apr24tf

18

Maiket Square.

Notice.

Good., comprising some of the
tractive, in style and quality, to

most atbe found

in the New York and Boston markets.
Extra Bargains in DRESS GOODS and
BLACK SILKS.
Alio MOURNING
GOODS in fine qualify.
Onr prices will be found
market.

TURNER

low

as

as

my

atter this date.
STEPHEN W.

Portland, April 22d.

CARLE.

ap24dlw*

For Sale.
Three desirable Houses and six very desirable lots, at Woodford’s Corner. Intending to
go West, will sell the above property on easy
terms and
reasonably low prices. Good drainage,
cemented cellar, Laid and soft water.
Inquire of T.
H. MANSFIELD,
Spring St., Woodford’s, Me.
dtf

M

To Rent.
House 51 Spring Street between South and
Oak Streets. Rent $400. Apply to
A. K. SHURTLEFF,
at National Traders’ Bank or 40 Free Street.
dlw

Wanted.
C'Iobb PreBBman i mined lately
A. «. VERNALD’N,
H37 Middle Street, Up Staira.
dtf

APIRST
at

House and Stable

to

Let,

of six rooms, Sebago water with every
modern convenience. Stable has Sebago water, cemented cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well
ventilated. On new street from Brackett to Clark.
Spring Street Horse Cars pass very near. Apply at
No. 70 Brackett St.
Ieb2isdtf

HOUSE

CIIABCOAlL.
Bushels Hard Wood Charcoal at
Address 772 Portland
Eastern Railroad.
Post Often, or PAI.MEK CLARK, Comer Portland
and Orove Sts., Portland, Mondays.
aprlSdtf

WANTED

1000

the

Opruiug

THE COLLATERAL LOIN H).
hold its thirty .second Auction Sale of
WILL
redeemed goods
WEDNESDAY, April
and
un-

on

26th,

following days, at its banking rooms, 117
Summer Street, Boston, commencing each day at 10
o’clock, A. M.
This salo will include gold and silver watches, diamonds, solid silver ware, furniture, pianos, fire-arms,
Goods

books, etc.

on

exhibition at 8 o'clock

morning of Sale.

the

on

apr1Sd6t

DAMAGED

Bleached Cottons I
The above Good are of good
SLIGHTLY SOILED af
the Bleachery, but free from holes
or other imperfections, and will be
sold at two-thirds their real value.
Shall open on Saturday, April
22d, a splendid assortment of
NEW SPRING DRESS GOODS.
Please call and Examine my
Goods and learn prices.

quality.

W. F. Stud Icy,
UNDER

FALMOUTH

HOTEL.
aiw

"WTjirnrr

T. LOBENSTEIN,
4

Decring

522

Block.

Portland,

PRICE

FOR

Mine. Demorest’s Reliable Patterns !
on receipt of price
Mme. Domorest’s Semi-annual Port-Folio, 13
cents; What to Wear, 15 cents; Mammoth Colored
Bulletin of Fashions, $1. Subscriptions received foi
Demorest’s Monthly Magazine, yearly, $3, with a

splendid Chromo

S

apll’disZw

premium.

as a

IRIS

No. 7 Clapp’s Block,
Congress

we

HEADQUARTERS
F}R

—

-

No. 1.

3.50

“

4.00

“

CASH

ASH & PAINTED CHAMBER SETS.
ALSO

—

GOODS,

respect. Call and see tor
Furniture repaired and repainted to

yourselves.
order.

Warehouse 27 1-2 & 29 Market St.
0. M. BUST.

Geo.

UK.

dr

Co.,

Las taken the

New Store Cor, Free & Cotton
and Intends to keep

a

-n

wo v eminent

BAM

STOCK. Ac.,

New Store, New Firm!
—

on

Al.ike
Clover, Orchard Gran., Blue
Gram, Hungarian Gram and Millet Seed,
which we oiler at the Laweal Cash Price*. We
also have a large assortment of Vegetable ami
Flower Herds.

Whitney,
ME.

^PORTLAND,

„„

We shall receive shipments of Gilt-edged Vermont
Butter and Cheese over tbe P. & O. iiailroad semiweekly through tbe Soring months and weekly by
lefrigerator cars through tbe Summer months direct
from some ot tbe best dairies in Vermont, made
from pure imported Jersey stock, and shall otter the

D. HARVEY & CO.

MACHINE,

be sure and

see

Work,

or

at

AGENTS WANTED.

SiONDS

d3m

INDIA STREET.

Cotton and Wool
Dyed Without Ripping.
aprll

C

C

FEDERAL ST.,

PORTLAND, ME.
SSg^'Agents wanted. Send for circular.

feblStf

THE

AERATED

Oxygen Treatment.
GENUINE
for Catarrh, Asthma, RheumaA Istism,
Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Disstill ottered to all who
at
cure

383
afflicted,
Congress Ntreel, Portland, Me., Boom 3,
Cahoon Block, where a large number of testimonials can be seen.
consultation and trial dose free.
|al2tfl«&wtl'10
eases

are

Gents’ Garments

"iH

::

?'

CLEANSED

NO.
2m
in
apl0

4 CASCO

A.

A.

Seed

Tiie Only Two Legged Horse

the world, being now on exhibition at
2G8 MIDDLE
STREET.
One Thoumnd Bollar* Reward if the horse
is not alive and horn with only two legs. This is the
last, week in Portland as she goes to the Centennial.
Admission only 15c. One half interest for sale to the
apr20d3t*
right paity.

OR

DYED

Aud Repaired at »hort notice.

Dresses

c !

ST.

135,000 feet Dry Gang Sawed Hemlock
Boards, extra nice, now unloading from

ap20

dlw*

on

—

GEO. W. RICH & CO.
will be continued at th olde Stand,

173 FORE

STREET.

under the firm name of

LEWIS &
who will keep constantly

on

hand

a

of

CO.,
large

assortment

Beady-Made Clothing, Cloths
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

Potatoes !

Snowflake,
■parly
JU iMick.

$7.00 bbl., $3.50 bushel, $1.25
Brownell’s Beauty, $5.00 bbl., $2.50
bushel, 75c peck. Compton Surprise $4 00 bbl.. $2.00
bushel, 75c peck. Also McLean’s Advancer Peas 30c
per quart. Also Early Cabbage or Tomato Plants,
in large or email
quantities. For Bale l»y
MOSES H. HUSSEY,
aprftlSw
_North Berwick, Mo.

Patchcn Colt lor Sale.
FINE 2 year old Stallion Colt, sired by “Tom
Patcben,’’ out ot mare “Kate Sharp.” Can be
seen at Sawyer’s Stables, Corner Market and Federal
Streets. Will be sold low immediately.
upl3itf

A

which will be .aid at I.<w Price..
dtf
ap20

Air

Carpet Cleansing.

We, the undersigned, having purchased the right
to run the Boston Air Carpet Dusting Machine, are
now prepared to receive orders at our new
Dye House
No. 18 Preble Street, near Congress SI.
Price far Du.ting Carpel. 4 cl*, per yd.
Carpets called for and returned free of charge.
CABPKTS

CLEANSED

AS

USUAL

apWlm*

Proprietors of Forest City Dye House.

G. C. TILER & CO.,
WHOLESALE

DEALER

IN

Boots, Shoes,
And

Rubbers
LoatHor,

Over 158 and 160 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MB.
The subscriber, formerly of the firm of TYLER &
COX, would inform the trade that he may be found
in store over Messrs. Peering, Mllliken & Co.,, 158
and ICO Middle Street, where he will continue the
wholesale business ot Boom, Nhom. Rubbers
and Leather.
€3. €. TILER.
ma29
dim

HAIR GOODS
Real Hair long Mwitckea 91.30 !• 93 each.

NEW

MILLINERY

•f the latex

.tylr. and in every qaalily, a,
WELCH’S, 179 middle Street.
eod2w*

apUi_

HOT BUT. ROLLS AND TEA BREAD *
Ever,

Afternoon at 3
—

AT

O’clock,

—

R. W. SMARDOJi & CO.’S

BAKERY,

WAKKiniiTON ST. NEAR CONGRESS.
Baked Beans ami Brown Bread every Sunday
K. W. SMARUON At CO.
Morning.
CP-*Argus copy.
apr!9dtf

LIVE AND LET LITE IS DDR MOTO
Great Reduction in Pi ices of Laundry
Work.
Shin, with Hona>
......
Collar.
Fair Cull.
.....

13 cento
,'t
tt

»*
«

Portland Laundry, 99 Union St.
d3m

aplO

SUIT of rooms without
47 Danfoith Street.

board.

The

Green House on the Bishop’s
at the Cor. of Congress and
ranklin Streets, is offered for sale at
reasonable rates. Apply at

frounds,

BISHOP’S HOUSE.

aP1!l_

dlw

A PURE

Jersey Cow
A

for Sale.

Very Superior Auiuaal.

BAXTER,

Co., no Commercial street.

Office Portland Packing

al’rl<___eodCt
Notice.

To Ket.

A

and

deodliu

Schooner Union.

RUFUS DEERING & CO.,
292 Commercial St., Hobson’s Wharf.

BY

DAVIS.

m

FOR SALECHEAP!

—

—

Name Stamp, for Marking I.inen, Kabber
and Melal Dating 8lampa,Ribbon Miamps,
Meal Frf.»ei, Door Plate., Ilona, Number*. Hteel Stamp., Mieucila.
Burning
Brands, Baggage and Hotel Check., Ac.

DYE Coais,
House,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Rubber Hand Stamps,

TRIUNE,

No. 2 Casco St.
mal5

—

the

Which sells at 40 per cent, less than other first class
Shuttle Machine. Call, or sent for Circulars and
of

dtt

PORTLAND RUBBER TYPE CO.,

NO. 232

BEFORE mil IIN'G A

__dlw

The Business formerly carried

113 Center Street.

the trade at fair market rates. Truthful
Statement* and Square Weight* will be
our motto.

an

W. II. SWETT.
ap22

FOSTER dc SON,

same to

have
hand
extensive Stock ot
WEPrime
Herd. Gras., Red Tap Clover.

This stock is fresh, having been bought in Boston
New York recently, and will be sold at the
lowest market prices.

and

—

Wholesals Produce Commission House,

GRASS SEED!

Samples

AT TOE

lull assortment ot

of every description for Brapery and Becora
live Work. By making a specialty ot this depart
ment in upholstery, we propose to place before the
public every facility for obtaining the newest design
and fabrics, and at lowest prices. Also Window
Shade* and Fixture*. And a complete assortment of Room Paper.
mh21tf

SEWING

nonus,

my27wjB

Sts.,

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

now

m

32 Exchange Street.

Boswortli,

Formerly with Ularrelt, Bailey

Boor, Soda with
Choice Hyrups.

Oiinwa

DEALERS IN

State and City Securities,

deowlylp

nal

(I2w

Ci

apr2S

Cor. of Congress and Brown Sts.,

SUCH AS—

Bedsteads, Bureaus, Minks, Washstands,
Wardrobes, Cane and Wood Meat Chairs,
Npring Beds, Hat tresses, Hlrrors, Extension Tables, Kitchen Tables, Lounges,
Feathers, Ac.
We manufacture our own goods and warrant them

H. M. Payson& GO.,

St.

The undersigned has taken the Store

Foreign and Domestic Fruits,
Confectioneries, Cigan, Tobacco. Origi-

apr20

Congress

dlw

Manufacturers ot and Dealers iu

ON DELIVERY.

493

MISS S. D. CLARK.

ap20

Formerly occupied by M. F. Porter. Where he will
keep constantly on hand the choicest of

J. T. DA.RLISG.

Charles Custis &Co.,

exhibit oar Trimmed Hats and Bonnets.

DARLING & HUNT,

to be first-class in every

$2.50 each.

will

NewStore

—

Chamber Furniture.

—

No. 3,
No. 2,

Wednesday Next,

MRS. I. P. JOHNSON.

PIECE

PRICES.

Street.

April !)3th and .HIlb.

—

Made to Orderl

dly

JOHNSON&CIARK,
On Tuesday and

ONLY!

Me.

Millinery Opening I

(12w

a|.17

in

Corner Congress and Elm Streets.
ONE

Congress St.,

deli

BROS.,

NEW PHILADELPHIA

wife, Sarah A. Carle, has left
my bed and board without just cause, this is
to caution all persons from harboring or trusting her
on my account, as 1 shall
pay no debts of her con-

ni

M. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.

ap24d3t

Collins & Buxton,

KE8PECTFCI.LY,

11th.

above fall line, ol

n.

Kendall &

_

ap24

on

and American
Manufacture.

mbl4
film of D. B. RICKER & CO., is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
Either party
has the right to use the firm name in liquidation.
D. B RICKER.
JONATHAN EASTMAN.
M>24
d3t

ap22

and

D. 1876. at
o’clock
A. M., on the premises, the Jollowing described personal property, to wit: A certain two story wooden
Iraine building, situated on the westerly side of
Grove Street, in Portland, in said County, said
building being occupied by Hayes & Britton, ami
used as a tannery. Said sale is made to enforce a
certain lien, which Herbert J. Carville of Portland,
aforesaid, then and now has upon said building, as
set forth in the original writ, in the action upon
which said execution issued; said lien being lor labor
done by said Carville, on said building, as is set
forth in said writ. Terms cash.
Dated at said Portland, this 19th day of April, A,
A.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS

S3T* I invite all to allrutl
whether they buy or not.

DAYS, at 7.30 p. m.
No freight received after

tracting

will be sold
and taken on execution,
SEIZED
by public auction, to the highest bidder,
10

WEDNESDAY, April 2Ctb,

Foreign

—

With connection, to Prince Edward laland, Cape Rreton and bt. John., N. P.

to

d3t

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OF MAINE,!
ss.
J
Cumberland,

-TO—

River.

For

a. m., and 2* p.
shall sell at Salesroom 35 and 37 Ex-

»p22__

—

—

SHAWLS I

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fail

HEREAS,

IN

BOTH OF

FOUR STEAMERS PER WEEK.

Tbe

we

THE LATEST NOVELTIES

Patterns sent by mail, post free,

STEAMSHIP LINES.

Apply

TUESDAY, April 25th at 10

ON in.,

ap22

—

Also,

Philadelphia, Boston & New England

l

FANCY GOODS BY
AUCTION.

change Street, a large and flue assortment of Dry
Goods. Linens, Damasks, Towels, Handkerchiefs,
Hose, Fancy Goods, &c., &<*.
V. O. M-HI-Kl «Jk ( O
Auctioneer*.

Quarter Commences

from $3.00 and upwards. Hats and Bonnets trimmed
to order by a skillful milliner in attendance and satisiaction guaranteed and at most reasonable prices al

539

AND

April 20th.

Ornaments, Feaihem, Cashmere
and Netting.
splendid assortment

NORTH CONWAY, N. H.

The Next

DRY

of

D. 1876.

apr8tf

Eaton Family School For Boys,
Spring

25

AGENCV

PORTLAND.

Lyon’s Katharion

prevents the hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews itagrowth
and gives strength and vigor. It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Used by the elite. Price only
50 cents.
aprlGdeodawly

Hon. Charles F. Libby, County Attorney.
Hon. Henry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. !>., Superintendent of Public

all colors and

in

CO.,

Clothiers,

Middle

apl

advertising columns.

phia.

YARDS OF

Basket and Boiled Silks,
SELLING;

1).

Hill. X). D„ L .O.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B. Stevens, D. D., or Philadel-

9 inches wide.

to

ALSO 1009

0. V. ALLEN

Furniture and General Merchandise every
Saturday, comuicuulug at 10 o'clock a. in.
Consignments solicited.
oc3tH

any

C. D. B. FISK &

,

See saloon for sale in

all colors from 1

None Need to Complain!

233

_

gentlemen:
Rt. Rey. Bishop James A,
Healy, I).
Rt. Rev. Bishop H. A. Neely,
D. b.
Rev. Thomas

Just received, comprising
Gros Grain. Banket and Plain Ribboun in

—

The Times says Miss Kachell Gray was
thrown out of a wagon Thursday last in Bowdoinham and badly if not fatally injured.

IN GENERAL.

Prices !

Regular sale

on

SAGADHAOC COUNTY.

It is said that our state stands the eighth in
importance at the present in its contributions
for the Centennial.
They say it is very good sleighing above Dexter, and that the ice in the lake has not started
a peg.

—

their faces brighten up like the
By As this is positively the largest and best sebrilliant rays ol the noon-day sun, lected stock of Millinery ever shown in Portland,
Ladies are requested to call and examine and conand they cry “EUREKA,” no more vince
themselves.
BLUES but good times again.
The hard times have made no
F.
LATNER.
difference to us.
We foresaw it i
aPr7
and made preparations accordingly. Bought our goods low for
cash, made them up during the
dull season, and now place them

have received our special attention
Children cry for them, mothers sigh for them.
Our stock is
simply IBUHEBISK-ioo numerous
to mention—prices ranging front
$3.50 up.
Be sure and visit our MAmmOTH

The Governor and Council granted a pardon
to Chandler K. Merrill of Winterport, convicted of being a common seller of liquor, and sent
to Belfust jail for four mouths, and to pay a
fine of $200, He has already been in jail four
months; his fine has been remitted, and he baB
been granted a pardon on the condition that he
shall never again be guilty of similar offence.

13 Preble Hi
cltf

100 Cartas of Hoe

wliat elegant tilting gar*

incuts they are, a smile illnminates their faces, but when they are
told how LOW the goods arc sold

The Whig says Patrick Priest, who Is enfor the manufacture of gas for the Bangor House, had a very narrow escape from
death last Thursday.
He had occasion to go
into the gasometer and not waiting a sufficiently long time for the gas to escape he entered the
gasometer, and bad been in there but a few
moments when his senses failed liim. He was
taken out it season to be restored.

WALDO COUNTY.

AT

—

A

Children’s Garments

Forrest Herrin of Skowbegan, while caring
for his father’s horse, had his face badly hitten
by the animal.
The Chronicle says Cyru3 Taylor and John
Mitchell while at work on Dodlin quarry, Norridgewock, were severely burned by the premature discharge of a blast.
The Chronicle says Sislas Lawry, sone of O.
W. Lawry of Fairfield, found in a hen’s nest
an egg without a shell which measured 8 inches in circumference one way and 0 3-4 the othWhat is more singular than all, the whole
er,
clsely resembles the yolk in color, while no
trace of the white or albumen is to be seen in
it.

10

CougrpMM.

near

Flowers,

When the
immense

It is rumored that the Bangor House, stable3
and horses will be sold at auction next week.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
As Mr. L. Packard of Medford was at work
near a rotary saw in that town, a strip of board
flew from the saw and struck him on the
shoulder, inflicting a severe if not fatal wound.

Union Hi.,

ap3

mu BOYS’ k CHILDREN’S Stylish Trimmed Hats

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

gaged

4

From

50 Cartons of Fine French

stock of

The Oracle says a young womau belonging in
Dresden had a fibroid tumor removed from the
lobe of each ear. They were caused by piercing the ears for ear-rings.

They are talkingabout adivisiou of the town
of Waldoboro.
The Oracle says David H. Kimball of Waldoboro was quite seriously injured by a fall
while assisting in raising the sunken steamer
at East Jefferson, recently. He was doing well
at last accounts.

Clothing

llie

do

nonnin

COUNTY.

Tne course will consist of private French lessons
and classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pupils
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for Ladles, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will bo only in
French. The same lessons will be given twice a we»*k
In the evening tor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
commence these evening lessons early in September.
Mme. will be assisted bv Prof. Masse.
In the early part of Juno Madame expects an Artistwhohas been connected with her Institute in
Philadelphia. This Lady is a member of the Academy of the Fine Arts In that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all its branches. Oil Painting, Pastel.
Her
Speciality during the summer will be WaterColor from nature.
For further information please call at No. 1C Free
Mme. will be at her rooms from 11 A. M. until 5 P. M. and every
evening.
Mme. Masse is permitted to refer to the
following

REMOVAL.

Halearooma :<5 and 37 Iickaift HI.
»• O. BAILEY.

E.

a permanent French Institute in
She will commence her Spring term April

poses
Portland.

18th, 1876.

and

Low Prices

honors.
The Journal says further examination confirms the opinion that the body found at Bath,
Monday, was that of Mr. Hooper, who was
drowned at Deer Kips, above Lewiston, in the
freshet last October, The daughters of Mr. H.
went to Bath Thursday, and were so well satisfied as to cause his removal to Lewiston for
burial.
On the left ankle of Mr. H. was a
scar, caused by the wound received in being
run over by a baggage wagon; and on one hand
a wound caused by the cut of a spoke-shave,
both of which showed distinctly on the body
found in the river.
The remains have been so
long in the water that the hair and wAiskers
had disappeared.

Office Hours—9 to 11 a. m., 2 to 1 p. m., arul night.
eodlm*
aprlO

liltOS GRAIN 11 SOFT

NEWS.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

—

MANSE, formerly of Boston,
late of Philadelphia and New Jersey, proMiTIE.
to establish

To he cured imme-

FISK &

AND

Wear Frje’n Drug Siorc, Cor. Frrankliu Si.

R.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

LESSONS

literature.

Boston

Every one knows Hint limes arc
quiet and that money is not quite
so plenty as it was during llie war,
hut don’t give up.
It is but a
healthy reaction soon to give way
to BETTER times and hap-

is received.

STATE

—

AUCTION SALKS

NO. 316 CONGRESS ST.,

Only another victim to the epidemic, another poor weak mortal
struck with that CHRONIC COM-

The tow boat captains estimate on towing
1700 vessels ou the Kennebec this season; most
of them ice vessels.
Messrs. Daniel Spooner of East Sangerville,

a

FRENCH

Foster’s Forest City Dye House

11 SO THE CRY (i(

Francis Barnes of Houlton aGd J. W. Lang of
Brooks were appointed a committee at the last
meeting of the Maine Dairymeu’s Association
to take steps for the formation of a Dairymen’s
Board oi Trade, composed of producers, consumers, buyers and sellers.
They have issued

EDUCATIONAL.

Geo. H. Cummings, M. I).,

Was ever a mortal plagued with
such an awlul Compluiiit ]

and stockholders have received a dividend of 8
per cent.
The leather has been taken from the vats
connected with the recently destroyed Blodgett’s tannery at Bncksport and transferred to

and

worthy

REMOVAL.

ice.

under Falmouth Hotel.

started

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

The ice houses at Birch Point, belonging to
the Kennebec Laud and Lumber Company,
hare a capacity of sixteen thousand tons of

a3

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
the real estate transfers recorded in this

a few days to raise the sum of $2000 to
pay the expenses of a first class club this season.
Many of the old Itesolutes will play and
the club will be known as the Portlands.
The clock on the Park street shurch is sadly
in need of repairs. It strikes about every fif-

ing on the bank.
Superintendent Wentworth

neighboring

towns will

are

city in

The Mills UI Sanford Corner—A Miraeli
of Brains,
Industry and Enersy-Whcie
the Cap-robes are Made—An Enterprise
in
Complete
Itself, etc , etc.

affords

Death of a Well Known Merchant.—
Mr. .Tames Freeman, the well known oyster
merchant, died at his residence on High street,
yesterday afternoon. The deceased has been
engaged in the wholesale oyster business in
this city for about twenty-five years.
He was

Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive

at 2.00 am.

Maine Business Notes.

Eutcrprise.

.Apply at No
in>24UUis

requiring work done pleoae apply to
PERSONS
“Home”
W. C. A., No. IB Spring St., plain
and
OI

fjiuiily sewing, drcRs-inakiug, copying, embroldeoJett
erng and fancy-work in wool., Ac., Ac.

POETRY.
Our Saints.
*Tis not alone from legend and old story.
’Tis not alone from canvas, dark with time,
That holy saints, crowned with celestial glory,
Smile down upon us from their height sublime.
Not only from church-windows, colored brightly,
Do tlieir blessed shadows fall across our wav
Ah, not alone in niches gleaming whitely,
With folded hands, do they stand night and day.
WIio is there in this world who has not, hidden
Deep in his heart a picture, clear or faint,
Veiled, sacred to the outer world lorbidden,
O’er which he tends and murmurs low. “My
Saint!”
face, perhaps, all written o’er with sorrow.
Whose faded eyes are dim with unshed tears;
And yet they hopefully look toward the morrow.
And far beyond it into brighter spheres.
A

face whence all the sunshine of the morning
And brightness ot the noon have passed away;
And yet, where clearly, surely, there is dawniug
The wondrous radiance of that perfect day.

A

That perfect day—when, crowned with heaven’s
brightness,
Without a pain, or care, or mortal need,
With conqueror’s palm, in robe of snowy whiteness,
Our blessed shall stand as very saints indeed.

Yes, God be thanked! though the pure saints of story
And holy martyrs that the artist palms.
Are veiled in radiance ana crowned with glory,
There still

are

halos for these unknown saints.
—Christian Union.

Tom Foster’s Wife.
BY EDNA D. PKOCTOB.

I had just returned from two years’ stay in
Europe, and was sauntering down Tremont

street, in the golden September morning,
when I saw my old friend, Tom Foster, get
out of a horse car a few steps in advance ol
me.
I knew him in a moment, though we
hardly met since were at Exeter academy together ten years- before—room-mates and
blithe companions until we parted—I to go to
Harvard and he to enter his father's store,
the well known house of Foster & Co* Pearl
street. He was a merry, hearty, practical
lellow, clear skinned and robust as an Englishman, and self-reliant and robust as New
Hampshire birth and Boston training could
make him.
1 always liked him, hut he
plunged into business and so, without meanwe
had almost lost sight of each othing it,
er.
He was an only child, and his parents
their
summers at their homestead in
spent
Greenland, near Portsmouth, and their winters in Boston.
As I said, I knew him in a moment.
He
had grown tall and stout, but the boy was
still in his face, and, with a flash ot early
feeling I sprang forward and caught him by
tlin

arm

But 1 suppose all of them
room.
would either he afraid of the responsibility
or think it beuealh them to turn cook;
though they would have pleuty of help, and
earn £20 where they now get three.”
“Who’s here from Greenland?” I asksd,
for I knew somethin'! of almost every one iu

dining;

PORTLAMD,

Foster was if you tried from now till morning. I shall have to enlighten you,” and,
moving the basket to one side, anu settling
himself in the seat, he went on: “You know
I have the misfortune to be an only child.
After I was twenty-one. father and mother
began to talk about my marrying, I have
plenty of cousins, you know, and we always
had young ladies going in and out of the
house; but while Clara lived she was company for me, and after she died I was full of
business and didn’t trouble myself about
matrimony. To tell the truth. I didn’t fancy
the girls. Perhaps I was unfortunate in my
acquaintance; but they seemed to me all
curls and flounces and furbelows, and I
would as soon thought of marrying a fashion
plate as one of those elaborate creatures. I
don’t object to style, I like it. But you can
fine gowns and bonnets any day in the
street windows; and my ideal of
a woman was one whose dress was her least

see

Washington

attraction.
“Do you recollect father’s former partner,
Adam Lane? He’s a clever old gentleman
and millionaire, and father has the greatest
liking and respect for him. He has two
daughters—one married years ago; and the
other, much younger, father fixed upon as a
desirable wife for me. I rather think the
two families had talked it over together; at
any rate Miss Matilda came to Greenland for
a long Summer visit.
She is an amiable
girl, but so petted and spoiled that she’s
good for nothing—undeveloped in mind and
body. She looked very gay in the evenings,
attired in Jordan, Marsh & Co’s latest im-

portation. But
fast, she didn’t

she was always late at breakdare to ride horseback, she
couldn’t take a walk without stopping to rest
at every stoDe. and once when I asked her
if she had read the battle of Sedan, she looked up in her childish way, and said: ‘No,

Mr. Foster. Newspapers are so tiresome.’
Bless me! what should I have done with such
a

baby ?

“A year ago this summer I was very much
confined at the store; and, when August
came, instead of spending the whole month
at home, I thought I would have a change,
and so I went down for a fortnight to the
Cliff House** on-Beach.
It’s a quiet,

pleasant reMVQ and you’ll always find from
fifty to one hundred people there during the
season.
The landlord is a good fellow, and a
distant relative of mine. I thought he looked
flurried when I went in, and after a few
minutes he took
‘“

side and said:
Tom, you’ve come at an unlucky time,
I had a very good cook that I
got from Boston, at $20 a week; but she’s
me one

ahigh tempered
woman.
Last evening she quarreled with
her assistants, this morning the breakfast
was all in confusion, and now she is
packing
trunk to
her

leave on the next train. In two
or three days I can probably get another one
down in her place; but what we’re to do in
the meanwhile, I don’t know.”

“But, Norton,” said I, “isu’t there someby or in the house who cau take

one near

it?”
I’ve half a dozen girls from
“I doubt it.
the vicinity doing upstaiis work,—one of
them from jour town, the best waiter in the

Servant Girl

THE

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

HEATED BY STEAM.
Best ot attention given to guests. Tabic set with
the very best the market affords.
TERMS:
Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
SuitB of rooms, including parlor and bed-rcom.

$3.00.
WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.
auglO

deodtf

WESTMINSTER

HOTEL,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Corner Irvine Place and 16h Street New
York.
One Block from Union Squat e and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FERBIN, Prop.
sep27d&wly40

EVANS

HOUSE,

Tremont

Street,

malTiltt

A. L.
ma31

HOWE, Proprietor.
dim

KOSSNIOKE HOTEL,
Junction of Broadway, 7lh Aye.

and
42d Street,
HEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, ne&i the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modern impiovements.
Rates $4 per day.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delevan House, Albany, n. Y., and Clarendon Hotel, Saratoga.
feb21d&wly9

For Sale.
change
aud Dwelling conbined with
WISHING
for
An excellent
at

business. I offer my Store
or without Stock
a Bargain.
place
Dry and Fancy
A good
Goods, Millinery or Tailoring Business.
stand in the central part of the Village, near the
to

Depot.

WOT. II. OTARNTOH,
Vannomh, OTe.

ma.30d2m_

For Sale.
No. 327 (formerly 153)

house occupied by me,
THE
Spring Street, Portland.
feb24dtf

NATHAN CLEAVES.

MAt

__

Tor

accommo-

apr3

dtf

aprlBdtf

Board.

mFor
land,

LET,

ON
Wharf.

To Let.

F'or IS^XOa

In-

AI.ARGE
quire

SThe

ap20__

House Lots for

To Let.
Brackett, near Spring St. Four stalls,
water, etc. Largo and roomy. Kent low. Apply at No. G5 Exchange St._ aptlgdlw*
on

To Let.

Sale,

aprtl

_o

SPLENDID SlIMEB RESIDEM

and convenient store and chambers
same, No. 136 and 138 Commercial street.

Urr

ice, iso. 92 Exchange street, opposite
Portland Savings Bank. Apply to
H. N. JOSE, 194 Fore Street.
mh31FM&Wttf

DR.

LAMB

|m?4HAS

a house on congress
WITH TEN ROOMS TO LET,
eti^OPPOSITE THE PARK.

jl***lST.

apr!3dt£_
No. 122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately. Apply at 96
Danforth St.
C. OXNARD,
dtf
aprll

A

For Sale.
New two story French-Roofed House,
422 Cumberland St., containing four^^l~,*jg|No.
ntj?tCen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
■*K-2=<5bSebago water, and all the modem improvements of a first-class house. Inquire of JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Danforth St.
apr4dlf
ibfciij

STORE,

ROOMS

TO LET.
unfurnished. Apply at
Triune Sewing Machine Room*, No.
53 Danforth St. References required.
mh!5dtf

half of

frame,
dwelling
UPPER
House, containing eleven rooms, with all modand located

corner

Inquire

at 108

on Congress near the
improvements,
bead of State Street. First-class in every respect.
Lot large. Terras favorable. Inquire of

of Congress
Newbury St.
dtf

A Valuable Property
ForSale.
We would invite tbe attention of the enterprising
Capitalists ot tbe State to the following list ot property placed in our hands for sale,

19
Middle Street. Good location below tbe Post
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located. The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
&

Situated on Cumberland Kiver,
Clinton County, Kentucky,
—

applied for soon. Apply to
H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32$ Emery St. on tbe Spring St. Horse Car Rome.
reasonably

f

To

d 12 Dow Street.

dtf

on

fOHE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
X containing all the modern improvements Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.

which may he found in paying quantities,

No. 55

!

J-ET

Black.

the

nov2dtf

39

Exchange

Board of Mayor and Aldermen. I
I
April 3, 1876,
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested, by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on MHEDNESDAY, the twenty-sixth instant, at 5 o’clock P. M.,
at the Aldermen’s Room in City Building, will hear
all parties interested ia the petition for a Sewer in
Prospect street to Casco street and thence southeast
through Casco street to connect with sewer in Congress street, and that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience and necessities requires the construction of said Sewer.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
In

ORDERED,

City Clerk’s Office, )

j

April 3, 1876.
To all whom it may Concern:
Notice is hereby given as required by the aforesaid
Order, which is made a part of this notice.
H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,
ai>*dta26
CITY OF

street to State street, and northwesterly through
State street to Portland street, thence across Portland street and through Deering’s Oaks (so called) to
the creek.
Read and Passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
A true Copy,
Attest:
H» I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office, 1
Aprtl 3,1876. j

Jo all whom it may concern :
Notice is hereby given as required by the
order, whieh is made a part of this notice.
A ttest*

aforesaid

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

ap4dta2G

CITY OF PORTLAND.

ORDERED,

H. I.

Attest:

CITY

OF

BOBINSON, City

Cleik.

PORTLAND.
Citv Clerk’s Office, 1
Api 11 18, 1876. 7i

hereby given, as required by tbe
is

said order, which

aplO

this notice
H. I. BOBINSON,
City Cierk.
dtd
mane a

part of

FIFTY DOLLARS
MOST cijnel and rascally
has just been

afore-

brought

REWARD.

use of our firm name
to our notice. A few

days since some person with an evident intent to
injure us in our good name, left one of our business
cards at tbe residence of a respected citizen, a member of whose family was lying at the point of death.
The al>ove reward is ottered for the discovery of the
unfeeling scamp who thus sought to bring us into ill
repute in the community.

MORSE &

BUNCE,

I'NDERTAKEKN,
191
jan24

FEDERAL

STREET.
dlwteod3m

tj

H

2

The

disease

*

the
is

and removes the inflaminalion. the cause ot pain
in a very short time, thus

a

m

R

restoring freedom of movement and elasticity to flic

0

p joints.

The disease being
blood poison, of a pecnliar nature, is

0
P3

a

£
(D

0

cj
q

w

«
Eh

Treated

8

2

»

g

H
infernally by

means of the
and Elixir—ullernnone
with
the other
ting
according to Directions.
To effect a permanent
cure, the Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunclion with flic Einimeut.

£

H

Hills

h
n
v

n

j

S

t strain tow

isoai, Barges, Locomotives and Rolling Stock,

fcl>8

03n

Patterson’s

Beal

Estate

MONEY

ON

TO

vicinity-—Rents collected,

taxes

j|

P j
Ph
Neuralgia, Nervous ProsP tration. Nervous WeakPh ness. Paralysis, softening
ot the Brain, Chorea, and
all WEAKNESS caused by
,

R

EOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER cured by use of

the

R

y

“P

Ot. P.”

2

R

h

fc.

£
g
^
h

;

|

M

>
—

**

isk lor Grifl'tin’s Rlicii- t.
niatic Remedies, they all S
bear our trademark and
signature, and are put up
securely. Price $1.00 each; B
lorwardcd to any part of 2the United States by express, prepaid, on receipt
of $1.25.

apr6

d&wlyl4

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY?

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT A' FOGG, No. 91 Middle Sired,

Book Binders.

or

New House

Preble
moo.

on

ap22dtt

The new two and a half story house on
ni|J£ Preble street, lacing Lincoln street, containing
■HO .seven rooms. Sebago water, good cellar, sink
drain and water closet connected with sewer. Terms
of payment is $1,000 cash: balance on mortgage.
F. G PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate,
ap!2dtf
379^ Congress Street, Williams’ Block.
FEATHER RENOVATOR, for cleansAin STEAM
ing feather beds, pillows, bolsters, &c. It

perfect order, simple, and can be
to $35,00 per week.
sold lor $165,00 cash, or bankable paper.

Apply

run

by

Will

a

be

to

F. G. PATTERSON,
379} Congress Street, Williams’ Block

ap12dtf

Small House for Sale.

MTIm

one

and

one-half story house, No. 14

Mechanic street, eight rooms, Sebago. a good
drainage. Lot 30x59. Price $1800

cellar and

cash.

PATTERSON,

F. G.
Dealer in

apl2dtf

Real Estate,
379$ Congtess Street, Williams’ Block.

Furnished

House in the
to Let.

H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. R.

INMAN
FOR

LINE

QUEENSTOWN

AND

LIVERPOOL,

SATURDAY of
each week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF ANTWERP,
CITY OF LONDON,
CITY OF BERLIN,
CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF BRISTOL,
CITY OF MONTREAL,
on

CITY OF
CITY OF
CITY OF

BROOKLYN, CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF PARIS.
BRUSSELS,
CITY OF RICHMOND,
CHESTER,
will
find
these steamers tastefully fitPassengers
ted up, while the State-rooms are light, airy and
roomy. The salorns large and well ventilated, are
the breadth of the vessels, and situated where there
is least noise and motion.
Smoking rooms, Ladies’
Boudoirs, Piano-tortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
Barber’s Shop, &c.
Instant communication
electric bells.

with the stewards by

The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and
fogs.
Rates ot passage—$80.and $100, gold, according to

accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets-$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates,
bor dates ot sailiug and plan of "staterooms
ap1

ply to

JOHN G.

maSldGm

15

FOR

DALE, Agent,
Broadway, New York,

Plumbers.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Calais

aad

John, Digby,

St.

Windsor and Halifax.

TRIPS

On and after Monday, March
27th, the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of

St., every Monday

and

Thursday,

at 6.00 p. m.,

Country

on

Stair Builders.
LIBBY, No. 25‘d Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in Delano’s Mill.
G. E.. HOOPER, Cor, York and Maple
B. F.

Streets.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.
J. A. MERRILL.

A.

KEITH.

INSIDE
TO

LINE
—

Mt.

Bangor,
—

AND

Desert

—

Macliias.
at

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND. Capt Kilby, will leave
Portland, every iHondny,
Wednesday ami Friday

lO o’clock.

Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, SandyBucksport, Winterport, Hampden and
Bangor.
Returning, leaves Bangor, every Monday*
Wednesday nud Friday uioruitig», al G
For

point,

o’clock.
Steamer

LEWISTON, Capt. Deering. will leave
Portland, Tburnday evening**, at 10 o’clock.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle.
Sedgwick,
Southwest Harbor, Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert, Mill-

bridge, Jonesport and Maehiasport.
Reluming, leaves Maehiasport, every Monday
morning, at 5 o’clock.
For further particulars, inquire of
CYRUS STURDIVANT

~

WANTED,

CENTENNIAL
wear

and

MAINE

MEDALLIONS,

Struck iu solid Albata Plate, equal in appearance,

color, to

Presenting a large variety of beautiful Draigus

in relief.
These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being 1f inch, in diameter, handsomely put up
and sell readily at sight. The room valuable
Souvenirs and Mfinentos ever issued. A
complete outfit of magnificent samples for agents, in
velvet-lined Morocco case—including the Bust ot
“George Washington." Grand Entrance InternaMemorial Hall (Art Gallery).
tional Exhibition.
Horticultural Hall. Mam Building, and the grand
representation of the Signing of the Declaration of
Independence (designed by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
by mail on receipt of draft or Post Office order for
$3.50, or will ship by express C. O. I), upon receipt of
express charges. Agents* circular and Price List and
one sample sent upon receipt of 50c.
Immense
profits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields for enter-

prise. Address

U* S. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,
P. O. Box 5278.
mhlG

Sew York.

two

d&wGmll

CABPKNTEB'S

A

ALL

of Smuggler,

owner

Jr. has sent him to

Merrymeeting Farm, Eowiloinhain
to serve Ills own mares kept their. He will be limited
to 30 good mares for outside parties. He has put the
price within reach of
Ouly $5"! per
season.
If not in foal, to have Ihe use of horse
any time he is in the stud. Smuggler, Jr., isoDe of
the most remarkable colts of his ago (5 years) in New
England,15 bauds 3 inches, beautiful bay, perfect picture of Ills sire, but finer grained, gaited exactly like
him and very fast. Grand good pasture and best of
care of brood mares.
For further purticulars address
F. A. F. A ISA JIM.
mch3
eod2m&w3ml0

p.

p.

m.

Express train for Auburn and Lewiston

TEIjLEK, —Madame
FOBTUNK
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant,
Teller and
be

Doctress,

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mall train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations
at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mad trom Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.45
p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and
5.45 p. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

can

importation
and

of Aie.,
Holland Gin in

l.lquora.

bulk, J. DeKnyper. Green Seal Gin in ease trom Rotterdam. Irish and Scotch Whiskey in bulk and case
from Ramsey & Co., Liverpool. Hennessey Brandy
in case, vintage 1860, 1870 and 1873, direct from
France. Very line old Port and Sherry Wines direct
from London
Heidsieck Champagn. Bass Pael Ale
from Burton-on-Trent in Hhds., Bbls., and Kilderkens. Also same (Hibberts bottling) in casks and
In the original packages in
cases of Qts. and Pts.
bond or duty paid by JAMES McGLINCHY, Importer, 89 Commercial St.
apr7eodCm

hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the will of
NOTICE
is

JOSIAH BLACK, late ol Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that
truBt as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate ot
said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
JAMES M. BLACK, Executor.
j
Portland, April 4th, 1876.
apl0dlaw3wM*

Steam Engine and Boiler
ENGINE an upright of about six horse
power, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power ot tbe engine. Apply to WILLIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or Vv. H. PEN
NELL & CO., 38 Onion street.
'neisdtl.
CA WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
fJXJ CARD*, with name, ‘JOc* or 50 Snow
Flake, Marble, Damask, Rep. Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
this in.
an3d2 w*tf
Beware

or

Imitations

THOMSON’S
WORLD-KEN OWNED PATENT

Glove-Fitting

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

To Canada. Detroit.
Chicago, Jlilwaukee, Cincinnati. Ht. IjouIm. Omaha,
Haginaw, Ht. Panl, Halt Cake City,

Denver,

Han

Franei»co,

and all points in the

Northwest, West and (Southwest.
J. C. FURN1VAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is to
splendid
condition, m well equipped with Urst-closs rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick*
“t tlm« of nnv route from Portland to the West.
DRAWING ROOM
a
AND
SLEEPING „PAt„A0K
CA Its are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examlna-

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent,
Portland. June 21,1875.
Jnel7dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RIL
CHANGE OF TIME.

NEW CONNECTIONS.
©u and after WEDNESDAY, J‘Jd, ia.I.
and nutil farther netice.
TRAINS WILL RUN AS FOLLOWS
GOING
WEST.
8.13 A. M.—Passenger train from Portland lor a
stations, running through without change to St.
Jolinsbury, Danville. Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
S;
^,MA.K- R- for Lancaster, Whitetield, Littleton,
Well’s River, Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans.
ate., &c.
**• HI.—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. M.—Passenger train from
Upper Bartlett
and intermediate
stations, arriving in Portland at

11.15 a. m.
l. 15 **. OT.—Passenger tiain from
connection with through train from
arriving in PortlanJ at 5.45 p. m.

Corsets !

EACH

in

STAGE connections.

Lovell,

{^“Freight
m.

Chatham.

trains leave Portland daily at 9 2i

Portland. Dec. «£•
2t. 1875.
~

..

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

...

oct25dtf

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.
SPRING ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing

march 6,1876.

Passenger Trains

will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
m., arriving
*
Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.S3 p.m.
leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
“e!"rn,na.
3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at
1.15. 5.
at

0.15

p.

m.

For I.owell at 6.15,9.00 a. m., 3.10,
p. m.
Manchester and Concord and Paper
Railroad (viaNew Market Jonctlon) at 6.15a.
m., and 3.10 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For Great Fulls at 6.15, 9.00 a.
m., 3.10. p.m.
•'•r
Bocheater, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
For Scarborough Beach, Bine
Point, Old
Orchard Reach, 8aeo, Biddeford
and
Kennebunk at 6.15, 9.00, a. m., 3.10 5.3(1 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kcuncbunlt
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
Trains

CORSET

Fabyan’s

Johnson, Vt..

At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standlsh Corner.
At Baldwin for
Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
FieetJ om.
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for
Stowe and

THE

Get tbe Genuiue!

LKO

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

Z

N.

Fortune

consulted at No. 3 Quincy St. Madame «l. lias bad largo experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, A-c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss t'uis opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering Intoany
new business nr profession, the conducting ot which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $100; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dtt

Direct
'Vine,

5.10

at

m.

everybody.

on

Boston & Maine road connect with all

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Mathias,

East port, Calais, Sf.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk
tra ns at Grand Trunk
and Maine Central
Station,
'rains at Transfer Station.
Ail trains stop at Exeter 10
minutes for refreshments at tirst-ciass dining rooms.
P. M. train from Portland
."nxio
and 8.J0 A. M. train from Boston.

Stamped

‘THOMSON”

*r,ar »;*■■«

WITH
TRADE.

B
S.

MARK A

CROWN.

lip.

They give

apSdtt
AGENTS

Monday, Nov. 15tb, 1875

trams will rim as follows :
train 7.00 a. in. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Maii train or Gorham and inteimediate
stations at
7.10 a. m.
Express train at 1.40 p. m for Auburn and Lewlston.
Mail train tor Island Pond,
(stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with
nigbt mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50

Express

entire satisfaction. Every
lady who tins
them recommends them. Be sure to
i/et the
A
genuine,
novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
capped corset steels They are unbreakable, and
their fastenings do not abraid the dress.
For sale by
first class dealers everywhere.
THOMSON.
HANG DON A CO.. N. I., Sole Importers
and Patentees for ibe C. S.
feoz9112w

J. T. FUHBER, Gen’l Sup
tr
H.
8ik\ ENS, Gen 1 Ag’t, Portland.

dt
»115_
MAINE CENTRAL K. R.

worn

——-

Beal Estate Agents.

RUSSEIiIi,

ARRANGEMENT

The Company are not responsible lor
baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate ot
one passenger for every *500 additional
value.

the

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,

cveoing*,

Street.

COL. II. 8.

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
WINTER

tion.

—

SMUOGLER.

WEEK I

PER

for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport

same

BY

—

SPRING- ARRANGEMENT,

State

EASTERN RAILROAD TKAINN
directly through to points on the Maine Centra
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroads
diverging therefrom
Pullman Parlor and Nleepiag Pars are
run on ail through trains.
Stops for relreshmen
made at the usual places,
GEO. BACH ELDER, Supt.
run

FOR SALE.

after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.

LOWELL, will leave Harps.
well Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Uhebeasne, Little Ubebeague and Lons Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf; at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire of Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
my8
dtf

TWO

m.

On and

■ Sited.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

SMUGGLER, JR.,

HARPS WELL,

(f""j"**

A, S. PAVIS A CO., No SO Middle Street.

story furnished bouse, stable, carManual.—A practical guide
riage house, hennery, nice garden with sttawto all operations of the tiade; drawing for carberries, fruit trees, &c. Pleasantly situated,
penters, forms of contracts, specifications, plans,
t an hour’s drive of tbe city.
Will be let for
<£c.. illustrated, 50 cts. H lIM l.It*’ Manual.
six months, trom the 1st of May. for $ 150.
j —House
and sign paiming, graining, varnishing, pi!
F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
idling, kalsoniining, paiieiing, lettering, staining'
ap!2dtf
379& Congress St., Williams’ Block.
gilding, &c., 50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 50. Scrolls
and Ornaments, $1. Watchmaker and Jeweler, 50.
A 3 Story Brick Bouse for $3,500.
Hunter and
Soap-maker, 25. Taxidermist, 50.
1 he three story brick house, ftc. 22 Brown
Trapper’s Guide, 20. Dog Training, 25. Of bookselStreet, contaiumg 12 rooms, gas and Sebago, lers or by malt. JESSE HANEY & CO.. 119 Nassau
water closet in bath room.
Drain connected
St., N. Y._apt5d3m
with city sewer.
Taxes for 1876 to be paid by purchaser lrotn date of possession. Terms of payment
Vaults Cleaned and Aslics Reone half cash, balance on a term of years. This
moved.
property is offered at a rare bargain, as tbe owners
have no use tor it- F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
in Real Estate, 379 Congress Street, Williams’ Block,
or addressing
R. GIBSON,
apl9
4tf
588 Congress Street.
Janldtt

®A

For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

STEAMSHIP

CO.

SOLID SILVER OK GOLD.

A Bare Chance for Business.
boy. Profits $25.00

lading given by the above named
Excursion Tickets $25.

Roofers.

Street tor

is

of

Passage $15.00.

—

Photographer.

House,

PATTERSON, 379$ Congress Street.

Boston.

Through bills
Agents.

mam

J. 1. RARROCR, 930 Fore Street, Cor.
of Cross, Portland.

J. N. McCOY A CO., 9S St.

M

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith,
222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore St Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219
Wasnington street,

ROBINSON dr YOUNG, Experienced
Uorst shoers at No* 70 Pearl St.
nov5tltf

to Let.

No. 169 Cumberland Street, opposite
Locust. This finely located house is nearly
new, and has all the modern improvements,
Including hot and cold water,bath room.waterclosets,
wash room with perfect arrangements for
washing,
fine cellar, with furnace connected, floor and
perfect
drainage. The house is in fine order, and has just
been frescoed. There Is also a large yard and
garden spot as part of the lot. This property is Otic ml
as above for a few days only.
For information call
S.
It.
LEAVITT on the premises, or F. G.
upon

—

COREY' & CO., Arcade, No.
IS x?reeSired.
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 3«5 Ex. I Summerside, P. K. I.
Jgg^F*eight received on days of sailing until 4
change St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order*
o’clock, p. m.
A. R. STUBBS. Ae-ent.

JAMES Ml LLER■ No. 01 Federal Sired

For Sale

Steamship

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake nnd Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to ail places in
the Sonth, W. M. C'ark, AgeDt, 240 Washington St.,

Sailing from New York

paid, etc., on

Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON .dealer in Real Estato. Office 379J
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tt

AND

—

GEO. P. ROU EIJ, A CO.,
41 Park How, New York.

LUXE

week,

a

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATUKDAY.

Pattern and Model Maker.

LOAN

first class Real Estate security, in Portland,

or

STEAMSHIP

to£npks

Gloomier ami Bockport at 9 a. m.t 3.10 p. m1
Borer at 9 a. m.. 3.10 p. m.
Woliboro KocheHitr ami
Falla al 9
a. w., 3.10 p. m.
Kiftery, Eliot. Soalh Berwick Junction,
North Berwick, Wells ami Keuoebank
at. 9 a.m., 3.10 p. m.
Biildeford, Waco, West Scarborough, Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. m.
3.10, 5.20 p. m.

EDITION.^

Containing a complete list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories end the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, togetner with the names of
the newspapers having the largest local circulation In
eavh of the places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers a«
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each Issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.

Washington

&

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

Horse Shoers.

F. G,

a. m.

Pour times

H
&

WALTER

Exchange Street.

10

Newspaper
Advertising.

Address

no2dtf

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

At No* 7

3 p.m.

Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

X

and the necessary utensils to carry on this extensive
*
Wffl. A. QUINCY* Room 11, Printers’
business. There is also a
j Exchange, No. ill Exchange
St.
STEAM SAW AND GRIST MILL AND
A SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum
SMALL
SHHGLE machine:, BWELI.ING
Street.
HOIJSES.IVAREIIOIJSEMVORK
SHOPS, SHEDS) Arc.
Carpenters and Builders.
This property is offered for lens ihnn the com
1VHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Sired, opof improvements. Titles perfect and terms libposite the Park.
eral. The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

UPHAM & GARDINER,

Long Wharf, Boston,

Insurance oue half the rate of
'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, NAMFNON, Agent,
TO Long Wharf, Boston.
Jn23-ly

E.

_

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

NINETY-NINTH

A^ent,

g

pH
B

From
From

m*

Washington,

GSr*Send Stamp for our “Guide foe obtaining
Patents,” a hook of 50 pages.
Address:— IxO(JIM BAGGER A CO., Solicitors of Patents. Hashinoton, D. C P. O
Box 444.
doc2tdtf

equivalent.

First Class

m

and Swedish ministers at

tliej)anisli

pre-

Wharfage.

8

by u
externally
means
of the Einimeut, f
which, when properly ap- y
plied, reduces the swelling, relieves flic tension H

q

References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-CommisPatents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley,
Esq., Sec’y National Grange, l«ouisville, Ky., ami

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

delphia, at

BoNton 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a.
m.f 3.19 n m.
arriving at 6.15 a. m., 1.45. 7.C5 p.
time to connect wilh New York and Western
trains,
■*ynn, Mulein, Ncwburypon ami li*trtauiouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a.
m., 3.10 p.

Ohlldtf_

sioner of

AND

Norfolk, Baltimore

AITJD MENTION PAPER.

to insure
continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
tract of land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superior IRON ORE, SLATE.
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. The moveable property consists in part of

..
To whom it
may concern.

Notice is

market.
treated

•ffisV

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I
April 18, 1876. f
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this
Citv, for three
successive weeks, that this Board on
WEDNESDAY,
the tenth day of May
next, at 5 o’clock P. M at the
Aldermen s Room in
City Building, will hear all
parties interested iu-tbe petition of Patrick McCann
anu others, for a Sewer in
Morning Street, through
Eastern Promenade to foot of
Vesper Street. Also,
on petition of Laura
Partington and others, for a
Sewer in Mayo Street, from Cumberland to
Oxford
Streets, and that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge it public
convenience and necessities require the conduction of said Sewers
Read and passed.
L K0BINS0N-

Atrue^py.

prepared articles in

M

its

or

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR

Grand Trank R. R. of Canada.

PHILADELPHIA

8

profitably

BULLETIN.

__

x

l

PORTLAND.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
April 3,1876. }
That the City Clerk give notice to all
^VRDEREDj
Y-r parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in one of the daily papers of this city, for three
successive weeks, that this Board, on WEDNESDAY,^ twenty-sixth instant,at 5 o’clock p. m.,at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building, will hear all parties interested in the petition for a sewer in Cumberland Street, commencing near its junction with High
Street, thence westerly through said Cumberland

CITY OF

now

with

7 ?»2 Miles of well-furnished Railroad,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

»

operated,

St.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

►

0
b

Extensive and of superior quality

in Gold

0

2

lit Ilf 111-

or

lo

A COAL MINE,

same building.
Applv to
FltANCJS FESSENDEN,
1Y2 Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
or HENRY DEERING,

rear

Scientifically

5

r},

Vv alnut.

q

*
11
*

Londou

Steamship Line.

3

A

—AHD—

hj

p

Ph

easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
front and
offices in
on

R
0

p

dtf

TO

TKE

BOSTON

S

a

J

—

FINE,
CEDAR,

To Let.

m

OF

to

and a full description of
i
your invention. We will
Ail 1 A UAv^JI make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send you papers and advice, and prosecute your case. Our fee will he in ordinary cases, $25.

1

Return. Tickets
granted at reduced rates.
The Steamship

«

disease that afflicts
25 per centum of the
human race. Almost every effort heretofore made
in the treatment of this
disease has been to allay
the
present
suffering—
frosting to luck to effect a
cure. DR. P. J. GRIFFEN
* i30., after years ol research, now present to the
public the only

<1

HEAVILY TIMBERED LIND!

Inquire

en

jnel6

—

ACRES

—

Let.

the premises.
HOUSE
deci5

viz:

12,600

dtf

mh!4_
at

ROLLINS, LOR1NG & ADAMS,
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

mhl4dtf

LET.

Thompson Block, Nos. 17

be let very

slated roof

new

ern

Wholesale Store,
the

a

For Sale—At.a Low Figure.

or

TO

desirable lot on the corner of State and
St., with a 3 story Dwelling House and
Lot 142 ft. on York St., and 98 ft. on

Will be sold on liberal terms at 43 cents
State St.
per square toot; no charge for the buildings. Inquire
of JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
ap8d3w

To Let.
No. 149 Commercial Street, now occupied
by Joseph W. Read. Possesion given May 1,
1876. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
ap4dtf150 Commercial Street.

or

is

h

Unstable.

NO

CONVEYANCE OF

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

1876,

Oct 11th,

obtained in the United States
Homon at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving In
Canada, and Europe; terms as
Portland at 1.15,5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays
low as those ol any other reliable bouse.
Correspondence in- ;
Lynn at 8.59 a. m., 12.58. 8.27 p. m.
vited in the English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, At- Salem at 9.12 a. m., 1.10, 8.40 p. m.
Fori.month at 11 a. m.. 2.57,10.14
torneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
Oreal Falla at 10.22 a. m„ 4.19
of other attorneys, in rejected cases onr fees are
p. m.
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are suc- Keanebnak at 12.10, 4.03.11.20 p. m.
Hiddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20, 11.38 n ni
cessful.
P
Saco at 8.05 a. m., 12 36,
4.25, 11.42 ,,. m.

A1

Steamship

FOR

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49$ Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKIN3,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
ocll '73
dtf

IAWMTAD0
I \l 1/ Ii \l III \

Canadian and United Ntatea Wail*

over

o

q

fjgL•[York
•

Ocean

UNDER CONTRACT

—

ME.

For Sale.

Store to Rent.
418 Congress St.
Possession at once. Inquire
of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange St.
apr8d3w

and India streets.
STORE
mh 22

BIDDEFOKD,

reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Poston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. II. Young,
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
dec27-75
J. R. COYLE, Jr Gen’l A«t..

Montreal

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except. Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stoningtoii with the entirely new ami superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant ami popular steamer StoniDgton every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alH-ayn ioatlvauce of all oilier liue*. Hag-

Monday,

UNTIL FURTHER
NOTICE,

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

$1.00.
are

Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. i India St.
For
!
Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
nov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 23, 1875.

EH

<

ADAMS,

P.

mli3ld&w1m

STORE

To Let.
shop in basement

TO

W

®

SALE.

SILAS

Store to Let.

FURNISHED

S

h

This residence is located on the
grounds of the Old Orchard Camp
Meeting Association, on the main
road from Saco to the Beach, and
^commands the finest view of the
__
Beach! The house is adapted for one or two families
and contains twelve large rooms, two of them having
iron sinks and faucets in the same, from which flow
the pure spring water from the reservoir belonging to
the Association. The lower floor contains six large
rooms all lathed and plastered and furnished with
ample closet room, while the sleeping rooms are arranged so as to be thoroughly ventilated. Attached
to tbe house aTe piazzas on three sides, and it is also
furnished with ample shed room. A lot of land adjacent to this residence, upon which can be built a
stable, will be sold either with or without this house.
For terms of sale apply to

ALSO,
rKUNi

ORCHARD

FOR

large

THE

WRITE

Rheumatism

1

R

To be Let.
over

OR

a

THE

W. W. CAMS,
tf

FARE
Passengers by this line

Payable

subscriber offers for sale a desirable lot of
land on Stevens’ Plains containing about 30,000
ieet. For particulars inquire at No. 218 Fore St.
RUFUS DUNHAM.
aprlltt

OLD

lit 7 o’clock
P. M.. nod INDIA
WHARF. BONTUN, doily n» 7 P. JTI.
(Sundays excepted).

For Freight

dtf

FIVE
rents.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Doily,

day from Montieal. To be followed by the
Steamship Circassian.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 870 to $80
Intermediate passage.. 40

LEASE,

$60

follows:

vious

Land for Sale iu Deering,

LET!

To Let.
pleasant rooms at 197 Newbury street, to a
family without children: also two other small

A

to

as

MORAVIAN, Cnpt. Graham,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, April 2»lb, 1870,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the

Ulm

year.
MOMKM COULD, S3 North MU

apr!2dlm

Story ol the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
to
PRESS
OFFICE
required. Arply
or to B. THURSTON Ac CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

IN

prices from $15

at

Room in the Second

■

LOTS- TO

HOUSE

dlw*

ocl2

RELIABLE Clairvoyant can he foniul at the
rear of 30 Danforth St., where she will examthe
sick, and advise or prescribe as each case deine
mands. Terms $1.00. She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
KiDg, in addition to her clairvoy;nce and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
her very successful.
febl7d&wt!15

A

AT GREAT BARGAINS,
From Shoo to $600 and Upwards.

A Nice Seven OctnTe Piano.
UBS. H. F. C ROl'KEB,
6ft Deerinn fit.

will, until further notice, run alternately
Leaving

ALLAN LINE.

mThe

To Let.
easterly half of residence comer of Free
and High streets, now occupied bv W. H. Anderson, Esq. Possession given first of May.
•e of
F. W. LIBBY,
apr!8dtl42 Exchange St.

FOREST ClTl AND JORN fiROOKS

MBS. L. T. B. KING,

three story brick dwelling house, No.
175 Danforth Street, recently occupied by
Watson Newhall.
Possession given immediately.
Also, the two story brick dwelling house on the
westerly comer of Spring and Park Street. Terms
JOSEPH ILSLEY.
easy.

dtf

aprlit

ten
and

OTHERS.

OF ALL

Route
the Only Inside
Avoiding; Point Judith.

CLAIR VO Y A N T
j

Only half mile from the New Hotel
Half acre lots only $100 each. Apply to
WM. H. JERR1S, Real Est. Agt.
aprSCdlw*
aeres.

Street.

Tyng

aprl5d2m

carappa.

Land for Summer Cottages.
Long Island, for sale in lots of one-half to

Front Chamber lo Let.
at 30 Brown Street.

TO

te rent, a two story house, wood shed,
in barn, a fountain pure water, ten

or

hennery

ap!9d2w«

apilT

month.

Room in Boston, 37 Tr mont
Temple Place. Located in Boston since
sep20dtf

land, 150 apple trees. Will be sold cheap. Reference C. PROCTOR or WILLIAM TRICKEY, Sac-

TO BE LET.

IBSSQl
lL< U.

Chiropodist,
Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each

acres

LARGE

.■r*fV3

KEN ISON,

At North Yarmouth.
sale, or exchange for real estate in Port-

unfurnished room with two closets, on
second floor, at 217 Cumberland St.
apr20dlw

STABLE

E. PONCE,
and Exchange Sts.

m

STREET.

TO LET

IS

Middle

Chiropodists,

50* 1-* (ONORESS STREET,
of Brown, Street, Portland, Me.
Parties
treated at there residence per order w ithout extra
rharge. Office lionrs from 10 A. M. until 8 P. M.
ap3
eodlm*
Corner

For Sale or to Lease for a term of Tears.
Three story brick house, with all modem
improvements, No. 1G9 State Street. Apply to
E. W. FOX,
aplHtllm
31£ Exchange Street.

front Rooms furnished and unfur-

No.

MR- & MRS. DR. WELCH,

EASTERN RAILROAD.
On and after

This is

coraial-

ap24dGt»

treated.

sale.

Cor.

AHEAD

Difficulties of the Feet skillfully

And nil

MSix

can

are

FOR NEW YORK,

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

COPUNTS

first-class Houses for sale at a bargain,
all less than ten minutes walk from the Post
Office, City.*
Twto houses and three lots of land in Providence,
R. I, for sale or exchange for Portland property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10 per cent, will exchange for a tirst-class yacht. Inquire of

Room and Board.

Rooms,

8 to 9 a. m., and 1 to 9 p. m. All afflicted
invited to call. Consultation free,

ly

ayrliidlw&wlw

Portland.

front rooms tarnished, to let, at 21
be
PLEASANT
Brown St. A few boarders
dated.
MRS. MATHEWS.

5

For Sale.
Gray a small place containing lour

land, woll fenced, with house and stable
in good repair. Inquire ot THOS. HANCOCK,
Gray Comer, or W. H. VINTON, 199} Middle St.,

BOARD.

TO

South

acres

“A.,” at this Office.

nished to let with board, at
PLEASANT
ma21dtf
41C & 418 CUMBERLAND

1876._

RAILROADS.

LIYK

STOmCTOS

BOSTON STEAMERS.

would fay to his old Patients, and to the people of
Portland and Vicinity, that he still CONTINUES to
use the Kelley medicine, and to treat patients at
his
office, No. 1 Myrtle Street, using all of the genuine
CLAWSON KELLEY medicine. Office hours from

WM. It. JERBIS, Heal Estate Agent.
ma29d7w»

7,

March

TO

ROSTOV, MASS.,
Fronting tlie Common.
The above House, furnished en suite,
with bath rooms, passenger elevator, &c.,
offers superior accommodations for families
that wish to spent a tew weeks in the City.
__It is located near the principal Retail Store*
ana Places of Amusement.
Horse Cars pass the
door to all parts of the City

Wanted.

do general housework, bv a small
family.
American girl preferred. Apply at
aplldtf3 PEERING PLACE.

Situation Wanted.
COPYIST, and. all kinds of writing, at a
AS moderate salary, by a young lady. Unexceptionable references giveu. Address

DR. MARSHALL, Analytical Physician,

btjHigjfuiT'm
••■fiSSBplenty

apr18_

Colorado and her father a farmer over toward
Stratham?”
“Yes, the very same.
“Why. she’s the prettiest girl in Greenland,
at least I thought so two years ago, when I
danced with her at the Thanksgiving party
in the village; and I heard last fall that she
took the prize at the Manchester fair for the
best loaf of bread. But why is she here ?”
“Oh, you know fanners haven’t much
ready money, and I suppose she wanted to
earn something for herself and come to (he
beach like the rest of us. You say she took
the premium for her bread. .1 believe I’ll
go into the dining room and propose to give
cook’s place to any one of the girls who
would like it and who feels competent to take
it. I must do something,” and looking at
his watch he went out.
Ten minutes later he came hack, clapping
his hands and exclaimed:
“Mary Lyford says she’ll .try it.”
“Hnrrab for Greenland,” cried I. “Isn’t
that plucky ? By Jove 1 I hope she’ll succeed, aud I believe she will.”
“You musn’t expect much to-day,” said
Norton. “Things are all topsy turvey iu the
kitchen and it will take some time to get
them straightened out.”
Just then a new arrival claimed bis attention, and with a serener face he turned
away.
Dinner was poor that day; supper was
little better. And, in spite of Norton’s caution, I began to be afraid that Greenland was
going down. But the next marning what a
breakfast we had—juicy steaks, hot potatoes,
delicious rolls and corn bread, griddle cakes
that melted in your mouth, and coffee that
had lost none of its aroma in the making.
Thenceforth every meal was a triumph. The
guests praised the cook and hastened to the
table at the first sound of the bell. Norton
was radiant with satisfaction, and I was as
pleased as if I had been landlord or cook myself. Several times I sent my compliments
and congratulations to Mary; but she was so
constantly occupied that I never had a
glimpse of her till the night before I was to
leave.
I was dancing iu the pallor and had just
led a young lady of the Matilda Land stamp
to her mamma, when I saw Mary standing
on the piazza.
I went out, shaking her cordially by the hand, told her how interested
I had been in her success, and how proud I
was to find a Greenland girl so accomplished.
She blushed and thanked me and said, in a
modest way. that she was very glad we were
all suited; aud then Norton came up and
expressed his entire gratification with what
she had done. As she stood there in a white
pique dress, with a scarlet bow at her throat
and her dark hair neatly arranged, she looked

United States Hotel,

Middle

Hood

.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

NOTICE.

Farm for Male or Ei>
V.dftchuiige for City Properly— Located
Deering, three miles lrom Portland;
ot wood and water; good orchard;
in
nice
order. Price $3,500. Apply to
buildings
mi

Street, three coat
Custom Coats.
AT makers to make261J
dlw

place.
“Mary Lyford.”
“Mary Lyford? A black-eyed, light-footed
girl about 20 years old, with two brothers in

minro

acquaintance?”
Jack, you couldn’t tell who Mrs. Tom

CHESLEY’S,

MEDICAL

ESTATE.

HEAL

Wanted.

the

“Tom! How are you?'1
He looked puzzled for a moment, and then,
burstiug into a laugh, he seized my hand in
bis strong grasp, and exclaimed:
“Why, John Ralston! Is that you? Where
did you come from ? I’m glad to see you my
boy. Why, I haven't set eyes on you since everv inch a ladv.
we made that trip to Nahaut in your fresh“Do me the favor, Miss Lyford.” said I,
man year.
The truth is father was so poorly
“to dance the next cotillion with me.”
for a long time then that I had everything to
“Ah
I Mr. Foster,” she replied, looking
see to, and felt as if the world was on my
shoulders. I did hear, though, about you archly at Mr. Norton, “that isn’t expected
of the help.”
college honors and your going to Germany;
“The help!” I said, indignantly. “You
and I’ve often thought of you lately and
wished to|see you. Why, Jack, in spite of are the queen of the establishment, and I
invile you to dance, and so does Mr. Normy weight and your beard and broad shoulders, I can’t realize that ten years have gone ton.”
“Certainly I do,” he answered. “Go and
since we were at Exeter together. We must
talk over old times and new. When did your show the company that you are at home in
the parlor as well as the kitchen.” So, smilget back and what are your plans?”
“I came yesterday, and shall stay in the ing and blushing, she too my arm.
city, on account of a business matter, until in!Didn’t we make a sensation when we went
Perhaps there was no fellow there withnext Tuesday. Then I am going home.”
“Well, now, this is Saturday, and you can in a better “social position,” (you know the
do nothing after three o’clock.
Come and phrase) than I; and I had been quite a fawith the ladies. You should have
spend Sunday with me in the country. I vorite
seen them when we took our places on the
want to show you my wife.”
floor! Some laughed, some frowned, some
“Your wife. Are you married, Tom ?”
“Married nearly a year,” said he, with a whispered to their neighbors; but I paid not
the slightest attention to it at all, and Mary
smile.
looked so pretty and went through the dance
“You don’t look very solemn over it.”
♦Solemn ? It’s the jolliest thing I ever did with such grace and dignity that before it
was over I believe all regarded her with adin my life. Meet me at the Eastern depot at
four o’clock, and I’ll tell you about it on the miration. I didn’t wait for comments, but
escorted her out as if she had been the belle
way down.”
We parted at the Winter street corner—he ol Boston.
“Good night, Miss Lyford,” I said, when
to go to his store, and I to the Parker house.
“How handsome Boston has grown,” said we reached the hall. “X am going in the
I, glancing at the fine buildings and the Com- morning; but I shall see you again when you
get back to Greenland.”
mon, beautiful in the September sun.
“Good night, Mr. Foster,” she replied. “I
“We think it a nice town,” he replied,
you for your kindness.’’ Then she
speaking with the moderate words and the thank
perfect assurance of the Bostonian to whom added laughing: “Have you any orders for
his city is the sum of all excellence and de- breakfast?”
“Why, yes. I should like to remember
light. “Remember, four o’clock.” And he
you by a plate of such muffins as we bad yesdisappeared in the crowd.
“Tom married 1” I said to myself, as I terday.”
“You shall have them sir,” she said as she
walked alone. “I dare say it’s to his father’s
pretty ward, Clara Maitland, whom I saw disappeared in the doorway. And have
when I spent the day there eleven years ago. them I did.
Three weeks later Mary came home to
I remember what long cui Is she had and how
fond she seemed of him. Yes, I dare say it’s Greenland with more than $100 in her purse
and a farm that was worth thousands. I
to Clara. I hope, though, she hasn’t
grown went to see her at her father’s
house. I
up into one of those delicate young ladies,
good for nothing but to display the latest found her every way excellent and lovely;
fashions, and waitz a little, and torture the and the end was that at Christmas we were
piano. Better some rosy, sturdy German married.”
“Glorious 1” I exclaimed. “Give me your
Grelchen than a poor poll like them. It
would be a shame for Tom, with his splendid hand Tom! I was afraid you had been
physique and vigorous brain, to be tied for taken in by some Matilda Lane.”
“Doyou think I’m a fool?” said he.
Hie to such a woman.” And then, turning
Then I told him of my own choice, and I
down School street, my thoughts wandered
off to a blue-eyed girl who was not satisfied was still talking when the train stopped at
with the small triumphs of the croquet the Greenland station.
We soon arrived at his hospitable home.
ground, but who would send an arrow His
wife was all he had pictured her; a restraight home to the mark; and climb the hill
with me, her step light and free as the deer’s fined, intelligent, handsome woman, who
in the gale below; and hold a sleady oar in a would develop and grow in attractiveness
boat on the river; and swim ashore, if need every year of her life. After a merry evenbe, and then, when walk or row was over, ing in their pleasant parlor I went to bed
who could sit down to a lunch of cold meat and dreamed that the millenium had come,
and that all women were like my blue eyed
and bread and butter with an appetite keen
and Mrs. Tom Foster.
as a young Indian’s after a
day’s hunt; yes, girl
and who knew how to be efficient in the
kitchen and the rarest ornament of the parHOTELS.
lor. How impatient I was to see her, the
bewitching maiden whom a prince might
have been proud to marry. And again I said
UNITED STATES HOTEL,
to myself as I went up the Parker house
steps: “I do hope Tom hasn’t made a fool of
PHILADELPHIA,
himself!”
Four o’clock found me at the station, and a On 42d Street, Columbia Avenue, Viola
moment later in walked Tom, carrying a basAvenue and Elm Avenue,
ket filled with Jersey peaches. “They don’t
in
said
Directly
opposite Main Exhibition BuildiDg,
grow
he, tucking the paGreenland,”
“Come this way.”
per down over the fruit.
CENTENNIAL GROUNDS.
I followed him, and we had ju3t seated ourThis elegant fire-proof structure was
selves comfortably in the car when the train
built by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
moved off.
accommodate Centennial visitors at reason“Now for the story, Tom,” said I, as we
able prices. It has 325100ms, all completecrossed the bridge and caught the breeze cool 1
,ly furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
!
in every respect. Large rooms can be enfrrtm fho COO
“Rllt T non
-1
gaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
tbeglrl you married. It wa3 Clara Mait- the building to let.
Address,
land.”
r. ». i5uuin 15x, Manager.
teb26
eodt f
A shadow passed over Tom’s faco. “Clara
has been dead four years,” said he. "‘She inherited consumption from her mother. We
did everything for her—took her to Minnesota and Florida, but it was no use. She didn’t
ME.
live to see her eighteenth birthday.”
“Poor Clara! She loved you dearly. Then
Situated in the very Center of the City.
I suppose you chose some Boston girl of your

_'

WANTS.
_

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

NEW

YORK.

For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
Dr. F W KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.
dlwt
mar31_

a

The Greatest

Selling Centennial

Book Is

Monday, October 25lh, 187.1.
Trains leave Portland for
Bangor, Watervil
Belfast and Dexter at 112.33 a. m.,
1.40 p m

Skowlregan 1.40 p. m.
Augusta, Haliowell, Gardiner, Biunswick

17.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland 17.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath 17.00 a. m., t.40, 5.20
p. m.
I-ewiston 17.00 a. m., 1.35,5.15 p.

Farmington
The 112.35

1.40 p. m.
train for
K-^N. A.

a. m.

m.

Bangor makes

close

cmi-

Hallway fotSt.jStaJX

Halitax
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.

OUR COHiWRV i?s" RESOURCES ^■OctoterAl^ TPCKBR^&t-

Bich and complete in our thrilling history of lOO
years; and grand in vivid descriptions of all our
resources in agriculture, Commerce, minmighty
erals, manufactures, finances, government, curiosities, natural wonders, works of art. etc. Hie hiy illustrated and cheap. A SPI.ENOID VIEW
of tho WORLD’S EORElTIOST NATION.
No other book like it. Outsells mere histories five to
one.
AGENTS wauled quickly.
Address HUBBARD BROS., Springfield, Mass.
aprl2J4w

Portland & Rochester R. R.
On and after

Monday, April, 8, 1876,

Train* will rna a» (allowsi

Pirr- wa,
i**r"aud
2-30, 4.00 and 6.20

mft'S
Wnr!.c«ll.^ iAROfheSter’
,,Arrives.at
*t

p.

at

7250

a.

m„

m.

stations between
Pori land
au(l rnn« through to
m
(wher» “ connects K«cho..«r at 10.00 *.
with Eastern and Bo*,
WANTED.
ton & Maine
Railroads.) At Nasbna at 11.47
A few smart first-class Lady
m
tn.
wanted
ImAgents
Lowell 12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m.,
mediately to canvass for the best gelling article of
12.40 p m., Fitchburg
,,c*"* "notion
Ladies wear in tbe world. (Patented.) Large com“><1 at Worcester at 2.10 p. m.,
mission. A new thins, anil f he field in oprn.
with
,rains
SLtlDgMleamboat South and West,
Those having a »in»ll
so w
P. M.
capital, and wishing to make •xi. •««
Express arrives at
money fault should address at once,
Kochc^let-at4.30p,m.,conneet8 at Ennius
ffl. Bl'FM'TI, Norili Berwick, IJIe.
for Hlunche.ter and Concord. at Naih»
General Agent for the State of Maine.
aprl2t4* |
LoWfH ami Bomon, at Aver .'uncJF
tion for Fifchbnrg and Hoooac Ton
/The parties will do all they claim.'’-.V.}'. Wttkly Sun, Jan. 12, lsill,
Mel Ixine at Worcester with
Boston
Albany Railroad, and goes through New
London without change of Tom,

L.AOY

AGENTS

$OMM®£L?Mrnrr
!’ " m jute & ('o,limited,ti;* Duane st.
V. *OlH‘ of tile best lianres f»r Sir't.

ottered.'-Chi, Wetklt/Inltr-Octun

MB
B

k
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| g

apt14_d4wt

HOOK The Wonderful
Blessings of God on
Labors of MOODY & NANKEY
in Europe
Lp. la<LA“er ca:, EeBt 1)00,1 and chance for men or
,)UBill<-‘BB
and
do good
a,F0<xlnew
oflered
bmps of U. 8. A.,
FH w™fi
ye?,r’„,A"°
Elbl° lands and Cemenninl
s-H

^

thi!Ut£?
“-ia-1

®riafnsiw5'
GCEBNSEY,

_Al'P1.v

at

once

to

Pub., Concord.

there

jpli
\

g

u
c.
N. II.

___apr!5d4wf

connecting

*n

with

the

magnifleent

Steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving in
New York at Pier No, 40. North Barer

at G 00 a. m.
Mtnte Koouan

can be secured in advance at
Haruen Hro*.,No. 28 Exchange Street and
at the
4.00 **. HI. Train runs to Rochester, stopping at
all stations.
0.40 P. IB. Tialn runs to Gorham.

Depot.

RETURNING.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.20, 11.15, 11 45a
and 8.50 p.m.

,-''O^d"?.-lftraatmanS'a',0n8-artivea
11.4<l
Steamboat

m

**

ia

A. HI

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she ami the FraDconla are fitted up
with tine accommodations lor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
snumier months on their
passage to

andfrom''Ncw

Passage in Slate Room S5. meals

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Worcester

at

S iw

m

*i m

at

a

p

u

i5
nt,t!B? .‘f

m.

Stations, au

I

tllrough from New York,
Stans at
Stations when signaled, arrives
in
m Portland at
10.50 p. m.
«.ocal Train from Gorham at
6.00 a. m., arrives in
Portlaud at 6.40 a. m.

pLi. 81

agent Just cleared 8 IBB first 3 weeks selling the
TjIB’JG .A-TNID LABORS OF
»

^°yie.r.^l«VhX,^n,CX!r°rf
people. Took
and
F

Bros., SpriiigflcUL
apf.’Odlwt

Car’iti^h |,t0‘,s
*jeURt
fs due In ttoli
ned’. at 5-10at aI1
p.
ger

PUT UP ONLY IN Blips BOXES.
TRIED AND MBS REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. C GuoDWIN A-CO., Boston, Mas*.
apl7
dlwt
A

LIVLVGSTOS £

*at

md ZTrf-arrh*8
Maine Centnd.t.1 o05e «2“nection with the
11.41 A l* "S„l2lG,ni,n? Trunk Railroads,
train with Passen-

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

sobl. 150,BOB more needed by the
A
of matchless interest, profusely
A royal rhnnee illustrated
very cheap.
for a -ents
and
,mm.r
terms, address Hubbard

m.,

Springvale, Alfred, SacoRW

XJ8I0

An
eitra.

Express from New Lon
don, leaving Norwich Line Steamers
El
500
and

a.

J. M. RUNT, Sunt.
dll

al'1

FUFF!

PUFF!!

PUFF 11

Magical Paul. Box.
Thousands ol Magical
Rings out of
this wonderiul Box.
Endless amusement tot the
children.
I Sent to any address, with full directions, on receiDt of
25c. I.OTK1HGE & CO.,
1)i:y Stbckt, Nkw
York,
mhl5U&w(lm 2

